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Shear wave attenuation measurements were made

using ceramic bimorph transducers to excite trans-

verse vibrations in a cylindrical column of uncon-

solidated sediment. Three different water-saturated

sediments were used in an attempt to determine the

effects of grain shape and sorting on the frequency

dependence of attenuation. The mean grain size of the

sediments was held constant while the grain shape and

size distributions were varied. The sediment assem-

blages used in the attenuation measurements included

a moderately-sorted angular quartz sand, a well-

sorted angular quartz sand, and well-sorted spherical

glass beads. The moderately-sorted sand showed the

greatest attenuation over the measurement frequency

range of 1 to 20 kHz. The well-sorted sand and the

glass beads showed generally lower attenuation with

the beads being the least lossy propagation medium.

All three sediments showed evidence of viscous attenu-

ation due to fluid-to-grain relative motion. This

mechanism leads to a non-linear relationship between

attenuation and frequency.
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Sediment physical properties were measured for

use as inputs to a theoretical attenuation model based

on the Biot theory of propagation of waves in porous

media. The model allowed attenuation versus frequency

predictions to be made for each of the three sediment

assemblages. The resultant comparisons between the

measured and predicted attenuations demonstrated the

importance of using measured model inputs obtained

under controlled laboratory conditions when theoret-

ical model capabilities are being evaluated. The model

comparison shed significant light on the ability of

this particular model to predict shear wave attenuation

in non-ideal sediments.
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SHEAR WAVE ATTENUATION IN UNCONSOLIDATED
LABORATORY SEDIMENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years investigators in underwater acous-

tics have formulated propagation models which are capable

of accurately predicting the properties of the acoustic

field in regions where boundary effects are of secondary

importance. These same models have been utilized, with

limited success, in shallow water or bottom limited

environments where interaction with the seafloor is a

dominant factor. As acoustic modeling capabilities

have become more sophisticated, including the formula-

tion of range dependent models based on wave theory,

the requirements for more accurate descriptions of the

environment have increased. In ocean areas where acous-

tic bottom interaction is important, particular interest

is focused on the accurate portrayal of the properties

of the seafloor.

In a recent paper, Hamilton1 has presented a

comprehensive review of the state of geoacoustic modeling

of the seafloor. He defines a geoacoustic model as, "a

model of the real seafloor with emphasis on measured,

extrapolated, and predicted values of those properties

important in underwater acoustics and those aspects of

geophysics involving sound transmission." Accordingly,

information required for a complete geoacoustic model

should include the following for each sediment layer:

1. Identification of sediment type of the seafloor

and in the underlying layers
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2. True thickness and shapes of layers and loca-

tions of significant reflectors

3. Compressional wave velocities of the seafloor

surface; as a function of depth; and at the

surface of the acoustic basement

4. Shear wave velocities at the seafloor surface;

as a function of depth; and at the surface of

the acoustic basement

5. Attenuation of compressional waves at the sea-

floor surface; as a function of depth; and at

the surface of the acoustic basement

6. Attenuation of shear waves at the seafloor

surface; as a function of depth; and at the

surface of the acoustic basement

7. Density at the seafloor surface; as a function

of depth; and at the surface of the acoustic

basement

8. Elastic properties of the sediment (e.g., dy-

namic rigidity, Lame's constants).

Since the seafloor is made up of an almost infinite

variety of sediment and rock assemblages, there is an

equally diverse variety of geoacoustic models. To expect

to measure the required physical and acoustical proper-

ties of the seafloor listed above, for each area where

an acoustic prediction is required, is clearly impossi-

ble. Hamilton"2 and others3'4 have tried to approach

this problem by grouping the seafloor into three general
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environments: the continental terrace (shelf and slope),

the abyssal hill environment pelagic), and the abyssal

plain environment (turbidite). Each of these main

environments usually has distinctive sediment types.

The averaged results of sediment acoustic arid related

properties based on measurements and computations have

been summarized for each of the environments.1 These

properties together with other geological and bathy-

metric information may be used by investigators to

construct area models for regions of interest. Even

so, certain of the required properties may be poorly

characterized or virtually nonexistent. Chief among

these are shear wave speed and attenuation.

Another approach to sediment modeling is that

described by Stoll.5 This approach relies on the

utilization of a mathematical model6-0 based upon the

classical work of Biot 11-14 in acoustic propagation in

porous media. The model takes into account the effects

of certain key mechanisms that play principal roles in

controlling the dynamic response of sediments, and pre-

dicts body wave damping and velocity in fluid saturated

sediments. Two mechanisms for energy dissipation are

included in the Biot-Stoll model; one accounts for losses

due to the inelasticity of the sediment skeleton, and the

other for viscous losses in the sediment as the inter-

stitial fluid moves relative to the sediment skeleton

during passage of an acoustic disturbance. The complex

interaction of these mechanisms results in damping

which is frequency dependent and which depends upon

sediment physical properties such as porosity, grain

size, and permeability, and the effective stress on

the sediment.
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The acoustic modeler requires the acoustical prop-

erties of the sediment, principally the density and

body wave speeds arid attenuations, as a function of

location and depth in the seafloor. Often these prop-

erties are not available for a given location, or they

have not been measured at the appropriate frequency for

the problem at hand. The use of some "model," whether

empirical or mathematical, is required to extrapolate

the sediment properties from the location or frequency

where information exists to the location or frequency

where information is desired.

Either of the techniques described above may be used

to do this. The important issue is which model can

perform the required extrapolation in the most accurate

manner given the available data. The empirical approach

has been used quite effectively in acoustic modeling and

numerous citations of Hamilton's empirical relationships

may be found in the literature of underwater acoustic

modeling. The mathematical or physical model has not

received the same degree of acceptance.

While not a simple theory, the physical approach

does allow one to predict the required acoustical prop-

erties of the sediments including their frequency and

depth dependence.8 The required model inputs are the

physical properties of the sediment constituents and

the effective stress conditions. Certain of these may

be derived from others based upon empirical relationships

between the various physical properties such as grain

size, porosity, and permeability. Many of these prop-

erties are readily obtainable, for areas of interest,

from sediment grab samples, cores, or drill holes. In

this form the model becomes a hybrid, making use of



both empirical and dynamic relationships between the

sediment constituents and properties.

A major obstacle to the more widespread use of the

Biot-Stoll physical approach to sediment modeling is the

lack of data to verify the model's validity when predic-

tions are made for complex sediment assemblages over a

significant frequency range.

Recently, comparisons have been made between pre-

dictions based on Biot theory and laboratory or field

observations. Plona 15,16 appears to have verified the

existence of dilatational waves of the "second kind"

predicted by Biot theory, and seldom if ever observed in

sediments because their amplitude is much smaller than

the amplitude of the more common dilatational or com-

pressional wave.5 Stoll10 has shown that viscous losses

included in the Biot model are important in determining

the overall attenuation observed in laboratory measure-

ments of rotational wave speed and attenuation. Measure-

ments were made using a torsional pendulum to measure

attenuation and velocity over a range of frequency

from 20 Hz to 1 kHz in both dry and water saturated silts

and sands. Hovem and Ingram17 have shown the model to

be capable of correctly indicating the observed disper-

sion in compressional wave speed and attenuation in

spherical glass beads over a range of frequency from

20 kHz to 300 kHz. The elastic parameters of the frame

were adjusted to obtain agreement between the observed

and calculated compressional speed at 100 kHz. They

also show comparisons between compressional wave attenu-

ation in sands reported by Nolle, et a1.,-8 Hampton,'9

and Hamilton,20 and calculated attenuation using the Biot

theory. All observations appear to be well represented



by the viscous model given a reasonable range of lati-

tude in the specification of the sediment elastic frame

moduli. Brunson and Johnson21 showed good agreement

between Biot-Stoll model calculations and the observed

frequency dependence of shear waves in a saturated sand

over a frequency range from 450 Hz to 7 kHz. Here, too,

the sediment frame properties were adjusted within

reasonable bounds to obtain good agreement.

In all of the cases cited, the data and model agree

reasonably well if the sediment frame moduli are adjusted

within reasonable bounds. However, for extrapolations

or predictions of acoustical properties in areas where

the available data are not amenable to this type of model

"tuning,' one would like to know that given accurate

descriptions of the sediment physical properties, the

Biot-Stoll model is capable of reproducing the observed

acoustical properties of that sediment. This test would

indicate the validity of the mathematical formulations

of the dissipation processes included in the model.

Especially troublesome are questions concerning the

function which describes the effect of frequency on

viscodynamic flow. This complex function, to be dis-

cussed in detail in a later section of this paper, was

derived by Biot for an idealized capillary model, and

predicts a non-linear relationship between attenuation

and frequency with some wave speed dispersion apparent.

Whether or not it is adequate in light of the tortuous

and irregular flow paths present in real sediments

should be demonstrated by carefully controlled experi-

mental observations.

Another major difficulty in applying the Biot theory

is the need to specify two input parameters which have
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been heretofore considered empirical; being estimated

in conjunction with attenuation data.6 The parameters

in question are commonly known as the pore-size param-

eter, a, a parameter with the dimension of length that

depends on both the size and shape of the pores; and

the structure or coupling factor c, which accounts for

the fact that not all of the fluid moves in the direction

of the macroscopic pressure gradient because of the

shape and orientation of the interstitial pore spaces.9

The generally complex configuration of the pore spaces

have made these parameters difficult to estimate a

priori. However, research in related fields may shed

some light on the nature of these two parameters.

Various approaches to estimate them from sediment physi-

cal properties will be discussed in a later section

of this paper.

In light of the foregoing discussions, the study

reported here was initiated to determine the effect of

grain shape and sorting on the frequency dependence of

shear wave attenuation in unconsolidated water-saturated

sediments. The results will add a substantial number of

attenuation versus frequency values to the sparse set

of shear wave data currently available. These data

will also allow one to test the Biot-Stoll model's

ability to predict the shear wave attenuation observed

in simple and complex sediment assemblages. The required

model inputs were carefully measured under the same

stress conditions which prevailed during acoustic mea-

surements. Having these measured input parameters

eliminated the need to adjust sediment frame properties,

thus allowing insight to be gained into the validity

of the functions which account for the frequency effect

on viscodynamic flow. Additionally, the pore-size



parameters and structure constant were determined empir-

ically by seeking a "best fit" to the observed attenua-

tion. Tests of various theoretical approaches to pro-

viding these parameters were conducted. It is felt

that the results of this study will allow the Biot-Stoll

model to become a more useful tool for the underwater

acoustics community, by providing a basis for its

range of applicability. The addition of a substantial

set of measurements taken under carefully controlled

and documented conditions should provide other research-

ers the means to further test and refine theoretical

descriptions of the acoustical response of unconsoli-

dated sediments.



II. OBSERVATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Background

I]

A review of the literature indicates that several

parameters have important effects on the dynamic response

of unconsolidated sediments. Of these, some of the most

important include: strain amplitude, vibration frequen-

cy, porosity, permeability, intergranular stress, grain

shape, grain size distribution, grain material proper-

ties, and degree of saturation. In order to compare

measurements of wave speed and attenuation, these param-

eters should be known. Of particular importance are

stress, frequency, and porosity. If these are available

with the measurements, intercomparisons are usually

possible.

Observational Technioues

Available techniques for accurately measuring acous-

tic properties of unconsolidated sediments are often

limited by the desire on the part of the investigator

to be able to relate the observed acoustical response

of the sample to the physical properties and stress

conditions under which the measurements are performed.

In general, a specimen with dimensions many times the

wave-length of the propagating wave is necessary to

determine attenuation accurately.5 In the laboratory,

this limits dilatational wave studies to frequencies of

tens of kilohertz or more. If we wish to make dilata-

tional attenuation measurements below these frequencies

we must rely upon measurements taken in the field.

These necessarily come with the complications of reflec-

tions or scattering which are due to the inhomogeneities
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generally present in the natural environment. In addi-

tion, the physical properties of such a natural trans-

mission medium are difficult to determine and impossible

to control. Thus, it is difficult to extract reliable

estimates for the material damping from the overall

losses observed in field data. Parametric studies to

extract the relationships between acoustical and physi-

cal properties are extremely difficult and often ambig-

uous or inconclusive.

On the other hand, there is the possibility of

studying the characteristics of low-frequency shear or

rotational wave motion in the laboratory under carefully

controlled conditions or in the field over propagation

paths short enough to allow assumptions of sediment

homogeneity to be reasonably valid. This is possible

because of the relatively short wavelengths of these

types of waves. Hamilton, etal.22, report cornpressional

to shear wave speed ratios ranging from 9 in naturally

occurring sands to 15 in clayey-silts. This translates

to shear wavelengths shorter by an equivalent factor.

Thus, we may reasonably expect to make laboratory mea-

surements of shear waves at frequencies as low as a

few hundred hertz in sands and even lower in softer

sediments such as clays. Various investigators have

demonstrated this capability. Numerous authors1-°'23

have reported the use of torsional pendulum or resonant

column methods to obtain longitudinal and shear wave

speed and damping of sediment samples in the laboratory.

Stoll10 reports logarithmic decrements for a range of

frequency from 20 Hz to 1 kHz for both dry and water

saturated sediments. The measurements reported by Hardin

and Richart23 used the resonant column techniques to

measure longitudinal and shear wave speeds and damping
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in the 200 Hz to 2500 Hz frequency range. Pilbeam and

Vaisnys24 report laboratory measurements of longitudinal

arid torsional velocity and energy damping in granular

media using a bar resonance method over the frequency

range of 1-20 kHz. Pulse methods using crystal trans-

ducers to measure shear and compressional waves in uncon-

solidated porous sediments are reported by Domenico.25

In these experiments, only wave velocities were reported.

Hrunson and Johnson,21 report shear wave attenuation

measurements in unconsolidated saturated sand over a

frequency range of 450 Hz to 7 kHz using transversely

vibrating piezoceramic bender elements. These trans-

ducers are similar to those used by Shirley and Hampton26

to measure shear wave speed and attenuation in clays in

the 200-400 Hz frequency ranges. Bell27 reports values

for shear wave speeds and attenuation for seven labora-

tory sediments obtained using the same type of bender

elements to generate transverse vibrations in the sedi-

ments. He reports shear wave attenuation and speed over

a frequency range of 0.5 to 20 kHz. Direct field mea-

surements of wave speeds using diver implanted probes22

as well as transducers attached to sediment corers28

have been reported, but the supporting sediment physical

properties are generally not available. Other measure-

ment techniques include generating polarized shear waves

by imparting transverse motion to a wooden beam held in

place by a truck;2932 mechanical vibration of a hori-

zontal plate coupled to the ground;33 explosions;34'

30; or seismic reflection and refraction techniques.35

The common shortcoming of these field techniques is

that little is known about the physical properties of

the sediment through which the energy has propagated.

Because of this, rio definitive statements may be made

about sediment physical and acoustical property rela-

tionships.
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Such statements are essential to sorting out the mechan-

isms responsible for the observed acoustical response

of sediments.

There are, then, several techniques available to the

investigator which will allow the accurate measurement

of shear wave speed and attenuation under carefully

controlled laboratory conditions. While some may argue

that such laboratory measurements cannot duplicate the

conditions found in nature, it is felt that their value

in allowing a better understanding of the various mechan-

isms controlling the dynamic response of unconsolidated

sediments overrides those objections. Their value is

further enhanced when the acoustical measurements are

accompanied by those sediment parameters listed at the

beginning of this section.

Shear Wave Observations

Measurements of shear wave speed and attenuation in

porous unconsolidated sediments are sparse. This is

particularly true for fully saturated sediments at small

confining pressures. When measurements are reported

they seldom include descriptions of the environmental

conditions prevailing at the time of observation. Espe-

cially important, and often lacking, are the stress

and frequency ranges over which the measurements were

taken. These are essential to valid intercomparisons

of data sets.

Speeds

In a review of shear wave velocity measurements,

Hamilton36 presented a study of selected published
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field measurements of the velocity of shear waves in

unlithified, water-saturated sediments. The cited field

studies included data taken at various depths and pres-

sures including data from the literature of land geo-

physics. The latter were included because of the lack

of data for the full range of marine sediments. The

data were divided between velocities in silts, clays,

and turbidites and velocities in sands.

Shear speeds reported by Zhadin (in Molotova and

vassilev37) from borehole measurements in saturated

clays range from 120 rn/sec at 10 m to 359 rn/sec at 63 m.

Warrick3° reported shear speeds at 90 rn/sec at 6 rn in

a tidal mud flat. Cunny and Fry38 reported shear speeds

ranging from 137 rn/sec at 1 m in a silty clay to 239

rn/sec in a shaley clay at a depth of 27 in. Kudo and

Shima29, using a surface source and a borehole receiver

in saturated silts, reported shear speeds from 102 rn/sec

at 16 in depth to 270 rn/sec at 42 m. Davies39 measured

Stoneley waves propagating along the seafloor and calcu-

lated speeds varying from 50 rn/sec at the sediment sur-

face to 190 rn/sec at a depth of 16 in. Hamilton et al.22,

used Stoneley wave observations to calculate sediment

shear wave speeds between 88 and 108 rn/sec at a depth

of 2 ru in a clayey-silt seafloor.

The data cited by Hamilton36 were from a number of

widespread sites, for a number of sediment types, and at

several different depths. They showed a spread of speeds

from 50 rn/sec in a deep sea surface sediment,39 to 700

rn/sec in a saturated clay, siltstone, and sandstone found

650 m down a borehole.37 As expected, the lowest speeds

were for shallow muds or clays while the highest speeds
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were found in sediments with some sand fraction, partic-

ularly when they occurred deep in the sediment column.

For depths of burial of 10 rn or less, the range of

speeds was much narrower; varying from 50 to 230 rn/sec

at the surface and a depth of 10 m, respectively. In

general, this direct speed-to-depth correlation did not

hold, being complicated by sediment type, among other

factors. An important factor to be taken into considera-

tion is the degree of saturation of the sediment whose

speed is being measured. Some of the values cited above

are for land sediments where the degree of saturation

is unknown.

Field measurements for sands were listed separately

in Hamilton's review. Most were from sediments found at

or near the surface of the sediment column. Cunny and

Fry38 provided the most extensive set of in situ measure-

ments of shear wave speed in sands. They reported

values ranging from 53 to 140 rn/sec in the upper meter

of medium to fine sands, with no observable correlation

with stated grain size. However, all of these observa-

tions were for depths above the water table; thus, their

degree of saturation is unknown. Other authors39,40'41

cite shear speed values ranging from 98 to 567 rn/sec

in sands at depths of less than one meter. The highest

values are reported by Barnes, et al.,41 for medium

to fine sands observed during a survey of Monterey Bay,

California. These values are substantially greater

than any cited except for those reported at depths on

the order of 20 m below the sediment surface.42

Other speeds reported range from 101 rn/sec computed

from Stoneley waves estimated to he 1.1 m below the
sediment surface,42 to 579 rn/sec at depths of 27 m

in loose sands.4' Most values fall between 150 rn/sec
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and 300 rn/sec for depths to 12 in below the sediment

surface. In general, this variation of speed with

depth was similar to that shown in the silt, clay,

turbidite data with higher values of shear speeds

reported at similar depths. Some degree of caution

must be shown in assuming that these measurements are

for sediments with high water content.

One may correctly infer that shear speeds in uncon-

solidated sediments are sensitive to overburden pressure

or compaction. This observation has led to numerous

studies of the effects of pressure on the elastic prop-

erties of unconsolidated sediments. Many of these stud-

ies have dealt with pressure effects on wave speed, and

generally were performed under laboratory conditions.

This has allowed a more carefully controlled set of ob-

servations, particularly with respect to the degree of

saturation.

Iida43 performed torsional vibration tests on col-

umns of wet quartz sand and, for reported resonance

frequencies and column heights, showed speeds between

60 and 70 rn/sec at normal overburden pressures of 0.5

to 1.4 kPa due to specimen weight. The data show con-

stant speeds of 70 rn/sec above 0.7 kPa. Schmidt44

showed a change in shear speed for dry sand samples

from 76 to 120 rn/sec for columns 3.2 to 11 cm in height.

For a typical sand,8 this is equivalent to overburden

pressures between 0.3 and 1.1 kPa. Shirley and Hampton26

reported shear speeds of 6 to 29 rn/sec for a water

saturated kaolinite clay allowed to settle under the

influence of gravitational and interparticle forces

for 120 hrs. Bell27 reported shear speed measurements

taken on dry and wet glass beads and natural sands at



mean effective pressure due to overburden of 0. 5 to

1.4 kPa in saturated sediments and 0.9 to 2.2 kPa in

dry sediments. Speeds in dry glass beads ranged from

7. to 122 rn/sec at 0.9 kPa, while dry sands showed

speeds between 73 and 220 rn/sec under the same mean

effective stress. Wet speeds were always lower than

the dry speeds with the heads showing speeds from 53

to 82 rn/sec at 0.6 kPa, and the sands showing speeds

ranging from 47 to 105 rn/sec at the same effective

stress level.

Extensive measurements of elastic wave velocities

in granular soils as a function of "effective confining

pressure" (determined by Hamilton36 to he 90 to 97 per-

cent of normal overburden pressures) were reported by

Hardin and Richart.23 They reported shear and compres-

sional wave speeds for both dry and saturated aggregates

of Ottawa sand, crushed quartz sand, and crushed quartz

silt. The normal overburden pressure was varied between

6. 5 and 365 kPa. For shear waves at pressures exceeding

approximately 90 kPa the velocity of shear waves in

Ottawa sand was found to vary with approximately the

one-fourth power of pressure with the exponent for dry

sand being slightly lower (0.238) than that for the

wet sand (0.252). Similar measurements at lower over-

burden pressures produced larger pressure exponents,

varying from 0.293 in dry sediments to 0.420 in wet

sediments. At low confining pressures, even a modest

amount of moisture (1.4 percent) resulted in a decrease

of as much as 7 percent in the shear wave speeds in

the Ottawa sand. Wilson and Miller45 showed a imi1ar

one-fourth power pressure dependence of shear wave

speeds in wet medium-to-fine sands over a pressure

range of 33. 5 kPa to 479 kPa. The 1-lardin and Richart
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data23 were supplemented and analyzed further by Hardin

and Black46 resulting in empirical equations relating

shear speed or shear modulus and overburden pressure

which were recommended by Richart, et for use

with both angular and round grained materials (sands

and some clays, wet or dry). The resultant equations

take the form

G=A(T)F(e)a0 (11-1)

where G is the shear modulus, A is the function accounting

for the time history of the sample including loading

increment, F(e) accounts for the effects of void ratio

e (porosity, 0 ), and GO is the isotropic component. of

effective stress. For G and a0 in units of pounds per

square inch in clays, the equation is

G 1630 (2.973-c)2 O.5
(11-2)

(1-e)

and for angular-grained sands

G
1230 (2.973-e)2 0.5

(11-3)
(1-e)

Equation (11-2) holds for void ratios 0. 5<e<l. 5 (0.33<0

<0.60.) and to pressures of 20 to 100 psi (138-690 kPa).

Equation (11-3) applies to void ratios 0.38<e<1.26

(0.24<<0. 56) and to pressures of 3.5 to 42 psi (24-

290 kPa). These equations have been used extensively

by several authors8'2° seeking to include pressure

effects or corrections in shear wave calculations.

More recently Pilbeam and Vaisnys24 have found the

shear wave speeds in dry glass beads to vary as the one-

third power of confining pressure, but lubricated glass
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dence. The measurements were reported for a range

of pressures from 20 to 120 kPa, thus spanning the

high and low pressure regimes reported by Hardin and

Richart.23 Shell Development Company shear wave speed

data for dry and brine saturated sand have been reported

by Hamilton.36 The shear speed was found to vary as

the one-fourth power of pressure for fine sands under

pressures of 137 kPa to 2.8 MPa and for coarse sands

from 686 kPa to 2.8 MPa confining pressure. Coarse

sands under pressures from 137 to 686 kPa exhibited

speeds which varied approximately as the three-tenths

power of effective pressure. All of these measurements

fall in the high pressure regime of Hardin and Richart.

Domenico25 obtained a one-fourth power variation of

shear wave speed in dry and brine-saturated specimens

of both Ottawa sand and glass beads over an effective

confining pressure from 3 to 34 MPa.

Hamilton36 recommends using a depth (pressure)

exponent of one-fourth for prediction of shear wave

velocities in sands. This recommendation is based upon

both in situ and laboratory measurements. However, as

we have seen from the data presented, there is consider-

able scatter in the pressure exponent with values

varying from approximately 0.2 to 0.4 being reported

in the literature.

Attenuation

Acoustic waves may dissipate energy as they propa

gate through unconsolidated porous materials as a result

of a number of different mechanisms. The most important
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of these are related to the two-phase nature of the trans-

mission medium. The presence of solid grains surrounded

by a fluid gives rise to the possibility of energy loss

due to grain-to-grain friction as well as fluid-to-grain

viscous interaction. The friction occurring at the

grain contacts will dissipate energy whether or not

there is fluid present in the sediment pore spaces.

On the other hand, with fluid present in the pores,

there is the possibility of viscous dissipation if

there is any relative motion between the pore fluid

and the skeletal frame. The resultant observed energy

loss will reflect the combined effect of these two

primary loss mechanisms plus any additional secondary

effects that may contribute.

As discussed in the introduction, the complex

interaction of these loss mechanisms results in damping

which is dependent upon the sediment physical properties

such as porosity, grain size, grain sorting, grain shape,

and permeability; the degree of saturation; the amplitude

of vibration; the effective intergranular stress; and

the frequency of vibration. The data relating these

conditions to acoustic wave damping are scarce, partic-

ularly for shear waves in unconsolidated sediments.

For this reason we will consider their effects on both

shear and compressional wave attenuation as reported in

the literature of acoustics, geophysics, and engineering.

Morse48 considered the effects of grain size, sort-

ing, flow resistance, and frequency on compressional

wave attenuation and speed. Using data reported by

Ferrero and Sacerdote49 and Nyborg, et al., 50 Morse

determined the attenuation to be dependent upon the

grain size as reflected by the intergranular pore
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size, with a frequency dependent effect apparently

related to the pore size distribution resulting from

a non-uniform particle size distribution. At high

frequencies (high frequency being a relative term af-

fected by the pore size radius fluid density, and

fluid viscosity)U,12 the attenuation in large-grained

well-sorted sands and lead balls was shown to vary as

the square root of the product of the vibration frequency

and the static fluid flow resistance. This static

flow resistance included an empirical structure constant

which accounted for the fact that not all fluid motion

is in the direction of the macroscopic pressure gradient.

In a series of papers, Shumway5-53 describes a

set of compressional wave speed and attenuation studies

performed using a resonant chamber to excite unconsoli-

dated marine sediment samples. Frequencies between 20

and 37 kHz were used for the acoustic studies. He

reported that absorption maxima were apparent when

absorption versus median grain diameter or porosity

was plotted. These maxima were observed for sediments

of intermediate porosity (0.45-0.55) and grain size

(.031-.250 mm; coarse silt-fine sands). The explanation

offered was that the "acoustically effective" particle

area was maximized in the intermediate porosity and

grain size cases. This in turn lead to greater viscous

losses at grain boundaries and in channels between

grains as the fluid moved relative to the grains.

Reported absorption values ranged from 0.15 dB/ni in a

medium clay at 28.4 kHz to about 6 dB/m for silts and

fine sands at 30 to 37 kHz. Assuming the attenuation

to be directly proportional to frequency raised to a

power n, the data yielded a value of n equal to 1.799

with a standard deviation of 0.98. Hamilton54 takes
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exception to this frequency exponent, pointing out

several indications of experimental errors which lead

to variations in attenuation which are not supported

by theory or experiments in similar materials.

frlcDonal, et a155, measured acoustic attenuation in

Pierre shale and concluded that absorption of shear and

compressional waves were approximately linear with fre-

quency over the range from 20-450 Hz. However, they

also reported that the best power curve fit (in a least

squares sense) to the compressional data yielded a

frequency exponent equal to 1.4. In addition, the shear

wave attenuation data showed a marked slope change above

100 Hz when plotted against vibration frequency. Busby

and Richardson56 reported compressional wave absorption

at ultrasonic frequencies (0.5 to 3 MHz) for three grades

of marine sands ranging from very fine to coarse (0.06

to 0.65 mm in diameter). The finest sands and a sediment

composed of glass beads with a mean diameter of 0.12 mm

showed attenuation proportional to frequency to the

fourth power. This power law was not obeyed by larger

grairied sediment assemblages. It is probable, as

Hamilton54 has pointed out, that the observed frequency

dependence is due to Rayleigh scattering since the

acoustic wavelengths are approaching the size of the

smallest grains.

Wyllie, Gardner, and Gregory57 conducted an exten-

sive se of measurements of elastic wave attenuation

in consolidated porous media. Their purpose was to

test the validity of the assumptions in the Biot-''4

theory of wave propagation in porous media. They

applied resonant bar measurement techniques at frequen-

cies less than 20 kHz to dry and saturated sandstone
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bars. They concluded that at low frequencies: the

Riot theory appeared to be an appropriate description

for losses due to the relative motion between the

frame of the porous body and the fluid; the total

dissipation in a porous body containing fluid is the

sum of the dissipation due to frame inelasticity and

that due to the relative motion of the frame and fluid;

and the magnitudes of dissipation contributed by each

mechanism is similar for porous rocks with permeabili-

ties less than 5 x l0 cm2. When permeabilities exceed

that, the viscous mechanism is likely to dominate the

frame anelasticity. At all frequencies, the effect of

overburden pressure is to reduce the frame losses; its

effect on viscous losses is smaller and results from

pressure induced changes in porosity, permeability, and

elastic properties of the rock.

Nolle, etal.,18 reported the results of experimen-

tal studies oE compressiona]. wave propagation in water-

filled quartz sand. The sand particles were grouped

in size ranges representative of coarse, medium, fine,

and very fine sands (0.1 to 0.7 mm diameter). For

measurements over a frequency range of 400 kHz to 1.0

MHZ, the attenuation was found to vary in a manner

inversely proportional to the average particle radius

and proportional to the square root of the acoustic

frequency. As mentioned before, these data appear to

be consistent with predictions obtained using the Biot

theory as reported by Hovem and Ingram. 17

Tests on Ottawa sand, glass beads, and quartz powder

approximating a silt were run by Hall and Richart58 to

determine the effect of vibration amplitude, pore fluid,

density, and grain size on compressional and torsional
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clamping. Vibration amplitude was the principal param-

eter studied. The logarithmic decrement, defined as

the natural logarithm of the ratio of two successive

amplitudes in an exponentially decaying sinusoidal wave,

was found to vary as the 0.25 power of amplitude for

dry Ottawa sand, with little variation indicated for

the water saturated case. This indicates that the con-

tribution to total damping due to water apparently

increases at lower amplitudes. Additionally, the dissi-

pation in both Ottawa sands and glass beads behaved

like viscous damping. Tests in all three types of

material showed the value of log decrement to decrease

with decreasing grain size. The Ottawa sand showed

less damping than glass beads of similar size and

porosity at comparable confining pressures. This held

true for compressional and torsional vibrations in

both wet and dry specimens and was more pronounced in

the dry cases.

Pressure and saturation effects on attenuation in

consolidated and unconsolidated granular specimens were

studied by Gardner, et al. 59 Comparisons were made

between the torsional decrements of two sands with

significantly different permeabilities. The two sands

behaved quite differently as water was added to their

pores. The high permeability sand showed a tenfold

increase in log decrement as the saturation increased to

30 percent, becoming nearly constant beyond 60 percent

saturation. In contrast, the low permeability sand

showed little increase in log decrement until the

degree of saturation reached approximately 40 percent;

a rapid increase in dissipation as saturation increased

to about 75 percent; and a reduced rate of increase in

log decrement beyond. Since the comparisons were made
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were found to be consistent with what one would expect

given the dissipation mechanisms included in Biot theory.

Tests on dry sands indicated that log decrements were

independent of both porosity and grain size and decreases

only slightly with increasing pressure beyond approxi-

mately 750 kPa. The data indicated an overall dissi-

pation decrease proportional to the one-sixth power

of confining pressure. The log decrement versus over-

burden pressure plots did indicate that glass spheres

are consistently more lossy than Ottawa sand, a conclu-

sion agreeing with data previously cited.58 Tests on

dry limestone indicated a constant torsional log decre-

ment and shear speed over the frequency range from 10 Hz

to 20 kHz. These data coupled with log decrements mea-

sured at 3.6 Hz on the same material60 led to the con-

clusion that decrements are constant for frequencies

below 100 kHz for dry rocks. Wet sandstones showed a

marked increase in log decrement with increasing water

saturation at low overburden pressures, but tend toward

the same decrement as the dry rock at high pressures

(greater than 35 MPa).
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Hardin60 performed static and harmonic torsion

tests on cylindrical specimens of dry sand to study

the nature of viscous damping in such materials. For

medium grain size (0.3 to 0.6 mm), angular sands at

low confining pressures (21 to 92 kPa), and low frequen-

cies (140 to 600 Hz), the decrements decreased as the

0.6 power of increasing pressure. Data taken at these

low confining pressures are scarce and serve to assist

in comparing other attenuation data taken at low over-

burden pressures by providing a means for extrapolating

data to a common pressure.

In high frequency pulse measurements of compres-

sional wave speed and attenuation in water-saturated

sediments, Hampton61 found attenuation to be proportion-

al to frequency in a nonlinear manner.. Sediments com-

posed of pure kaolinite clay or kaoliriite arid sand up

to 15 percent showed attenuation values ranging from

0.5 to 30 dB/m with a frequency exponent of 1.37 over

the frequency range 4 to 600 kHz. Pure sand and kaolin-

ite with greater than 30% sand showed attenuation from

4 to 100 dB/m with a frequency exponent of approximately

0.5 over the frequency range from 10 to 600 kHz. The

sand data showed a sensitivity to mean grain size, with

attenuation values being greater for smaller grained

sands at a particular frequency. Some increase in the

frequency exponent was indicated as the mean grain

size decreased. These observations are in general

consistent with predictions based upon Biot theory.

As will be discussed more thoroughly in a later

section of this paper, the iot11'-2 theory divides

sediment response into "high" and "low" frequency regimes

based upon pore fluid properties, sediment porosity, and
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most importantly, sediment permeability. The "high"

frequency regime is characterized by attenuation propor-

tional to frequency raised to the 0.5 power. The "low"

frequency regime is represented by a frequency exponent

of two. There is no allowance made in the theory for

a linear frequency dependence since the sediment frame

is assumed to be elastic. Most clays fall in the "low"

frequency regime by nature of their low permeability.

Sand, on the other hand, is generally included in the

"high" frequency category, certainly at frequencies

in excess of 10 kHz. In actuality, the frequency

exponent may be modified by a significant amount of

grain-to-grain friction which is characterized by a

first power frequency dependence.

In contrast to the results presented by Hampton,

McLeroy and DeLoach62 reported a linear frequency depen-

dence of attenuation for five natural sediments ranging

in size from a silty-clay to a beach sand over a fre-

quency range from 15 kHz to 1.5 MHz. Values of the

attenuation coefficient ranged from 0.2 dB/m at 15 kHz

for silty-clay to 23 dB/m at 1.5 MHZ for medium sand.

They attribute the first power frequency dependence to

the complex interaction of the viscous loss mechanisms

at work over the entire "low" to "high" frequency condi-

tions concurrently prevalent in a natural sediment

with distributed particle and pore sizes. This conclu-

sion is consistent with remarks by Shumway53 about

the frequency dependence of attenuation in natural

sediments.

McCann and McCann63 attempted to determine the range

of particle sizes over which various candidate attenua-

tion mechanisms would hold. They concluded that for
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sediments of mean grain size less than 0.0156 mm (silt,

clay) the attenuation is primarily due to viscous

losses at the surface of the nonsurf ace active particles.

For sediments of greater mean grain size one must con-

sider both solid friction between the grains and viscous

losses due to particle-fluid interaction. The results

of acoustic attenuation measurements valid for a frequen-

cy range 5 to 50 kHz show the solid friction mechanism to

dominate. This is particularly true when measurements

are made for overburden pressures equivalent to a depth

of burial of 2 m (approximately 12 kPa). The frequency

exponent for the larger grained sediments varied from

1.0 for medium-silt to very-fine sands to 1.26 for tine

sand.

Bore hole measurements of shear waves produced by

a source located at the surface were reported by Kudo

and Shima.29 The waves were detected by borehole

seismometers placed at various positions below the

surface to depths of up to 43 m. The propagation

medium consisted of semi-saturated water-laid sands,

silts, and mudstones. They reported that the attenua-

tion is approximately proportional to the first power

of frequency from 10 to 90 Hz. The significance of

these findings is clouded by the absence of sediment

physical properties including degree of saturation,

and the effects of overburden pressure on the attenua-

tion coefficients.

Hardin and Drnevich64 conducted shear modulus and

damping experiments or-i clean sands and cohesive soils to

determine the relative importance of several parameters

which affect sediment acoustic response. The four most

important parameters affecting damping in sediments were

found to be strain amplitude, effective stress on the



sample, porosity, and the number of cycles of loading.

The damping ratio, a measure of energy lost during one

cycle of loading, was shown to increase with increasing

strain amplitude; decrease at a rate proportional to

the 0.5 power of effective mean stress; decrease with

increasing porosity, especially at high mean effective

stress levels (200 kPa); decrease as the log of the

number of cycles of loading; and remain nearly constant

over a frequency range of 0.1 to 38 Hz at a mean effect-

ive stress of 98 kPa.

Pilbeam and Vaisnys24 reported measurements of

acoustic velocities and energy losses in dry and lubri-

cated spherical and angular granular aggregates. They

found the specific attenuation factor l/Q (equal to

the log decrement divided by Pi), to be independent of

vibration frequency for both torsional (shear) and

extensional vibrations over a range from 1 to 20 kHz.

Vibration amplitude had no effect on damping for vibra-

tion amplitudes not exceeding iO cm. Lubrication

generally increased relative energy losses. Dissipa-

tion was found to decrease as the 0.3 to 0.8 power of

confining pressure below 0.1 4Pa. Pngular grains ex-

hibited a lower torsional, decrement than spherical

glass beads of the same size under the same confining

pressure.

Shirley and Hampton26 reported the results of shear

wave measurements on kaolinite clays using a transversely

vibrating ceramic bender element. Data presented in-

cluded shear wave attenuation as a function of shear

wave speed for kaolinite clay during consolidation

under the influence of gravity and interparticle attrac-

tion. For vibrations at 338 Hz, attenuation coefficients
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varied from 180 dB/m at a shear wave speed of 6 rn/sec

to 100 dB/m at a speed of 16 rn/sec.

Toksoz, Johnston, and Timur65 presented the results

of ultrasonic pulse laboratory measurements of attenua-

tiori in dry and saturated rocks. The measurements were

made at ultrasonic frequencies (0.1 to 1.0 MHz) and dif-

ferential pressures (confining pressure minus pore fluid

pressure) from 100 kPa to 55 4Pa. Results showed atten-

uation coefficients for both shear and compressional

waves to increase linearly with frequency in both dry

and brine saturated rocks. Attenuation in saturated

rocks was shown to decrease with increasing differential

pressure for saturated rocks. The rate of decrease was

higher at low pressures, leveling off at high pressures.

Stoll1-0 has reported the results of experimental

studies of attenuation in sediments under torsional

excitation. Dry and saturated samples of sediment ranging

in grain size from silt to a coarse sand were excited

over a frequency range of 34 to 391 Hz; under an axially

applied stress ranging from 24 to 71 kPa; with peak-to-

peak torsional amplitudes from 107to i0 radians. For

dry sand the logarithmic decrement increased with in-

creasing amplitude, but tended toward a constant value

as a function of frequency at low amplitudes. Wet

sands showed increased log decrements for increases of

both vibration amplitude and frequency. The change in

log decrement as a function of sediment grain size

(and hence permeability) was shown to be consistent

with Biot theory as modified by Stoll7 to include frame

losses. The low permeability silts showed constant log

decrements as frequency increased. This is equivalent

to a linear or first power frequency dependence for
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the attenuation coefficient. Highly permeable Ottawa

sand samples, on the other hand, showed significantly

increased log decrements with increasing frequency.

The observed increase indicated an attenuation coeffi-

cient frequency exponent approaching two; an exponent

consistent with a substantial viscous loss component

due to grain-to-fluid relative motion. The medium-to-

fine sands showed an intermediate degree of frequency

dependence, indicating a mixture of frame and viscous

losses.

Bell27 has reported shear wave attenuation measure-

ments in both dry and saturated glass beads and sands.

Bender transducers similar to those used by Shirley and

Hampton26 were employed to excite transverse vibrations

in the sediments at frequencies from 600 Hz to 20 kHz.

He concluded that increases in grain angularity and

overburden pressure led to significant increases in sedi-

ment rigidity and decreases in shear wave damping. Shear

wave at.terivation was linearly dependent on frequency

for dry sediments. A linear variation of attenuation

with frequency was approximately true for saturated

sediments, but there was evidence of viscous damping

in highly permeable samples.

Hovem and Ingra&-7 have reported agreement between

the Biot viscous theory and measurements of compress ional

wave attenuation in saturated glass beads at frequencies

ranging from 20 to 300 kEiz.

Shear wave attenuation as a function of frequency

for a moderately-sorted, angular, medium grain, water-

saturated-sand was reported by Brunson and Johnson.2'

Ceramic bender transducers were used to excite transverse
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motion in the unconsolidated sediment over a frequency

range from 450 Hz to 7 kHz. The attenuation values did

not exhibit a simple first power frequency dependence.

Comparisons with calculations using Biot theory as modi-

fied by Stoll showed consistency in both the amplitude

and frequency dependence of attenuation.

Recently Wi.nkler and Nur66 have studied seismic

wave attenuation in sandstones with particular atten-

tion focused on frictional sliding and fluid flow loss

mechanisms. Sandstone bars were resonated at frequencies

from 500 Hz to 9 kHz, and the effects of confining and

pore pressure, degree of saturation, strain amplitude,

and frequency were studied. Shear attenuation in satu-

rated specimens decreased with increasing Confining

pressure, approaching a constant value above 30 MPa.

Attenuation was nearly constant in dry sandstone at

alL pressures above 4 MPa. Log decrements for dry

samples were nearly independent of frequency. Shear

wave attenuation increased with degree of saturation,

reaching a maximum at total saturation. Attenuation

showed a distinct increase with frequency between 1 and

4 kHz for saturated samples, thus indicating the impor-

tance of fluid related loss mechanisms, especially at

small differences between the confining pressure and

the pore pressure. There was some indication of an

attenuation peak at a particular frequency dependent

upon the differential pressure on the specimen.

Summary of Current Understanding

In this review section we have considered some of

the limitations on accurate determination of relation-
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ships between acoustic and physical properties of uncon-

solidated sediments. Nonetheless, certain laboratory

and field techniques have allowed investigations of

the effect of several important parameters on the

dynamic response of such sediments. Of greatest interest

to us are the results of recent shear and compressional

wave speed and attenuation studies. These have been

thoroughly reviewed. While the emphasis of this paper

is on shear waves, some compressional wave studies

were discussed because of the scarcity of shear wave

data. This is particularly true for shear wave attenua-

tion in unconsolidated sediments.

The parameters which are most important to acoustic

propagation through sediments have been identified as

strain amplitude, vibration frequency, porosity, perme-

ability, effective intergranular stress, grain shape,

size, and material properties, and the degree of satura-

tion. In this section, we will attempt to summarize

the effects of the most important of these parameters

on wave speed and attenuation.

Shear wave speed (or modulus) appears to be most

affected by the dynamic strain amplitude, the effective

intergranular stress, the degree of saturation, and the

porosity (or void ratio).

Stoll5 showed that for cyclic shear strain ampli-

tudes less than lO the shear wave velocity in clean

dry sands approaches asymptotic values that are essen-

tially independent of amplitude. This observation was

confirmed by Hardin and Drnevich64 who cited similar

results from several sources, including data from mea-

surements on cohesive soils in addition to sands.
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The fact that the effective stress on a Sample

impacts the shear speed is evident from several of the

studies cited earlier in this paper. The magnitude of

that impact on speed has been shown to be approximately

proportional to the 0.25 power of overburden pressure.

These relationships have been discussed in terms of the

shear modulus and appear as empirical quations (11-1),

(11-2), and (11-3) of this report. There is considerable

scatter in the data, however, and exponents of pressure

ranging from about 0.2 to 0.4 have been reported in the

literature.

The degree of saturation has been shown to impact

the shear speed in cohesive soils with little effect on

clean sartds.64 The shear modulus for a silty-clay was

shown to decrease by a factor in excess of two when the

degree of saturation increased from 70 to 100 percent.

The impact of porosity (or void ratio) on the shear

modulus has been reviewed in several references 46,64 and

may he characterized by the function

(2.973-e)2
G a (e)

1-fe
(11-4)

where e is the void ratio and may he related to the

porosity 0 by eØ/(l-Ø). From equation (11-4) we may

see that the shear modulus decreases with increasing

void ratio or porosity. This function has been incor-

porated into empirical equations [Equations (11-2) and

(11-3)1 which allow investigators to characterize the

effect of stress on shear modulus.

The other parameters identified above are consid-

ered to he less important in their impact on shear

speed.
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Parameters thought to be very important to shear

wave damping or attenuation include strain amplitude,

effective stress, porosity, permeability, vibration fre-

quency, and the degree of saturation.

The effects of strain amplitude on attenuation have

been reported by several authors10'24'58'64'66 with

attenuation increasing as strain amplitude increases

beyond i6 for both sand and cohesive soils.

Stress is also shown to be very important in deter-

mining the magnitude of shear wave attenuation.24'27'57'

59,60,63,64,65,66 The effect of increasing effective

intergranular stress is to reduce the frame or grain-to-

grain frictional losses, with the effect on viscous

losses being smaller and resulting from pressure induced

changes in porosity, permeability, and sediment proper

ties. The attenuation decreases in proportion to the

mean effective pressure raised to some power. The

exponent of pressure is reported to range from 0.17 to

0.8 with the rate of decrease in attenuation higher at

low pressures, leveling off at high pressures.

The effect of void ratio on shear attenuation is

difficult to isolate due to its relationship to grain

size, shape, sorting, and permeability. Shumway51-53

reports an increase in absorption with increasing poros-

ity (0.45-0.55). This maximum or "plateau" of absorption

is shown to exist between 0.35 and 0.47 for attenuation

measurements taken in both cohesive and cohesionless

sediments under "low" pressures (49 kPa), but attenuation

decreases with increasing porosity between 0.34 and 0.67

for samples under "high" pressure (200 kPa).64 Gardner,

et al.,59 report rio porosity dependence for attenuation

in dry sands.
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Permeability has been shown to significantly affect

the magnitude arid frequency dependence of shear wave
attenuation.'°, 48,57,59 The viscous loss mechanisms

included in the Biot theory are affected by the degree

of mobility of the fluid. Wyllie, et al.,57 have con-

cluded that for permeabilities greater than 5x109 cm2

the viscous losses in a fluid-saturated specimen dominate

the frame losses.

Whether losses are attributable to grain-to-grain

friction, or fluid-to-grain viscous losses, shear wave

attenuation increases with increasing frequency. The

frequency of vibration becomes more important for

highly permeable, saturated sediments. When condi-

tions are such that viscous losses dominate, the fre-

quency dependence of attenuation can become non-linear.

The importance of grain shape, size, and sortint

is included in effects attributable to porosity and

permeability. Grain shape, size, and sorting are impor-

tant factors in determining the porosity and permeability

of a particular sediment. These properties in turn

determine the degree to which viscous or grain-to-grain

friction loss mechanisms are manifest. A key element

in this paper is to determine whether a model such as

the one proposed by Stoll5l0 based on Biot theory'1'4

is capable of predicting shear wave attenuation for a

sediment composed of angular, non-uniform grains.

The degree of saturation is important since it

determines the amount of available pore space occupied

by tiuld which is in turn capable of moving relative to

the sediment grains. The degree of mobility is a func-

tion of the permeability of the sediment assemblage.
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We have now discussed several observations of the

acoustic behavior of sediments. In the next chapter we

will discuss several theoretical approaches which have

been proposed to describe the mechanisms which interact

to bring about the observed behavior,.



III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Background
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In the previous chapters we have cited the results

of several studies designed to identify and quantify the

relative importance of various physical mechanisms which

affect the propagation of acoustic energy through sedi-

ment assemblages. In the present chapter we will

attempt to fit these observations into the framework

of mathematical theory.

The candidate theories can be divided into two broad

categories depending upon the extent to which the porous

medium is considered to be homogeneous. One approach

considers the medium as a continuum with viscoelastic

properties characteristic of the bulk material without

regard to the constituents of the material. The acoustic

response of the material is then described by complex

moduli and relaxation functions which give results

consistent with the observed behavior of real materials.

The second approach assumes that wave propagation in the

composite porous material depends upon the individual

properties of the constituents and on the structural

characteristics of the skeleton. Using the latter

approach, one may relate the observed acoustic properties

of the sediment to observable macroscopic physical

properties of the sediment. These may include the

densities and moduli (real or complex) of the fluid,

solid, dry skeleton, and the composite saturated porous

medium.



Viscoelastic Models

The Kelvin-Vojgt Model

The homogeneous viscoe].astjc model most generally recog-

nized in connection with rocks and sediments is the

Kelvin-Voigt solid model. This is often represented

mechanically by a spring with a viscous dashpot in

parallel. The arrangement leads to viscoelastic rela-

tionships in which the stress, instead of being directly

proportional to the strain as is the case in Hookean

elasticity, is proportional to the time rate of change

of strain as well. Mathematically this is equivalent

to replacing both Lame's constants, A and , with the

operators A +A'(/at) and +'(/t). The result is

generally rather complicated equations where the com-

pressibility, K=(A +2j./3), and the shear rigidity p,

are used together with associated viscous constants

K'(X'+2 J'/3 ) known as the dilatatiorial viscosity,

and ii', the shear viscosity. Solutions to such equa-

tions have been discussed by several authors, including

White,67, Kolsky,68 and Hamilton.69 Upon solving the

equations describing a Kelvin-Voigt system one finds

that for low frequencies the wave speed is constant while

the attenuation varies as the frequency squared. At

higher frequencies both speed and attenuation increase

as the square root of frequency.67 l(olsky68 states that

very few solids behave in a manner like that resulting

from the Kelvin-Voigt model and that only a model

encompassing a spectrum of relaxation times (e.g., by

adding additional Voigt elements) can adequately define

the dynamic behavior of actual materials. Such models

are seldom used because the mathematics become extremely
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involved. When the dynamic behavior of a viscoelastic

material is required for only a restricted region of

frequencies, then the elasticity and viscosity obtained

by modeling the observed behavior using a simple Voigt

element may be useful in describing the properties of

the material under the prescribed conditions. Both

White67 and Hamilton69 cite examples which agree with

the conclusions expressed by Kolsky.68 If the purpose

of a sediment timodelu is to allow one to extrapolate

acoustical properties of the sediment from a frequency

where such properties are known to a frequency where

information is required but unavailable, then the re-

strictions imposed on models such as the Kelvin-Voigt

model render them of limited usefulness.

The Hamilton Viscoelastic 1odel

Hamilton1'69 has presented a linear viscoelastic

model selected to allow the geoacoustic modeler to

understand the interrelationships between the elastic

and viscoelastic rnoduli which describe the dynamic

response of the sediment. In general, it is assumed

that most marine sediments may be represented by a

rnacroscopically isotropic two-phase system composed of

sediment grains and water. The compressional and shear

waves passing through the system are small sinusoidal

stresses with wavelengths much larger than grain Sizes.

The mechanics of attenuation are not specified and

provision is made for velocity dispersion and nonlinear

dependence of attenuation on frequency. Those factors

involving velocity dispersion and nonlinear attenuation

are clearly identified and if negligible may be dropped

from consideration.



In the model, LamI elastic moduli and Ii are

replaced by complex moduli, tt+ip ' and XA+iA', in

which , X , and the density, p , govern wave velocity

and the imaginary moduli, ip' and j.)', govern energy

damping. To illustrate the stress-strain relationships

in this model we consider a sinusoidal wave for which,

in a linear viscoelastic material, the strain will be

out of phase with the stress. The stress can be vector-

ially decomposed into two components: one in phase

with the strain and one 900 out of phase. For a shear

wave, the complex modulus, p*=1J+it, represents this

stress/ strain ratio. The phase angle, S , which repre-

sents the anelastic energy damping is, in this case,

tanS= f/i.

The basic derivation of this model may be found in

Ferry7° and White.67 The resulting equations are pre-

sented by Hamilton' (for both shear and compressional

waves with appropriate changes iii notation) as:

where

1 aV (111-1)
f-a2V2/4f

is the specific attenuation factor, or specific

dissipation function,

a is the attenuation coefficient,

V is the wave velocity, and

f is the frequency (w27rf; circular

frequency).
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Equation (111-1) may be used to describe the behavior of

either compressional or shear waves by inserting appro-

priate subscripts (p or s).

When energy damping is small (i.e., A'<< Xand i'<<),

then r=aV/2f<<1 and the term a2V2/47Tf in the denominator

of Equation (111-1) is negligible. The result is that

Equation (ILL-i) reduces to the more familiar

1 aV
Q if

(111-2)

1 2aV A
tan6 (111-3)

w

Additionally,

A

tan6 = (111-4)
p iT

tan8 = = (IL-5)

whe re:

(111-6)

A is the logarithmic decrement (natural log of the

ratio of the amplitudes of two successive cycles of

an exponentially decaying sinusoidal wave),

0 is the loss angle, and

c is the attenuation coefficient in decibels per

unit length (e.g., dB/cm).
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The equations which express the wave speeds in terms of

the viscoelastic moduli take the form:

v 2 (X+2d) (l+r2)2
(111-7)

p P
(l-r2)

2 1- (1+r2)2
(111-8)

S P
(l-r2)

22
In Equations (111-7) and (111-8), the term (l+r

(1-r2)

accounts for velocity dispersion due to the anelastic

nature of the material. If the damping is represented

by r<<1, then the dispersion may be dropped, leaving

us with the more familiar Hookean equations:

v 2 (X+21.i)
(111-9)

p p

v 2
(111-10)

S p

The implications of r<<l are that the wave velocities,

the specific attenuation factor, and the logarithmic

decrement are independent of frequency if we assume

the attenuation coefficient to be proportional to the

first power of frequency.

These equations do not allow one to predict either

attenuation or wave speed. Hamilton's approach is to

use measured density and compressional wave speed to-

gether with an empirically derived sediment bulk modulus.

These three constants allow computation of Lame's con-

stants, the Poisson's ratio, and the shear wave velocity.

Mo estimates of attenuation are generated using this
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approach. They are generally supplied using empirical

relationships.

Physical Sediment Models

tntroduction

In porous, permeable sediments, three mechanisms

are generally thought to account for most of the observed

response of the sediment to acoustic waves; especially

their attenuation. The three main mechanisms are scatter-

ing, frictional losses due to grain-to-grain contacts,

and viscous losses due to the relative motion between

the pore fluid and the grains or sediment frame. The

observed properties generally result from the combina-

tion of all three mechanisms. However, under certain

conditions for certain sediment types, one or two of

the mechanisms may dominate. In order to assess the

relative importance of these mechanisms, one would

like to be able to relate the acoustic response of the

sediment to the microstructure of the sediments in

terms of the physical properties of the sediment con-

stituent parts. This assessment may be carried out

with the aid of one or more "physical sediment" models

which are in reality mathematical models which account

for the transfer and loss of acoustic energy as it

propagates through the sediment assemblage.

In this section, we will examine various approaches

to physically modeling sediment acoustic response. A

discussion of the Blot theory as modified by Stoll will

be presented. This will form the foundation for the

application of this particular model's characterization

of the response of porous, permeable, assemblages to
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transverse (shear) wave disturbances. This character-

ization will be described in later chapters in conjunc-

tion with direct measurement of the physical and acoustic

properties of laboratory sediments.

Scattering Models

At high frequencies where the wavelength of the

acoustic disturbance approaches the size of the individ-

ual grains which comprise the sediment, acoustic scat-

tering is the dominant loss mechanism. Busby and

Richardson56 observed absorption in sand at ultrasonic

frequencies (0.5 to 3 MHz) to be proportional to the

fourth power of frequency. Yamakawa71- has shown the

scattering of ultrasonic (f>l MHZ) compressional waves

by spherical inclusions can be related to frequency to

the fourth power and the cube of the inclusion radius.

These same frequency and grain size relationships were

used by Plona and Tsang72 in a scattering theory

representation of the attenuation in a granular porous

material. In a study of attenuation mechanisms in dry

and saturated rocks, Johnston, Toksoz, and Timur73

have shown that scattering becomes an important and

sometimes dominant attenuation mechanism for ultrasonic

compressional waves propagating at frequencies in

excess of one megahertz.

Since the work reported in this study is restrict-

ed to frequencies well below one megahertz, scattering

will not be considered as an important mechanism influ-

encing the acoustic properties of the sediments under

investigation.
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Suspension 4odels

One of the simplest suspension models is that

formulated by Wood74 for the speed of compress ional waves

in a composite medium consisting of an emulsion or

suspension of solid particles in a continuous liquid

phase. The theory assumes that the medium has no frame

rigidity, i.e., that both the shear and frame bulk moduli

are zero. The assumption is also made that, within an

elementary volume, all constituents move together, so

that the effective density is simply the volume-weighted

average of the densities of the constituents:

p = n p + ri p (111-li)
e ff ss

in like manner the eftective bulk modulus is:

n
K = +

)

(111-12)
f s

and the compressiorial wave speed in a two-component

mixture of this type is:

rK 1½ n n )i_½ (111-13)v = p +n p )(
f

P LPeJ f f s s \KK
f S

where

flf, Pf, Kf are the volume, density, and bulk modulus

of the fluid

ns, p5, KS are the volume, density, and bulk modulus

of the solid.

The fluid and solid volumes may be represented by the

porosity,, since nf and n5(1-) in a two-component

suspension. White67 reviews several examples where
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the Wood equations [Equations (III-l1)-(III-13)1 have

been used to fit observations. Nafe and Drake75 and

Sutton, et al.,76 found the equations to provide good

estimates of the observed speeds in high-porosity ocean

sediments. Shurnway?7 used the Wood equations to fit

experimental data on the temperature dependence of

sound speed in several water-saturated sediments; but

for fine-grained sand, especially, the rigidity of the

sediment skeleton should not be discounted. Wyllie,

et al. ,57 and Shirley and Bell,78 reported that speeds

in fluid-saturated aggregates of grains were generally

higher than speeds calculated from the Wood equation.

White67 concludes that while the Wood equation [Equation

(111-13)] adequately accounts for observed compressional

speeds in emulsions and suspensions, the simplicity of

the inodel does not allow its application to fluid-satu-

rated media in which the concentration of grains is

sufficient to produce significant grain-to-grain con-

tact resulting in a skeletal frame with appreciable

rigidity.

Hovem79 has reviewed and modified a theoretical

model based on scattering theory for sound propagation

in a suspension that was first formulated by Urick80

and later by Urick and Ament.8l The model accounts

for attenuation due to monopole and dipole scattering

of plane waves from spherical particles which are

randomly distributed in a fluid. In the low frequency

limit the scattering model yields the same speeds as the

Wood equation. Hovem79 showed the scattering suspension

model to overestimate attenuation and speed as particle

concentration and frequency increased. The attenuation

discrepancy was said to be due to the model's basic

assumption that attenuation increases linearly with
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concentration. Since an increase in particle concentra-

tion will cause the flow around a single particle to

be influenced by those particles in close proximity to

it, the net effect is a reduction in viscous attenuation

as the flow resistance is significantly increased.

This is in contrast to the Urick-Ament model assumption

that the flow around a single particle is completely

unaffected by the presence of other particles.79 Correc-

tions were made to the model, and in a later paper,

Hovem82 shows better agreement between his modified sus-

pension model and attenuation data reported by Hampton19

and Urick.80

Even though the above suspension models have met

with some success in being able to reproduce speed and

attenuation observations for a limited class of sediment:.

and sediment-like assemblages, they still have in common

the assumption that the medium has no frame rigidity,

i.e., that both the shear modulus and the frame bulk

modulus are zero. The only loss mechanism is the VISCOUS

loss due to grain-fluid interaction.

White67 once again provides a summary of the theo-

retical treatments which have been used to introduce

some skeletal effects to the description of a fluid-

tilled porous medium. Gassman83 is generally cited

when reference Is made to expressions which Include

skeletal effects in describing the interactions between

the two constituents of a saturated porous medium. He

formulated a "closed system" model In which no movement

of pore fluid is allowed in or out of a unit volume,

thus there is no significant relative motion between

the fluid and the skeletal frame. The effective density,

Per is the sum of the mass of fluid and solids in a



unit volume, and the effective bulk modulus, Ke, a

composite of the bulk moduli of the solid, fluid, and

frame given as:

K+K K(K-K)
K = K c g K

S C
(111-14)

e SK+K
s q

q i(KsKf)

where

Ke = "effective' bulk modulus of sediment

K5 = bulk modulus of solid grains

Kf = bulk modulus of pore fluid

= bulk modulus of dr frame or skeleton

= porosity of sediment

Gassman's expressions for the shear and compressional

speeds of such a sediment, assuming an isotropic satu-

rated medium are:

where

(

K +4
e e'3\ (III-L5)

p \ p )
e

(111-16)
S

= Pf+(l-c)P5, and

= the frame shear modulus.

Using Gassman's equations one may calculate the

speeds of acoustic waves in saturated sediments if the

moduli of the individual sediment components are known.

The bulk moduli of the fluid and grains are readily
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obtainable, but the moduli of the frame are somewhat more

difficult to come by. White67 suggests that they may be

obtained by static distortion of the unsaturated medium.

Other methods include measurements of shear and compres-

sional wave speeds assuming that Hookean elastic rela-

tions hold,- and the use of empirical relationships

such as those proposed by Hamilton84 between the frame

bulk modulus and porosity.

To introduce frame attenuation into models such as

Gassman's we resort to the assumption that there are

significant frictional losses at the grain contacts.

White67 has reviewed the work done, both theoretical

and experimental, in various packings of spherical

particles. He concludes that one must consider the

static or "sticking" friction as well as the dynamic or

"sliding" friction at grain contacts in order to recon-

cile theoretical predictions with experimental observa-

tions. In actuality, although one may achieve some

qualitative understanding of frictional losses at grain

contacts, including estimates of frequency dependence,

quantitative results are hampered by a lack of knowledge

of several parameters. These include static and. dynamic

friction coefficients, normal and tangential stresses

at grain contacts, and the nature of the contacts

themselves. Therefore, we are forced to determine the

magnitude of frame losses due to friction and other

mebbanisms by experimental observation of losses in

unsaturated porous media.

The BiotStoll Physical Sediment Model

Another approach to sediment modeling has been pursued

by S toll and described iii a series of papers510 spanning
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nearly a decade. Stoll builds upon a general theory of

acoustic propagation in porous media developed by iot-'

14 based on earlier work by Zwikker and Kosten85 and

Morse.48 This theory allows for relative motion to occur

between the fluid which fills the pores of a saturated

sediment and the skeletal frame of the sediment. The

result of such relative motion is a viscous loss which

is highly dependent upon the ability of the fluid to move

through the sediment, an ability which is related to

certain physical properties of the sediment such as

permeability. This model predicts a slight dispersion in

the wave propagation speeds and a non-linear relationship

between attenuation and frequency. When no relative

motion between fluid and frame exists, Blot's equations

reduce to those of Gassinan,83 as reported by Geertsma and

Smit. 86

The theory developed by Biot11-4 is a comprehen-

sive description of the acoustic response of linear,

porous materials containing compressible fluid.

Blot's theory predicts that in the absence of

boundaries, three kinds of body waves may exist in a

fluid saturated porous medium. One of the compressional

waves, which is called the "first kind," and a shear wave

are akin to those body waves found in ordinary elastic

media. The "second kind" of compressional wave is highly

attenuated in a manner similar to a diffusion process.

These compressional waves of the "second kind" may be

important in acoustical problems involving very compres-

sible fluids like air or perhaps in very gassy sediments

where the effective compressibility of the pore fluid

has been greatly reduced due to the presence of dis-

solved or free gas. For most geophysical applications,



especially in unconsolidatec

waves of the "second kind"

not considered in this study

I sediments, compressional

are not important, and are

When relative motion between the sediment frame and

the pore fluid is allowed, the predicted values of speed

and attenuation depend upon frequency. At low frequen-

cies, the flow in the pores is laminar, the speed is

essentially constant, and the attenuation varies as

the square of the frequency. At high frequencies, the

flow pattern is complex, the speed is again approximately

constant, although higher than at low frequencies, and

the attenuation varies as the square root of the fre-

quency. At intermediate frequencies, a transition zone

exists. The details of the frequency dependence in

the transition zone depend upon the compressibility and

viscosity of the fluid and the moduli and permeability

of the sediment frame. Hovem82 has also shown a depen-

dence on the grain size distribution in very porous,

near-suspensions. The frequency dependence of compres-

sional wave speeds is more pronounced than shear wave

speeds for the same sediment. The solution on which

the frequency dependence of fluid flow resistance is

based is valid for frequencies where the wavelength is

large compared to the intergranular pore size. For

sands, this puts the upper limit on frequencies at

about i06 Hz, which is high enough to cover the fre-

quency range of interest in most geophysical applica-

tions.

The initial Tiot formulation-1-'-2 assumes a per-

fectly elastic sediment frame. To accommodate the

observed loss presumed to be primarily due to frictional

forces at the grain-to-grain contacts between particles,
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Stoll7-0 has regarded the bulk and shear moduli of

the sediment assemblages as slightly nonlinear or com-

plex constants with small imaginary parts. The bulk

moduli of the individual grains and the fluid remain

as elastic constants. This leads to a physically realis-

tic model of a saturated sediment capable of accounting

for both frictional and viscous losses in sediments of

differing properties across a broad frequency range.

A mathematical formulation of the Blot sediment

model incorporating the modification and notation pre-

sented by Stoll8 follows below.

Assuming that the response of the framework of sedi-

ment particles in a fluid environment can be described

by a set of constitutive relationships of the form (using

tensor notation for brevity in presentation).

= 21J*e..+.. . {(H_2J*)e_cJ (111-17)

P M - C e (111-18)

where and eij are the stress and strain components,

respectively, of an element of volume attached to the

sediment frame; P is the pore fluid pressure; h, C, M and

are linear or "slightly non-linear" operators that

characterize the elastic and inelastic response of the

frame; arid is the Kronecker delta. The volumetric

strain of an element attached to the frame is represented

by e, the divergence of the frame displacement, and ç,

the volume of fluid which has flowed out of the element:

= div(i-U) , (11119)
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where is the porosity, ü is frame displacement, and U

is fluid displacement.

Combining these constitutive relationships with

the equation describing the motion of the fluid relative

to the frame and the stress-equation of motion for the

volume attached to the frame, Stall derived the equa-

tions of motion governing the propagation of compres-

sional and shear waves in the sediment. For the corn-

pressional motion of the frame,

V2(He-C)
t2

(111-20)

For the motion of fluid relative to the frame,

V2(Ce-Mç) (pe-m) (111-21)

Similarly for shear waves the motion of the frame is

described by,

w = (P-Pfe) (111-22)

and for shear motion of fluid relative to the frame,

(111-23)

where is the curl of the frame displacement vector i;

6 is a function of the porosity 0 and the displacement

vector of the frame i1 and the fluid U; p is the total

mass density; Pf is the fluid mass density, and m i

a tortuosity factor which will be discussed later.
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Solutions for e and are assumed to be of the form

e = Ae1t (111-24)

c = A2e1t (111-25)

while and 6 take the forn

and

= Aje1t (111-26)

B = A4eWt (111-27)

where Q is the wave number and w is the circular fre-

quency. Substituting Equations (111-24) and (111-25)

into Equations (111-20) and (111-21) results in two

equations in A and A2. If solutions exist for A1

and A2, it must hold that the determinant of the

coefficients for A1 and A2 equals zero.

Stoll presents the determinant relation:

H2-pw2 pwCZ

2 .uFr1c2_pfw2 mw2-M -1
k

(111-28)

=0.

A solution tor the complex wave number Q will yield the

phase velocity (from the real part) and the absorption

(from the imaginary part) for the two kinds of compres-

sional waves.

A similar substitution of Equations (111-26) and

(111-27) into Equations (111-22) and (111-23) leads to

a determinant for the coefficients of A3 and A4 equal to:



PfW2

2 21wF
Pfu

k
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(111-29)

The solution for the complex wave number in this case

yields the phase velocity (from the real part) and

absorption (from the imaginary part) for the shear

wave.

If the determinant in Equation (111-28) is reduced,

we obtain the following fourth order complex equation

a14 + a212 + a3 = 0 (111-30)

Similarly, the reduction of the determinant in Equation

(111-29) yields the second order complex equation

b12 + b2 0 (111-31)

The constants a1, a2, a3, b1, and b2 are complex and

defined as follows:

= HM (111-32)

2 .wFrtHa2 = (Hm+PM-202f)w - , (111-33)

2 4 w3F
a3 = (Pf + 1

k
' (111-34)
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= _p*mw2 +
wp*Ffl

(111-35)

2 4 w3Fri
b2 = (Pm-Pf ).c - k

(111-36)

We see from Equations (111-34) and (111-36) that

= -a3 (111-37)

In Equations (111-32), (111-33), (111-34), (III-35),and

(111-36), p is the saturated sediment density; Pf is the

density of the pore fluid k is the sediment permeabil-

ity; fl is the fluid viscosity L is the circular fre-

quency, 2Trf. The complex constants C, H, and M are

functions of fluid, frame, and grain bulk moduli (TK,

Kc, and IKE, respectively), frame shear modulus

porosity . They have been made complex to account for

the frame inelasticity. This has been done by assuming

the frame hulk modulus, KK0+iK, and frame shear

modulus, p*=1+il, to he complex with small imaginary

parts. These constants are defined by toll8 as follows:

K (K _K*)
C S S C (111-38)

D_Kk

(K _K*)2
H

4p*
(111-39)

D_K*
C
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M D-K (111-40)

r 1K \1
D = K9 [iøç_i)j (111-41)

The term has replaced fl arid is used to account for
k k

frequency dependent viscous effects by applying the

complex correction, F, to the fluid viscosity, n

This factor was derived by '3iot1-4 by considering the

actual microvelocity field that exists within the pore

channels and considering the ratio of the friction

force exerted by the fluid on the frame to the average

relative velocity for oscillatory motion to be 2Fn/k.

The correction factor is a function of K, where

and

1 kT(K)F F(K) -
i-'

(111-42)

1K

K a(CPf/fl)0 (111-43)

T(K) ber'(K)+i bei' (K) (111-44)
ber (K)+j bei (K)



The functions ber(K) and bei(K) are real and imaginary

parts of the Kelvin function. The functions ber'(K) and

bei'(i) are the derivatives of the Kelvin functions.

To account for the unknown nature of the pore size

and shape, the parameters a [in Equation (111-43)] and

in [in Equations (III-33)-(III-36)1 are introduced. The

parameter a has the dimension of length and depends upon

both the size and shape of the pores and can be related

to grain size, permeability, and porosity. The parameter

m is defined as:

m = apf/Ø a 1 (111-45)

This parameter, always greater than f/ø , has been

substituted for pf/Ø in Equations (111-21) and (111-23)

to account for the fact that not all of the pore fluid

moves in the direction of the macroscopic pressure grad 1-

ent because of the tortuous, multi-directional nature

of the pores. Ps a result, less fluid flows in or out

of an element for a given acceleration than if all the

pores were uniform and parallel to the gradient. This

appears as an increase in the fluid inertia. Stoll7

states that for uniform pores with axes parallel to

the pressure gradient, cx would equal one, while for a

random system of uniform pores with all possible orien-

tations the theoretical value of a is three. In prac-

tice, a is treated as an empirical parameter. The

essential difference between a and m is in their usage;

m has an inertial effect on the fluid flow, reducing

this flow for the more random pore orientation; a

affects the viscous resistance to fluid flow and results

in an increased attenuation for high frequencies.



To evaluate the solutions of the compressional wave

and shear wave determinants, Equations (111-28) and (III-

29), one must specify values for thirteen physical

parameters. The parameters are listed in Table 111-1.

The solutions result in predictions of the phase

speeds and absorption for the two types of compressional

waves and the shear wave which propagates through a fluid

saturated porous medium. Accommodations have been made

to allow for frame inelasticity, thus predictions maybe

made for unconsolidated sediments. The predictions may

be made at frequencies of interest as long as the basic

assumption that the acoustic wavelength remains large

compared to the iritergranular pore size is valid. This

allows predictions for frequencies up to approximately

106 Hz for sands with higher frequencies for smaller

grained sediments typical of deep sea silts and clays.

For a given application, if both shear and compres-

sional wave speeds and attenuations are desired, values

for the thirteen parameters in Table 111-1 must be

provided yet, direct measurement of all thirteen are

rarely, if ever, available. Those parameters riot

directly measured can be assigned values in two ways.

The unavailable parameters can be derived using their

physical (i.e., theoretical) relationships to some or

all of the measured parameters. The unavailable param-

eters can also be obtained empirically, either from

the measured parameters or from other information avail-

able for the sediments being studied. Porosity and

grain size distribution are two of the most useful

properties from which many of the needed parameters

may be derived.



Symbol Physical Property SI Units

PS
Density o sediment grains kgm3

K5 Bulk modulus of sediment grains

P Density of pore fluid kgm3

Kf Bulk rtiodulus of pore fluid Nm2

n Viscosity of pore fluid kgm s--

0 Porosity

k Permeability

a Pore size parameter m

c. Structure factor --

Shear modulus of frame (real part) Nm2

i' Shear modulus of frame (imaginary part) Nm2

Bulk modulus of frame (real part) Nm2

Bulk modulus of frame (imaginary part) N.m2

TABLE 111-1. BIOT/ST0LL PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
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One of the drawbacks to a model such as this is that

although some reasonable estimates of the model inputs

may be obtained, often there is a great deal of uncer-

tainty as to the precise value for a given input param-

eter. Given the uncertainties and imprecision in the

model inputs, and the resultant imprecision in the

model outputs, it is sometimes difficult to assess

whether the mechanisms in the model are appropriate to

a particular sediment assemblage. Since the Biot-Stoll

model does not directly allow for variability in grain

size or shape, there is cause to question its applica-

bility to natural sediments. One way to test this is

to measure both the model inputs and model outputs

under carefully controlled conditions which allow both

to be precisely determined (e.g., in the laboratory).

The resultant comparisons between model predictions

and acoustic measurements may show the degree of applica-

bility to complex sediments. This is particularly

true if the measurements span a range of sediment com-

plexity; i.e, sediment grain size and shape. The experi-

ments described in the following chapters were designed

to test the Biot-Stoll model, at least the shear wave

portion, and its ability to reproduce observed acoustical

behavior of progressively complex sediment assemblages,

given careful control on the model inputs. In addition

to the experimental results, a more detailed discussion

of the Biot-Stoll model with particular emphasis on

the prediction of shear wave properties will be presented

in Chapter VIII.

Theory vs. Observations

As stated during the discussion of each of the

theoretical approaches presented, a particular approach
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may be used to define the dynamic behavior of actual

sediments over some range of frequency for certain physi-

cal conditions. In order to be very useful, however,

a model should be able to reasonably define the dynamic

behavior of actual sediments over frequency ranges of

interest to the acoustician or geophysicist for physical

conditions which may be encountered in the laboratory

or the field. In short, the model must be valid for

wet or dry samples; with high or low porosity; with or

without rigidity; for a broad frequency range. Few of

the models presented can meet this test.

Of the viscoelastic models, the Hamilton-Ferry

approach can handle most of the above conditions if the

supporting measurements are available which will allow

the derivation of the elastic rnoduli. However, there is

evidence that at high frequencies in highly permeable

sediments (i.e., sands) the Hamilton assumption of linear

frequency dependence for attenuation does not hold.21'87

The physical sediment models, since they are related

to the physical properties of the sediments under study,

have been shown to hold as long as the assumptions with

respect to those physical properties are valid. Even the

simplest suspension model (Equation 111-13) has been used

to fit data from high porosity sediments. 75,76 However,

several investigators have shown this approach to be

incapable of representing the acoustic properties of

sediments when the rigidity of the sediment is appreci-

able.57,67,77'79 The addition of attenuation effects

to suspension models has led to some success in model-

to-data comparisons, 79-81 but the applicability once

again breaks down when sediment rigidity becomes impor-

tant.
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The most general theory capable of describing the

acoustic response of a realistic two-component medium

where one component is a fluid, is that proposed by

Biot.l]-i4 This theory allows for acoustic velocity

dispersion and attenuation due to relative fluid-solid

motion which is manifest as either linear or non-linear

in frequency depending on the properties of the sedi-

ment. 10,17,21,87 An additional result of the theory

is that: it predicts a compressional wave of the "second

kind" for fluid-filled porous permeable solids. The

confirmation of the existence of this wave has occurred

recently,i5l6 and lends great credibility to the mech-

anisms proposed in the theory. The successful incorpor-

ation of frame losses into this theory by Stoll5]-0 has

resulted in a theoretical model capable of reproducing,

with reasonable accuracy, observations made in a number

of sediment assemblages across a wide frequency range.

The work cited testifies to the utility of this model

when one attempts to understand the mechanisms dominat-

ing a particular set of measurements. However, the

question remains as to the utility of the model when

certain of its basic assumptions are violated, namely

the macroscopic homogeneity of the propagation medium

brought about by non-uniform grain size and shape.

The pursuit of some insight into the answer to this

question is an objective of the experiment:s and model

comparisons described in the remainder of this paper.



IV. LABORATORY ACOUSTIC EXPERINENTS

Background

64

In a recent paper,2' the author presented the

results of a laboratory experiment designed to measure

the attenuation of shear waves excited in a porous,

permeable, angular sand. Of particular interest was

the frequency dependence of attenuation. At the time

there were little data available on shear wave attenua-

tion, and what there were did not span a very broad

frequency range. The results from that work indicated

that, contrary to the routinely accepted assumption

that attenuation is proportional to the first power of

frequency (i.e., linear) for all types of sediments

and rocks,1'2 one could observe a definite departure

from linearity for certain permeable sediments. This

behavior was also shown to be consistent with a theoret-

ical model presented by Stoll6° based on the classi-

cal work of Biot-1'4 in acoustic propagation in porous

media. However, the model-to-data agreement was less

than convincing in that only a few of the required

model inputs were actually measured under the same

conditions as the acoustic data. Thus, while the rnech-

anisms included in the theoretical model were capable

of reproducing the observed shear wave attenuation, the

number of degrees of freedom available to the modeler

would not allow one to conclude that the model would

have been capable of predicting the observed behavior

had all the required inputs been measured for the

sediment under investigation.
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The ability to predict attenuation given only the

physical properties of a sediment has substantial utility

in the fields of acoustics and geophysics. An experiment

was designed to test the ability of the Biot-Stoll model

to reproduce shear wave observations under carefuly con-

trolled laboratory conditions where the required model

input parameters (i.e., the physical properties and

stress conditions of the sediment) could be determined

for a collection of laboratory sediments. Particular

emphasis in the choice of sediments was placed upon

grain shape (i.e., angular vs. sphericafl and size

distribution (i.e., well-sorted vs. moderately-sorted).

Previously cited investigations24'48'53'62'82 have indi-

cated that I:hese factors may affect the applicability

of the Biot-Stoll model. In this chapter we will de-

scribe those factors considered in designing the acous-

tic measurement experiment and the resultant acoustic

measurement system and procedures.

Experiment Desiqn Considerations

In order to make measurements suitable for estab-

lishing the frequency dependence of attenuation from

which one may infer the relative importance of the

mechanisms included in the various theoretical descrip-

tions presented in Chapter III, one must consider several

related factors. These factors may be grouped into the

major categories listed.

Propagation Medium

First, we must consider the propagation medium.

The desire is to determine the frequency dependence of

acoustic attenuation. This may, in conjunction with
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theoretical considerations, lead to the identification

of dominant loss mechanisms at work in the sediment.

Since the two most widely accepted mechanisms are

viscous loss due to the relative motion between the

fluid and sediment frame, and the frictional losses due

to grain-to-grain contact, the medium should be rela-

tively permeable and unconsolidated. These properties

will allow the two mechanisms to interplay, with one or

the other dominating when appropriate. Since we are pri-

marily interested in these two mechanisms, the presence

of chemical or electrical bonding should be avoided,

which, together with the permeability requirement, ef-

fectively eliminates clays. We are left with sediments

in the sand category. Since natural sands are generally

angular to some degree, one assemblage of interest is an

angular sand. This sand should be available as a mod-

erately-sorted sand for which the grain size may be

determined. Another sediment derived from this assem-

blage should have the same mean grain size, but with a

much smaller distribution about that mean diameter.

For sands, this can be achieved by sieving. This will

allow one to test the effect of grain size distribution

on the frequency dependence of attenuation. A third

assemblage, representing the artificial sediments upon

which most theories are based, should be a collection of

spherical quartz beads, well-sorted to the same mean

grain size as the sieved angular sand. This latter

assemblage will provide a direct test of the theory

under most favorable conditions and will also allow one

to test the effect of angularity on acoustic wave propa-

gation.

Once the media are selected, the physical proper-

ties of each sediment should be determined. Properties
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of interest include porosity, grain density, permeabil-

ity, grain size distribution, and certain frame proper-

ties which can be derived from acoustic measurements

of speed and attenuation in the dry sediment.

As a result of the above considerations, an angular

sand was selected for the moderately-sorted sediment, a

subset with the same mean grain size was prepared by

sieving the angular sand, and an assemblage of spherical

glass beads with diameters equal to the mean grain size

of the sand was obtained from industrial sources. The

properties of these three sediments will be presented

in Chapter VI.

Wave Type

As we have discussed in Chapter I, in order to

control the experimental conditions one would like to

work in the laboratory. Since we also wish to use a

propagation path many times the wavelength in order to

accurately determine the attenuation,5 we are restricted

to wave types with relatively slow wave speeds in order

to make measurements at frequencies of interest to

acousticians and geophysicists which span the low-to-

high frequency range of the Biot-Stoll theoryi"'2

This effectively eliminates the normal compressional

wave. With speeds on the order of 1500 to 2000 m/sec

in unconsolidated laboratory sediments,16'27 the corn-

pressiorial wavelengths are 1.5 to 2 in at 1 kHz, a fre-

quency of some interest. This restricts us to the

"second's compressional wave and the shear wave. Recent

work16 has indicated that the "second" compressional

wave is not observable in unconsolidated water-saturated

sediments. This leaves us with shear waves as the wave



type appropriate to the desired experiments. With

speeds variously reported as 100 ni/sec,27'28 a 1 kHz

shear wavelength would be 0.1 m. Attenuation of waves

such as these can be measured. An additional property

of shear waves, their relatively high attenuation,

allows accurate determination of that attenuation over

moderate propagation path lengths.

Frequency Range

The Mat theory predicts a change in the frequency

dependence of attenual:ion as the nature of the fluid

flow in the interstitial pores changes from Poiseuille

flow, where the viscous resistance to fluid flow given

by the ratio of fluid viscosity to sediment permeability,

fl/k, is approximately constant, to a potential flow

with the effects of viscosity felt only in a thin boundary

layer which is a function of frequency and the properties

of the fluid. According to Mat" the assumption of

Poiseullie flow breaks down when the quarter wavelength

of this boundary layer is of the order of the diameter

of the interstitial pores, d. Blot suggests that this

breakdown of Pojseujlle flow occurs at a frequency of

about

f
'Tfl

4d2Pf
(IV-1)

For water at 15°C, this gives a value of ff102 Hz for

d102 cm, and ft104 Hz for d=103 cm.6''1 Using

these values as guidelines, measurements were planned to

span a frequency range from about 1 kHz to greater than

10 kHz.



The practical limitations on the frequency range

selected included the length of the sample which could

be accommodated in the laboratory, together with the

ability to produce shear waves at the desired frequency.

Previous work had shown that low frequency shear waves

(<500 Hz) could be produced, hut the precision of the

attenuation measurements was poor.21 The low attenua-

tion at such low frequencies (<5dB/rn) together with the

long wavelengths (>20 cm) resulted in significant inter-

ference effects. These made attenuation values at such

low frequencies, obtained over pathlengths shorter than

one meter, of limited usefulness; particularly when

attempting to verify a theoretical model. For these

reasons, the measurements in this study were limited to

frequencies equal to or greater than 1 kHz. At the

other end of the spectrum, the upper frequency limit

was determined by the ability to produce transverse

(shear) vibrations of sufficient ampaitude to be detect-

able across reasonable sediment path lengths. With

earlier measurements2t indicating attenuation coeffi-

icients exceeding 100 dB/rn at 7 kHz, the expected upper

limit could be no more than a few times that frequency.

The choice of 20 kHz allowed measurements to span

more than a decade of frequency with sufficient signal

to noise ratio to allow high quality determination of

the attenuation coefficient at all frequencies sampled.

Thus, the frequency range used in this investiga-

tion, 1 to 20 kHz, resulted from the consideration of both

theoretical and practical factors.
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Transducers

The design of the transducers was driven by a

desire to attain the frequency range required, produce

consistent signals with a minimum of electrical or

compressional wave interference, and efficiently couple

the transverse vibrations of the transducer into a

granular riiediuni. Investigations by the author,2'

together with work reported by researchers at the

Applied Research Laboratories, University of Texas,

Austin,2628 led to a transducer design capable of

producing the transverse vibrations required in the

experiment. Detailed discussion of the transducer

design and their integration into a measurement system

will be presented in a later section of this chapter

Measurement Technique

The measurement of shear waves in porous granular

media present some challenges which are not normally

faced in compressional wave measurements. For compres-

sional waves, calibrated acoustic transmitters and re-

ceivers are readily available. With these one may read-

ily determine the attenuation and speed of propagation

of compressional waves knowing only the driving and re-

ceiving voltage levels and the propagation path lengths.

Such measurements have been performed on innumerable

propagation media at various temperatures, pressures,

and frequencies. Given a propagation medium for which

sound speed and attenuation as functions of temperature,

pressure, and frequency have been determined, one may

use this medium as a reference standard. In order to

determine the speed and attenuation for a sample of

interest one has only to replace the sample with a
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reference medium of the same dimensions (i.e., path

length) and compare the arrival times and amplitudes

of the acoustic signals which have traversed the two

transmission media. In the absence of interference one

then has an absolute estimate of the speed and attenua-

tion of compressional waves in the sample of interest

for the environmental conditions prevailing during the

measurement. Distilled water is a readily available

standard for compressional wave measurements in porous

saturated transmission media.

Unfortunately, this approach is not available to

the shear wave experimentalist. There are no calibrated

shear wave transducers. While one may calculate the

transverse deflection of a piezoceraniic bender element

given a voltage potential impressed across the faces of

the element, this is of little use during actual measure-

rnents. The mounting has an unknown effect on the re-

sponse of the element. In addition, there is an unknown

coupling factor with which to relate the amplitude of

the motion of the granular propagation medium to the

motion of the shear wave transducer face in either the

projector or receiver mode. To further complicate the

measurements there do not presently exist any standard

propagation media with properties similar to an uncon-

solidated sediment.

The lack of calibrated transducers or standard

propagation media required the development of a measure-

ment technique which would allow the measurement of

the transverse vibration amplitude of the propagation

media as a function of changing transducer separation.

In order to make such a measurement meaningful, each

measurement had to be done under the same conditions of
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transducers-to-sediment coupling, sediment saturation,

sediment packing, and effective stress. The ability to

monitor and control these measurement conditions played

an important role in the technique adopted.

The control and monitoring of the degree of sediment

saturation and sediment packing was achieved through

the use of a long cylindrical tube as a container for

the propagation medium.

Given the cross-sectional area of the tube and the

total length of the propagation path formed by the

propagation medium, one can easily calculate the total

volume of saturated sediment. If the weight of the

solid grains in the sediment is known, then, given the

density of the material comprising the grains, one may

calculate the volume of the solid in the saturated

sediment, This allows one to calculate the volume of

the interstitial pores, and thus the porosity. If one

measures the net volume of water introduced into the

sediment, then the percent of the available pore Space

filled by water may he calculated, resulting in a

determination of the degree of saturation.

The reproducibility of sediment packing and hence

porosity for each series of measurements for a given

sediment was achieved by mounting the cylinder vertically

and vibrating the sediment sample in the tube to its

densest state. The filling procedure to achieve a

change jr-i propagation path length consisted of adding a

known volume of water to the vertical cylinder, adding

a known volume of sediment to the water, vibrating the

cylinder with a vibrator until no further sample com-

paction was observed, and then withdrawing the excess
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water. This left a totally saturated column of densely

packed sediment of measurable height across which shear

waves could be propagated. Repeating this filling proce-

dure results in a path length change but retains the

same packing and saturation conditions from step-to--

step. The goal of this procedure was to maintain a

constant porosity and total saturation throughout each

acoustic measurement cycle. This was achieved and

documented as part of the data recorded for each

measurement.

Having attained control of the sediment properties

through the choice of the sediment container and filling

procedure, there remained the need to reproduce the

coupling and stress conditions. Other investigators

have documented the importance of maintaining a known

or at least consistent stress condition. Stoll5 has

mentioned effective stress as one of the most important

factors to he considered in making or interpreting acous-

tic measurements in sediments. This is particularly

true at very low intergranular stress levels such as

those due to overburden pressure corresponding to a

small depth below the seafloor. Since the measurements

reported in this study were taken in a vertical column

which might lead to important vertical gradients of

intergranular stress, a constant load of 2 kg was added

to the projector which rested on the surface of the

sediment column. This load served to stabilize the

effective normal stress in the sediment column, over-

powering, by comparison, the vertical gradients due

to the sediment column itself. An additional attraction

was the stabilization of the projector-to-sediment cou-

pling, rendering it much less sensitive to the small
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stresses introduced by the investigator during the

course of taking the propagation data.

Frequency Control

Since one of the objectives of this work is to mea-

sure the frequency dependence of shear wave attenuation,

one must be careful to establish that the frequency of

the signal coming out of the receiver is the same as that

being put in to drive the projector. Several factors

have been identified which relate to this. If the

projector is being driven by an amplified sine wave of

known frequency, as is the case in this work, the

frequency of the vibrations being produced by the

transducer element will be somewhere between that of

the input wave and the resonant frequency of the

projector, unless the projector is driven to a steady

state oscillation at the frequency of the input sine

wave. This may be achieved by a driving pulse many

cycles long. This procedure was adopted for this study,

and a multi-cycle pulse was used to drive the projector

at the discrete frequency of interest. To ensure that

the received signal is at the desired frequency, a

bandpass filter was used to reject extraneous noise

away from the frequency of interest. The frequency of

the received signal was checked using an oscilloscope

as a continuous monitor, and a spectrum analyzer during

the initial determination of the pulse length needed

to achieve steady state oscillation.

Since the properties of the propagation path were

reproduced and monitored for each projector-to-receiver

separation using the techniques described above, one

had hut to change the driving frequency and handpass
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filter setting to get a measure of the amplitude of the

transverse vibrations being propagated across a particu-

lar sediment path at a discrete frequency of interest.

Since measurements for a particular path length were

taken at all desired frequencies for a given tube fill-

ing, the effects of sediment path property inconsisten-

cies on the determination of the frequency dependence

of attenuation were minimal. Given this and the care

taken to ensure propagation of the desired frequencies,

it is felt that the frequency dependencies established

by these measurements are accurate.

Interference Effects

As noted above, it was necessary to use multi-cycle

pulses to ensure steady state oscillation of the projec-

tor at a particular frequency. To be able to achieve

such long pulses in a tank would have necessitated

tank dimensions which were large relative to the direct

path separation between the transducers. This would

have been required to avoid the interference of energy

reflected from the bottom and sides of the tank which

could arrive at nearly the same time as the direct path,

becoming more noticeable at the greater separations.

Such "multipath" arrivals could interfere with and

distort the direct path arrival, thus rendering the

determination of amplitude of the direct path virtually

impossible. One answer to this multipath interference

is to use short pulses a few cycles long. As discussed

above, this results in a distortion of the propagation

frequency dependent upon the pulse length, the driving

frequency, and the resonant frequency of the transducers.

Bell27 used a small rectangular tank for measurements

of shear waves in unconsolidated porous media and
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reports noise interference and distortion as a result

of his having to use short pulses. Of course, one

could increase the size of the container, but the result

would be a loss of control over the reproducibility

and monitoring of the sediment properties, a problem

whose consequences would severely impair the validity

of th.e measurements.

In this work, we chose to use a long cylindrical

tube. The hope was that such an arrangement would

result in plane wave propagation along the tube axis

once away from the near field of the projector. In

general, this was the case. Beyond a separation of

approximately one acoustic wavelength, the amplitude of

transverse vibrations diminished at a rate directly

proportional to the separation, that rate varying, of

course, with frequency. Our ability to fit the ampli-

tude versus separation data with a straight line attests

to the degree to which the plane wave assumption was

valid. The lower frequencies showed the poorest fits

with the straight line, but even they had acceptable

fits. A potential complicating factor at low frequency

was the possibility of reflections from the receiver

end of the tube which may have resulted in standing

wave-like interference patterns. The waveforms dis-

played on the oscilloscope showed little evidence of

the scallopirig which would result from such interfer-

ence, even at the lower frequencies. The plane wave

assumption appeared to be better at higher frequencies

where the great attenuation precluded reflective inter-

ference. However, the possibility existe.d that standing

waves might be set up across the diameter of the tube

at certain frequencies such that the diameter was

equal to even multiples of the acoustic wavelength.
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These frequencies can be calculated if the wave speed

is known. Observation of the data at the critical

frequencies showed no evidence of anomalous loss which

might be attributable to such interference.

Sunima ry

As a result of the experiment design considerations

presented above, a shear wave measurement system and a

set of measurement procedures have been established.

One may measure the attenuation of shear waves in water-

saturated, porous, unconsolidated sediments at frequen-

cies spanning a range from 1 kHz to 20 kHz under con-

trolled conditions. As will he shown in Chapter VII,

the measurements are repeatable, and although there

remain some inaccuracies and interferences, these may

be incorporated into statistical confidence intervals

about the attenuation estimates obtained. The care

taken in separating effects on attenuation due to

sediment property variability and frequency make the

results useful as estimates of the actual frequency

dependence of shear wave attenuation in the subject

sediment assemblages. Such estimates together with

measurements of the properties of the sediments under

the measurement conditions are valuable in our investi-

gations of the applicability of physical sediment models

and the mechanisms which they simulate.

In the next section we will present a detailed

discussion of the measurement system and techniques

resulting from these experiment design considerations.



Sediment Acoustic Properties Measurements

The stated purpose of this study is the determina-

tion of the frequency dependence of shear wave attenua-

tion in unconsolidated laboratory sediments. In order

to accomplish this it was necessary to design and fabri-

cate transducers capable of producing and receiving

transverse vibrations in such sediments. These in

turn were incorporated into a measurement system which

allowed the generation, detection, and display of such

vibrations. Finally, a set of measurement procedures

which resulted in the determination of shear wave

attenuation under controlled and reproducible condi-

tions were established. These equipment and measure-

ment procedures will be discussed in the following

subsections.

Shear Wave Transducers

As stated in the previous section, the objective

of the shear wave transducer design efforts was to

construct a transducer capable of producing and receiv-

ing transverse vibrations in an unconsolidated labora-

tory sediment. This was to be accomplished across a

frequency band from 1 kHz to 20 kHz. Previous work

indicated that some attention would have to he paid to

matching the motion of the transducer race to the

motion of the sediment grains in order to obtain the

repeatable, efficient, transducer-to-sediment coupling

required for shear wave attenuation measurements.

Because of the need to work across short path lengths,

the elimination of electrical feedover from projector-

to-receiver as well as other types of electrical inter-

ference had to be addressed. These design considerations
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were all achieved in the shear wave transducers used

in this research which are adaptations of a transducer

design proposed by Shirley88 employing piezoceramic

bimorph bender elements mounted as cantilevers to ex-

cite transverse particle motion in the granular propa-

gation medium.

Referring now to Figures Tv-i and IV-2, a single

piezoceramic bimorph bender element approximately 1-3

cm long (a) is mounted as a cantilever on a heavy slug

of brass (b) using epoxy cement. Signal leads (c) are

connected to each face of the bender element using a

small amount of low-temperature solder. These leads

allow the impression of a voltage across the polarized

faces of the bender element, causing it to flex in the

plane normal to its axis. This produces a transverse

particle motion in a medium in contact with the end of

the element. The brass slug is mounted in a cylinder

of acrylic (d). One or more layers of cork gasket

material Ce) surrounds the slug to isolate it from the

acrylic tube, thus avoiding the transmission of undesir-

able compressional wave energy into the surrounding

medium. The mounted element is held in place in the

inner acrylic cylinder by the tight fit formed between

the gasket-wrapped slug and the cylinder wall. The

signal leads are passed between the bender and the

power cable (n) through channels Ct) cut in the gasket

material.

Electrical isolation is achieved by wrapping the

inner acrylic cylinder with a ground shield (g) made

of copper foil tape which is attached to the ground

lead (h) of the shielded, twisted-pair power cable.

This shielding prevents projector-to-receiver electrical
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feedover which can obscure the leading edge of the

signal when the two transducers are in close proximity.

Further isolation from compressional wave interference

is obtained by placing a second, thicker layer of gasket

material (i) between the inner (d) and outer (j) acrylic

cylinders.

Although the bender element could be inserted into

the sediment directly, this would probably result in

the production of cornpressional wave energy by the

element faces. To avoid this, while at the same time

increasing the active contact area of the transducer, the

end of the acrylic tube is sealed using a flexible

urethane or silicon rubber potting compound (1). The

end of the bender is positioned such that it extends

well into the potting compound. The bond between the

bender element and the potting material allows this

flexible membrane to serve as the active face of the

transducer, and is the source of shear waves, in the

projector mode, when placed in contact with the sediment.

When cured, there exists a tough flexible face suitable

for efficiently coupling the transverse motion of the

bender element into the transmission medium. The back

of the transducer is sealed with potting compound ('ii)

to protect the electrical leads and to make the trans-

ducer water tight. It is then capped by hard casting

resin to further seal the transducer while adding

strength, particularly to prevent pulling the connec-

tions apart should the power cable be placed in tension.

The transducer functions either as a projector by

transforming a voltage differential across the element

faces into transverse flexure, or as a receiver by

transforming the motion of the active face, arid hence



the piezocerainic bender element, into electrical pulses

which may be detected and displayed on the cathode ray

tube of an oscilloscope. In either event, direct

contact between the transducer face and the propagation

medium is required.

The result of these design and fabrication efforts

is a transducer superior to other designs in its ability

to generate and detect shear waves free from electrical

or compressional wave interference. The transducer is

capable of producing transverse vibrations in uncon-

solidated laboratory sediments; providing for shear

wave attenuation measurements over at least the 1 kHz

to 20 kHz frequency range. The flexible face and

cantilever mount provide energy coupling in a manner

and at an energy level that exceeds that of unmounted

bimorph elements, allowing measurements to be made at

large separations at frequencies well removed from the

optimum frequency of the element itself which is in-

versely proportional to the square of its length.

The transducer can be driven at high input voltages

(typically 200 V peak-to-peak), thus permitting greater

amplitude motions which translate into higher shear

wave source levels for propagation studies. The flexi-

ble face response is more closely matched to the sedi-

ment particle motion which allows more efficient and

repeatable coupling into the propogation medium than

has been achieved with other transducer designs. The

sensitivity of the cantilever mounted element allows

motions imparted to the flexible face by sediment

particle motion to produce relatively high electrical

output for relatively small sediment particle motion.

The improved sediment-to--transducer coupling achieved

using this transducer allows measurements to be made



in highly absorptive media over long path lengths, a

factor essential to the determination of attenuation

in sediments. The details of the construction of the

transducers are contained in an unpublished laboratory

item. 89

Shear Wave Measurement System

In order to perform the actual attenuation measure-

inents, the shear wave transducers were incorporated

into a shear wave measurement system consisting of the

sensor system and the supporting electronics.

The sensor system, shown in Figure TV-3, consists

of a vertical acrylic tube about 1.5 in long. The

receiving transducer is mounted in the bottom using

gasket material spacers and silicon rubber potting

compound to hold it in place while providing further

isolation from interfering cornpressional or shear energy

which might be transmitted along the acrylic tube walls.

The gasket spacers and silicon rubber also provide a

watertight seal at the base of the acrylic tube. The

projector, attached to a 1.75 m handle made from PVC

pipe, is inserted into the top of the tube and allowed

to rest on the air-sediment interface at the top of

the sediment sample. To provide good transducer-to-

sediment coupling, sufficient lead shot is poured into

the PVC pipe to bring the total projector mass to 2 kg.

This produces a moderate vertical stress on the sediment

column. Since the inside diameter of the acrylic tube

is 4.5 cm, giving a cross-sectional area of 15.9 cm2,

this results in a vertical stress of approximately 12

kPa. While not a great deal of stress, this amount of

stress has been quite beneficial in decreasing the
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sensitivity of the received levels to loads induced

while manipulating the transducer handle in attempts

to optimize sediment-to-transducer coupling. The

outer diameter of the transducer is smaller than the

inner diameter of the acrylic tube holding the sediment.

There is no direct contact between the transducer and

the inner wall of the sediment tube. Isolation collars

made of foam rubber serve to maintain the transducer

handle in a vertical position while, once again, provid-

ing no direct contact between the handle and the sediment

tube. Similarly, foam isolation collars are placed at

each ring stand loop to prevent direct contact between

the sediment tube and the stabilizer ring stands. The

tube is placed on a digital scale, isolated once again

with foam rubber. This scale serves as an additional

monitor of any vertical stress inadvertently imparted

to the measurement assembly while manipulating the

transducer handle. All of these isolation and monitoring

precautions are necessary to minimize cornpressional

interference and ensure the repeatability of the stress

conditions under which the data are taken.

The upper transducer transmits a transversely vi-

brating wave down the sediment column where it is

received by the lower transducer, amplified, and dis-

played on an oscilloscope cathode ray tube. The elec-

tronics which allow this to be accomplished are depicted

in the block diagram of the measurement instrumentation

shown as Figure IV-4.

The electronics of the system supply a pulsed sine

wave of variable pulse length to the projector, while

simultaneously sending a trigger pulse to start the

sweep of the storage oscilloscope. The burst generator
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emits a pulse of an integral number of cycles of a sine

wave provided at the output of an oscillator whose

frequency is monitored using a digital counter. The

burst generator has six settings to provide pulses of

2-1 cycles where nl to 6. Thus, the pulse length may

be varied from 1 to 63 cycles of the driving sine wave.

This ability to control the number of cycles in a pulse

is important to ensure that the transducer is vibrating

in a steady state mode at the frequency of interest

established by the oscillator.

The output of the burst generator is fed into a

phase splitter where a parallel but inverted pulse is

produced and fed to a dual-channel amplifier. Here the

pulse is amplified and fed to the signal leads on

opposite faces of the bender element. The voltage

across the bender is equal to the sum of the voltages

output by the amplifier channels. The amplifier outputs

are monitored on an oscilloscope and usually are set at

100 volts peak-to-peak, giving a balanced voltage of 200

volts peak-to-peak across the bender element. This

approach was taken to achieve maximum excitation of the

transmitter at a nominal drive level.

Stahl0 has shown the log-decrement for torsionally

loaded samples to be dependent on amplitude beyond a

certain threshold dependent on material properties and

driving frequency. In our experiments, the driving volt-

age was varied to test for amplitude related effects.

None were observed. Calculations based on received

voltage levels and the free-air response of the trans-

ducer elements indicate that displacements did not

exceed i0 cm.
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The transverse motion of the transducer element is

coupled into the sediment column and propagates as a

plane wave across the propagation path of known length

to the shear wave receiver mounted in the bottom of the

sediment sample tube. The transverse motion of the

receiving bender element produces a voltage proportional

to the amplitude of its flexure. This signal is fed

via a shielded coaxial cable to a differential amplifier,

amplified as required (from 0-40 dB gain in steps of

20 dB), and fed to the input of a bandpass filter. The

filter settings are determined by the center frequency

and the desire to maintain a constant filter baridpass

quality faetor, Q, defined as:

Q .ç -f (1V2)
U L

where

center (signal) frequency

L.
lower filter cutoff frequency

= upper filter cutoff frequency

with

f)05 (IV-3)

0.5 -1

__ (IV-4)

. (IV-5)

The filter pass bandwidth (fU-L) was such as to main-

tain a value of 0 equal to ten for the discrete fre-

quencies at which shear wave data were taken.
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The filtered shear wave signals are then fed to

one channel of a dual-channel, storage cathode-ray-tube,

oscilloscope where the received level and signal quality

are monitored. On occasion the signal is captured by a

digital event recorder and displayed on an x-y plotter.

in normal operations, however, the peak-to-peak voltage

of the shear wave receiver output is displayed on the

CRT from which the maximum received voltage level in

the steady state portion of the wave form is recorded

for each frequency of interest at a given transducer

separation or path length. These received levels form

the data for determining attenuation. For speed deter-

mination, the time interval from the start of an

oscilloscope sweep to a selected zero crossing on the

CRT grid is recorded as a function of transducer

separation.

This measurement system has proven to be quite

adequate to produce high quality measurements of shear

wave attenuation in unconsolidated sediments, whether

saturated or dry. The electrical and acoustic isolation

achieved has allowed repeatable measurements to be made

in highly absorptive materials, with good signal-to-

noise performance, even when operating at extreme separa-

tion at frequencies well removed from the optimum fre-

quency of the transducers.

Operational Measurement Procedures

Operational measurement procedures vary somewhat

depending on the material under investigation. Two

basic types of attenuation measurements are made: (1)

attenuation in water saturated sediment, and (2) attenua-

tiOn fri dry (air saturated) sediment. In addition, a



few measurements of shear wave speed have been made to

obtain frame shear moduli for calculating the frame log

decrements, and to provide speed data for comparison with

model estimates.

For water saturated attenuation and speed measure-

ments, a measured amount of distilled water is added to

the acrylic sample tube. A measured amount of dry sedi-

ment (100-200 g) is then added using a funnel with a

long throat. The funnel is used to introduce the

granular material into the water gradually without

entrapping air bubbles or allowing granules to stick

to the sides of the tube. For the measurements discussed

in this report the desire is to attain a consistent

porosity, thus the sediment-water mixture is consoli-

dated to its densest packing by mechanically vibrating

the sample tube until no further rearrangement of

grains is observed. For consistency, the tube is

vibrated with a hand-held vibrator for one minute.

When consolidation is complete the water is drained,

using a drain tube at the bottom of the sample tube,

until the water level coincides with the upper surface

of the sediment column, resulting in 100 percent satura-

tion. The drained fluid is retained for more precise

calculation of the degree of saturation. The achieve-

merit of a reasonably consistent packing for each sediment

level is assured by calculation of porosity each time

an incremental sediment sample is added to the column.

This calculation is made possible by knowing the total

volume of saturated sediment in the tube, and the

total volume of dry sediment which has been added.

The difference between these volumes is the volume of

the voids which are filled with water or air. The

ratio of the volume of the voids to the total volume
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of saturated sediment is the porosity. The total dry

sediment volume is determined from the sum of the

weights of the incremental sediment samples added to

the column together with the grain specific gravity (or

density) determined for each sediment type. The total

saturated sediment volume is determined by measuring

the sediment column height and multiplying by the

sediment tube cross-sectional area.

Raw data from which attenuation and speed can be

determined is obtained using an incremental tilling

method. Each measurement run consists of several in-

cremental fillings using the procedures discussed

above. Once a new transducer separation has been

established, a received voltage level is recorded for

each frequency being sampled. These are achieved by

simply changing the frequency of the driving oscillator,

the pass band of the filter, and, if necessary, the

amplifier gain setting. The incremental step length is

determined by the amount of dry sediment added to the

sediment tube. Our experience shows that incremental

steps of four to eight centimeters (100-200 grams of

dry sediment) allows consistent packing to be achieved

throughout a run. The number of incremental steps

taken depends on the lowest frequency being sampled.

Usually 10 to 15 steps make up a single run.

The transducers are pulsed at 500 ms intervals and

emit a wave train of selectable length; long enough to

allow the bender element to reach steady oscillation at

the driving frequency. The received signal is displayed

on the CRT of an oscilloscope operating in the storage

auto-refresh mode. The signals "stack" on the CRT

allowing the investigator to observe the amplitude and
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wave-form of several recent pulses. This monitoring of

the signal wave-form is an important part of the measure-

ment process in that it permits the investigator to

watch for interference effects which would render the

data invalid.

When sediment is first introduced to the sample

tube and consolidated, the coupling between the receiver

and the sediment is fixed for the duration of the run.

The upper transducer, on the other hand, is repeatedly

withdrawn and reinserted for each incremental step,

and merely rests upon the upper surface. The received

signal level can sometimes be altered significantly

by manipulation of the transducer handle. This is

generally attributed to highly variable coupling between

the face of the transducer and the upper surface of

the sediment column. This problem has been noted by

other investigators27 and is potentially the greatest

source of error in the determination of attenuation.

The acquisition of repeatable data which supports high

confidence in the results thus remains somewhat of an

art. To allow manipulation of the transducer to optimize

coupling without introducing additional non-repeatable

stress, the entire sample tube and transducer assembly

is placed on a digital scale. This allows the investi'-

gator to monitor the amount of pressure being applied

to the sediment column during the manipulation of the

upper transducer. An attenuation measurement is con-

sidered acceptable when the waveform shows constant

amplitude (no scalloping), and when, by manipulating

the upper transducer handle without applying additional

vertical pressure, the highest achievable peak-to-peak

voltage is observed on the storage CRT. This voltage

is recorded together with the system gain settings for
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each frequency being measured. The voltages, once

converted to received levels in decibels relative to

one volt, comprise the raw data from which attenuation

coefficients may be determined.

Dry sediment attenuations

the same procedures except that

into the sample tube. Since many

have indicated that dry frame

with respect to frequency,20'24'

quencies were sampled.

are determined using

no water is introduced

previous investigations

attenuation is linear

27,60,64 fewer frequen-

Once the received voltage level at each transducer

separation for each frequency is obtained, a plot is

prepared similar to that shown as Figure IV-5. Here

we see received level plotted against transducer separa-

tion. The slope of the line fit to the data represents

the attenuation coefficient for the sediment being

examined at the frequency for which the data were

taken. That slope may be determined using least squares

linear regression techniques to fit the data.

Several points should be noted about Figure IV-5,

which is a plot of actual data observed during this

investigation. First, the quality of the straight

line fit to the data attests to the validity of the

plane wave assumption of the measurement technique.

This is quantified by the coefficient of determination,

r2, which is a measure of the degree to which the re-

gression explains the total variation about the riean

of the data. With a value of 1.00 representing a

"perfect" fit to the data, the value calculated for this

example is 0.97. The second point to note is that the

data were taken at separations extending from less
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than 5 cm to greater than 60 cm with levels varying

over a 40 decibel dynamic range. This attests to the

sensitivity of the transducers as well as the high

signal-to-noise ratios attainable even at large trans-

ducer separations. The repeatability of the measure-

ments is demonstrated by the fact that three independent

runs, starting with an empty sediment tube each time,

are displayed on the plot. This ability to reproduce

previous observations is important to the building of

a data set large enough to allow meaningful statistics

to be calculated. The 39 observations contained in

the three runs presented are not atypical. It is simi-

lar numbers of data points which together result in

the estimates of attenuation assigned to each of three

sediment types at each of 17 discrete frequencies

betwen 1 kHz and 20 kHz. Each of these estimates has

associated with it a 90 percent confidence interval.

Such statistics make the results much more valuable in

comparison with other data or model estimates. This

confidence interval quantifies the level of uncertainty

in the attenuation estimate due to all causes including

measurement error, interference effects such as wave

front curvature or resonance due to multiple reflections

at low frequency, or physical property related variabil-

ity including porosity and effective stress.

As stated previously, a few shear wave speed mea-

surements were taken. The tube tilling technique is

identical to that for attenuation measurements. However,

instead of recording the signal amplitude at each

transducer separation increment, the elapsed time from

the start of the oscilloscope sweep to a selected

cycle zero crossing is noted. These observations then

allow one to determine the change in time as a function
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of the change in separation. Since it is generally

accepted that shear wave speed in dry sediment is non-

dispersive, the measurement frequencies were selected

to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio with minimal use

of amplifier gain.

Summary

In this chapter we have presented the experiment

design considerations and the equipment and procedures

used in the laboratory to determine the acoustic proper-

ties of the sediments under investigation. These have

been developed with the intent to diminish the uncer-

tainty associated with the measurement of shear wave

attenuation as a function of frequency, sorting, and

grain shape. It is felt that by measuring the acoustic

properties under controlled conditions, the value of

the resultant attenuation estimates would be enhanced.

Particular care was taken to maintain constant stress

and sediment packing conditions during the acoustic

measurements. This allowed the measurements to be

repeated, thus increasing the number of consistent data

points. These in turn led to valid estimates of the

mean and variance of attenuation from which confidence

bounds on those estimates could be derived. These are

particularly important in comparisons between the meas-

urements and the Biot-Stoll model, and for use by

other investigators for comparison with their observa-

tions or theoretical results.

In the following chapter we will detail the equip-

inent and procedures used to obtain the very important

sediment physical properties which complement the acous-

tic measurements.



V. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS

Backo round

In the previous chapter, the basis for the develop-

ment and the details of the equipment arid procedures

used in the acoustic properties measurements were dis-

cussed. In this chapter, the physical properties mea-

surement equipment and procedures will be presented.

The types of physical properties measurements per-

formed in support of the research described in this

report included grain size distribution, permeability,

porosity, and grain specific gravity. These, together

with sediment acoustic properties, including wet and

dry shear speed, as well as wet and dry attenuations

as functions of frequency, allowed the complete de-

scription of the physical and viscoelastic properties

of the sediments used in this study.

Sediment Properties Measurements

As mentioned above, the physical properties of

the three sediment assemblages used in the shear wave

measurements were determined in the laboratory. These

properties are necessary to relate the acoustic measure-

ments to similar findings reported by other investiga-

tors, to assist in establishing empirical relationships

between physical and acoustic properties of the sedi-

merits, and as input parameters to the Biot-Stoll physi-

cal model. The methods and apparatus used to determine

sediment physical properties, including grain size dis-

tribution, permeability, porosity, and grain specific

gravity, will be described in the following subsections.



Grain Size Distribution

Size analysis of silt and sand size particles may

be a controversial subject due to the fact that the

methods generally used, mechanical sieving, and settling

through a tube or column of fluid, measure different

variables (median axis for sieving and settling velocity

for the settling tube) and may result in size distribu-

tions which are not compatible in many instances. To

avoid such a controversy, the size distribution of the

moderately-sorted angular sand was determined using

both methods.

Sediment grain size may be classified using sev-

eral measures, some qualitative such as sand, silt,

clay; and others quantitative such as mean grain diam-

eter expressed in millimeters or dimensionless Phi

units where:

or conversely,

Phi = -log d(nim) (V-i)

d(mm) = 2-Phi (V-2)

Table V-i represents a portion of the Wentworth

scale, which is a logarithmic scale in that each size

class limit is twice as large as the next smaller class

limit. For detailed grain size analysis, sieves are

available at (2).25 mm or "quarter" Phi intervals. The

scale enables one to easily relate sieve size, grain

diameter, Phi units, and size classes.
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U.S.
grain grain grain Standard

Wentworth diameter diameter diameter Sieve
Size Class (mm) (micron) (Phi) Mesh *

2.00 2000 -LaO 10

1.68 1682 -0.75 12

V. Coarse 1.41 1414 -0.50 14

Sand 1.19 1189 -0.25 16

1.00 1000 0.00 18

0.84 841 0.25 20

Coarse Sand 0.71 707 0.50 25
0.59 595 0.75 30

-j
0.50 - 500 - 1.00 35

0.42 420 1.25 40

Medium Sand 0.35 354 1.50 45
0.30 297 1.75 50

0.25 250 - 2.00 60

0.210 210 2.25 70

Fine Sand 0.177 177 2.50 80

0.149 149 2.75 100
0.125 125 3.00 120
0.105 105 3.25 140

V. Fine 0.088 88 3.50 170
Sand 0.074 74 3.75 200

0.0625 63 4.00 230

TABLE V-i. GRAIN SIZE SCALES FOR SANDS
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The cumulative grain size distribution of the

moderately-sorted sand was determined using a 230 cm

long settling tube developed at Oregon State University.

This tube, because of its 215 cm settling distance, is

capable of accurately determining the grain size dis-

tribution of all size classes of sands (d>.0625 nun).

A complete description of the apparatus is available as

an Oregon State University, School of Oceanography

report. 90 similar system, based on the Oregon State

design, is available at the flaval Ocean Research and

Development Activity, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi.

The principle of settling tube sedimentation anal-

ysis is that particles with higher settling velocities

will settle through a column of fluid faster than those

with slower velocities. The velocity at which a sedi-

ment particle will settle through such a column is

related to the size, shape, fluid viscosity, and the

density difference between the particle and the fluid.

Sand and coarse silt particles are commonly introduced

at the top of a column of fluid of known height, sepa-

rated according to their relative settling velocities,

and may produce an analog record of cumulative weight

versus time on a sensing and recording system. Given

the known column length and settling time, an average

settling velocity may be computed for a given fraction

of the particles introduced.

The results of such a sedimentation analysis are

directly related to the settling velocity distribution

of particles in the sediment sample. They may be

interpreted also in terms of the sizes of spherical

particles, of uniform density, which would settle at

some theoretically or empirically determined velocity
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in distilled water at a standard temperature. Assuming

a grain density of 2.65 g/cm3, Gibbs et al.91 gives the

following equation relating sediment grain size to

settling velocity:

O.O558O4V2Pf+(O.003l14Vpf2+[g(p-pf)] [4.5nV+O.008705v2pf])05

Eg
(P5-Pr)

(V- 3)

where

V = average settling velocity, cm/sec

= fluid dynamic viscosity, poise

g = acceleration of gravity, cm/sec2

r = radius of spherical particle, cm

Pf = density of fluid, gm/cm3

= density of sphere, gm/cm3 (p5=2.65)

Plotting this derived grain size against the cumulative

weight of sediment results in a determination of the

equivalent grain size distribution for the sediment

sample. The distribution may be converted to Phi units

using the relationship in Equation (V-i) . The statistics

of the distribution may he determined using the following

equations presented by Inman. 92

Median 50 (V-4)

l684Mean grain size (V-5)
2

Phi standard deviation 8416 (V-6)

Mean-Median
Skewness (V-7)

Standard Deviation
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where Ø = the Phi value for which x percent

of the sample is coarser.

A second method of grain size analysis was also

used. The size distribution of the moderately sorted

sand was determined using standard sieves. This same

procedure was used to sub-sample the sand to obtain an

angular sand of uniform grain size.

The procedures for performing grain size analysis

be sieving are quite straightforward for sands. The

details may be obtained from any of several reference

works on soil mechanics (e.g., Bowles93). The sieving

process does not determine individual grain sizes--the

test can only bracket the various ranges of sizes.

This is accomplished by obtaining the quantity of

material passing through a given-size sieve opening but

retained on a sieve of smaller-sized openings and then

relating this retained quantity to the total sample.

The material retained on a given sieve consists of

particles of many sizes, all of which are smaller than

the openings of the sieve through which the material

passed but larger than the openings of the sieve on

which the soil is retained. Thus in the work presented,

when we refer to the well-sorted angular sand and

spherical beads as being restricted to the 40/45 sieve

size range, we mean that all the particles passed

through a standard sieve of mesh *40 (with rectangular

opening equal to 0.42 mm) but were retained on a standard

sieve of mesh 45 (with rectangular opening equal to

0.35 mm).

Information obtained from sieve analysis is gen-

erally presented as a histogram of percent retained
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for each standard sieve, and a cumulative distribution

curve of the percent passing (also termed percent finer

or percent smaller) a particular sieve represented by

the size of its mesh opening.

This type of cumulative distribution (percent

finer) is the opposite of the cumulative distribution

used in the settling tube analysis and statistics

equations (they use percent coarser). Of course, the

discrepancy is easily reconciled and presented in a

consistent manner. For this report, cumulative distri-

butions derived from either method will be displayed

as percent finer by weight.

Permeability

In general, all voids in a sediment sample are

connected to neighboring voids. Since the pores are

interconnected, any fluid contained in those pores can

flow, given some finite pressure differential across the

sample. The ease or rate at which that flow can occur

is a function of the sedimentts permeability. As

pointed out in Chapters II and III, sediment permeability

is an important physical property of a sediment in

establishing the acoustic behavior of that sediment.

In our attempt to accurately determine all those physical

properties considered to significantly impact the acous-

tic response of the sediments used in this research,

we developed the equipment and procedures needed to

measure sediment permeability.

A variable head permeameter was constructed which

would allow the determination of permeability of a

series of permeable sands and sand-like laboratory
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sediments. The intent was to simulate the procedures

and conditions prevailing during acoustic measurements

of shear wave attenuation. Figure v-i is a schematic

of the perrneameter.

The permeameter preparation, sample preparation,

and measurement procedures are detailed in an unpublished

laboratory item, but the essence of the measurement

and data reduction will be outlined in this subsection.

The data taken during the permeability measurement

consist of those parameters required to solve the equa-

tion:

aL
k = 2.3 A(t1-t0)

iogio() (V-8)

in which

a = the cross-sectional area of the standpipe

L = the length of the sediment sample in the

permeameter tube

A = the cross-sectional area of the permeameter

tube

= the time when the water level in the stand-

pipe is at h0

t1 = the time when the water level in the stand-

pipe is at h1

h01h1 the heads between which the permeability

is determined.
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The sample was prepared for measurement by two

different methods. The reasons for using two methods

were (1) to reproduce the sample preparation methods

used in the acoustic measurements, and (2) to allow the

measurement of permeability as a function of porosity

or void ratio. The latter will be used as a test ot

how well the permeability of the sample could be

characterized by the Kozeny-Carman relationship:

where

k= 1
[

3 1
(V-9)

k0S02 L1_02i

k0 factor depending on pore shape and ratio

of length of actual flow path to sample

length (tortuosity)

S0 specific surface area of grain

porosity of sample

k physical permeability of sample, cm2

This relationship has been used extensively in sediment

modeling1-7'21-;27 and will be discussed in detail in

Chapter VI.

The primary method of preparing a sample for

permeability measurements is to add a measured quantity

of distilled, deaerated water to the permeameter tube

(approximately 200 ml), then add 200 grams of dry sand.

The sample is then vibrated with a hand-held vibrator

until the sand is well compacted and no further grain

rearrangement is observed. Additional sand, in 200 g
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quantities, is added and compacted until the sample is

approximately 30 cm long. The permeameter is then

assembled and the permeability of the compacted sand is

measured. This method approximates the procedures used

when filling the vertical sample tube for shear wave

measurements, and yields permeability at the most com-

pact or lowest porosity state of the sediment.

The secondary method of sample preparation consists

of adding a measured quantity of distilled, deaerated

water to the permeameter tube, then pouring a measured

quantity of sand into the tube. The addition of sand

and water (without vibrating or compacting) is continued

until the saturated sample is approximately 30 cm long.

The permeameter is assembled and the permeability of

the sample is measured. After measurement, the perme-

ameter is tapped to slightly compact the sample and

the permeability is measured at the new porosity value.

The result is a set of permeability versus porosity

data which may be used to test the validity of the

Kozeny-Carman equation for the sample. A plot of Ic

versus 3/(1_)2 should yield a straight line.

Both the viscosity and density of the permeant

influence the value of permeability. In order to

eliminate these two characteristics as variables, we

have reduced the measured permeability taken at a

particular temperature, T, to a specific or physical

permeability, defined as:

k (V-lO)
pg
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kT = permeability at temperature T, cm/sec

p = density of permeant at temperature T

= viscosity of permeant at temperature T

g = acceleration of gravity

For water at 20°C, the following equation permits one

to convert k20 in cm/sec to k in cm2:

k(cm2) = k20(cm/sec) x l.02x105 (V-il)

All permeabilities used in this report are in units of

cm2 unless otherwise specified.

Porosity

Porosity is the ratio of the volume of the voids

in the sample to the total volume of the sample. It

was measured each time additional sand was added to the

sediment column in the vertical measurement tube. This

provided a consistency check to confirm that the new

sample had been packed to the same degree as previous

samples. For purposes of reporting the properties of

the sediments for this report, the porosity was deter-

mined during the permeability measurements. The perme-

ameter afforded more precision in the measurement of the

sediment column length and there were fewer sources of

error involved in the permeability apparatus. In either

case the porosity was determined from the equation:

AL (V-12)
p

where

= cross-sectional area of permeameter tube

L = sediment column length
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AL sediment sample volume

= weight of sand in sample

PS unit weight of sand

= sediment grain volume

Grain Specific Gravity

The specific gravity of any substance is defined

as the density of the material divided by the density

of distilled water at 4°C. This is therefore an abstract

number independent of units. The term density is often

used in place of specific gravity with a water density

of 1.0 g/cm3 implied.

The determination of the specific gravity usually

consists ofobtaining the volume of a known weight of

sediment grains and dividing this by the weight of the

same volume of water at the same temperature. Hence,

the procedure reduces to obtaining the terms of the

equation

where

ws/v
G5 (V-13)

grain specific gravity

weight of grains

= weight of water

V volume of water or grains

The volume of a known weight of soil grains can be

obtained by using a container of known volume and the

Archimedes principle that a body submerged in a volume

of water will displace a voume of water equal to the
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volume of the submerged body. The procedures for making

this determination of grain volume are well documented,

and those presented by Bowles93 were followed to deter-

mine the specific gravity of the sands used in this

study. The specific gravity used for the glass beads

were those reported by the manufacturer. Usually

the same value is used when the application or equation

calls for the grain density. Departures of water

density from that at 4°C are considered negligible.

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a brief dis-

cussion of the measurements and procedures employed to

provide the physical properties of sediments used in

this study. In the next chapter, we will present the

results of these measurements together with the other

sediment properties needed as inputs to tie Biot/Stoll

physical model.
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A key element in the interpretation and application

of acoustic data is the set of physical and environmental

properties which describe the conditions under which

the data were taken. For the acoustic measurements

reported in this study, the physical properties of

interest include those which are or may lead to inputs

to the Biot-Stoll model. Pdditional properties may be

reported, but those of primary interest include: grain

size distribution, porosity, permeability, density,

shear modulus and log decrement of the frame, and the

derived or empirical model parameters including the

sediment structure factor and pore size parameter.

Table VI-1 presents a summary of the primary properties

for each of the three laboratory sediments. Most of

these have been measured directly, but in some instances

alternative approaches are available. Each of the

properties will be discussed in the following sections

of this chapter.

Grain Size Distribution

The three sediments used in this study include a

moderately-sorted, medium size, angular sand; a well-

sorted, medium size, angular sand derived by sieving;

and well-sorted, medium size, spherical glass beads.

Figure VI-1 depicts the grain size distributions for

the three sediments. The distribution of the moderately-

sorted sand was determined using two methods. The

results of the sieve analysis are shown by the bar

graph of the percent of the sample falling within each
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______
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______
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_____________-I______
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TABLE VI-1. SEDIMENT PROPERTIES
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quarter Phi size bin, together with a graph of the

cumulative percent of the sample finer than a given

size. The settling tube results are shown as a smooth

curve depicting the cumulative distribution of the

moderately-sorted sand. They are very similar to the

results of the sieve analysis, yielding the same median

and mean grain size, 0.38 mm and 0.37 mm, respectively.

There is, however, some difference between these values

and the mean size of the well-sorted sand which is

equal to 0.385 mm if a uniform distribution across the

mesh size range (0.35-0.42 mm) is assumed.

This grain size distribution is an important param-

eter in the determination of permeability, and the

mean and standard deviation values may be used to

estimate permeability in the absence of measurements.

Given that we have achieved the goal of providing

three sediments of the same mean grain size with which

to assess the impact of grain shape and sorting, we may

now proceed to identify how their physical properties

differ.

Porosity

The porosity of unconsolidated natural (non-spher-

ical) deposits is governed by:96

1. Absolute size of the grain

2. Grain size distribution

3. Grain shape

4. Method of deposition

5. Compaction during and following deposition

6. Degree of solidification
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For the sediments used in this study only the

first three are important factors, since there was no

solidification and the method of deposition and degree

of compaction were constant for all cases considered.

Theoretically the actual size of the grain has no

Influence on the porosity of uniform spheres. This

does not hold true for assemblies of natural materials.

Actually, as grain size decreases, friction, adhesion,

and bridging become more important because of the higher

ratio of surface area to volume arid mass. This leads

to an increase in porosity. Data cited by Fraser96

showed porosities as follows: coarse sand, 39-41 per-

cent; medium sand, 41-48 percent; fine sand, 44-49

percent; fine sandy loam, 50-54 percent.

The effect of grain size distribution is dependent

upon the relative sizes of the grains involved. For

spheres there exists a "critical ratio" of diameters

below which the smaller sphere may penetrate the voids

between the large sphere. If the conditions are right,

then the porosity will be diminished from that of the

uniform assemblage of either size sphere. As with size

effects, this relationship may not hold for natural

deposits since the pores are neither uniform in size

nor shape and hence no "critical ratio" exists. For

multi-component assemblages the higher porosities are

obtained where one size of sphere dominates; but with

increasing complexity of the mixture the porosity tends

to decrease. Fraser found no consistent, reliable

correlation between grain size distribution and porosity

which would allow one to predict porosity given grain

size distribution. This was found to be even more evi-

dent for several samples of sand in which a wide range
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of grain size combinations were found to yield the same

porosity.

The effects of angularity on porosity are difficult

to determine in natural sediments because of the diffi-

culty of obtaining angular particles of the same size

using normal sorting methods. Thus, most determinations

of grain shape effects on porosity are attended by a

second variable, grain size. Fraser made an attempt

to determine the effects of angularity on porosity

using carefully sized materials ranging in shape from

lead shot to crushed mica plates. These assemblies

included several sands. In general the increase in

angularity lead to an increase in porosity with the

coarse sands showing porosities ranging from 35-41 per-

cent if dry, increasing to 35-47 percent when saturated

in water. This increased porosity with saturation was

consistent across all samples.

Thus, we see that the increase in angularity from

the well-sorted glass bead to the well-sorted angular

sand of the same size should result in an increase in

the porosity. An examination of Table VI-1 reveals

this to be true for the samples in this study. The

effect of grain size distribution on porosity, as

demonstrated by the well-sorted and moderately sorted

angular sands, is apparently negligible for our samples.

Perrneab iii

The permeability of the three sediments has been

measured directly using equipment and techniques de-

scribed in Chapter V. The physical permeabilities (in

cm2) are recorded in Table VI-l. Permeability can
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also be related to porosity, grain size, and grain

shape through the physical relationships of the Kozeny-

Carman equation given by Carman98 in the form LidenticaJ.

to Equation (V-9)J

1
k

2 [ 2] (VI-l)
k0S0 (1-0)

where k physical permeability of sample, cm2

k0 = constant reflecting pore shape and

tortuosi ty

S0 specific surface area of grain, cm

0 = sediment fractional porosity

Since S0 represents the ratio of the surface area to

the volume of a particle, a sphere of diameter d has a

specific surface area of

S0 = 6/d (VI-2)

if we assume dm to be diameter of a sphere with the

same specific surface area as a grain with some mean

size dr in the sediment, then Equation (VI-li can be

rewritten as

d
2

m______
k

36 k0 [i_2] (VI-3)

For irregularly shaped grains, Carman has related

the equivalent sphere diameter, dm, to the mean grain

size, dr, through a shape factor S such that

dm = Gdr = 6/S0 (vI-4)

The key to evaluating the shape factor is the

determination of S0. This may be done, as mentioned
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in Chapter V1 if we know the permeability as a function

of porosity for the angular sediment. Such data were

collected as part of this study. Figure VI-2 depicts

plots of permeability, k, versus the quantity j3/(1-)2.

One may observe from Equation (VI-l) that if a linear

relationship is obtained, then the factor l/(k0S02)

may be obtained by means of a linear fit to the perme-

ability-porosity data. For the beads, the specific

surface area may be calculated from Equation (VI-2),

and the factor k3 may be calculated using Equations

(VI-].) or (VI-3) if the permeability at a given porosity

is known. For the sands, 0 may be calculated if k0

is known, and vice versa.

Bell27 has reportedly determined k0 using perme-

ability and porosity data reported by Nolle et

for angular sands similar to those used in this study.

This is in conflict with the statement by Carman that

where the specific surface area is not known, k0

cannot be calculated and must be assumed from values

determined using non-spherical but flat-sided particle

shapes for which S0 can be calculated. Close inspection

of the Nolle data and the Bell analysis reveals that

Bell used the Kozeny-Carman relationship presented as

Equation (VI-3), with dm being equated to the average

grain size reported by Nolle. Thus, Bell has deter-

mined the average k0 needed to obtain the permeability

observed by Nolle, assuming the grains to be spherical

and of a size equal to the observed mean grain size

reported. Closer analysis shows the average k0 to be

equal to 5.1, a value at the upper limit of the normal

range of values for k0 reported by Carman. While we

do not feel that the spherical assumption is valid for

angular sands, we will use a value of k0 equal to
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_1
k0S02 (cm2) k0 S0(cm1) 6 dm(mm)

Sediment

Angular
Sand 2.92x106 5.]. 259.3 .622 .231

(unsieved)

Angular
Sand 3.68x106 5.1 230.8 .675 .260

(40/45)

Spherical I

Beads 1.04x105 3.95 155.8 1 .385

(40/45)
I.____ I

TABLE VI-2. KOZENY-CARMAN FACTORS FOR LABORATORY
SEDIMENTS
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5.1 for our analysis of permeability in angular sands.

With this assumed value of k0 we may now calculate the

specific surface area using our values of 1/(k0S02), the

shape factor, and Equation (vI-4). These are presented

in Table VI-2.

In addition to making provision for non-spherical

grains, Canaan has included a means of correcting for

the distribution of grain sizes which one might find in

a sediment. First consider a mixture of spherical

particles, in which xj represents the fraction, by

weight, of particles of diameter d present. Then the

specific surface area is

S0 = (VI-5)

in which case the mean diameter is

a = i/: (VI-6)

Next consider an irregular particle defined by some

SiZC dr, such as a sieve size, a settling diameter, a

microscope diameter, etc. The specific surface area

cannot be calculated, and once again we must introduce

a shape factor 0, which must be obtained empirically

and which is unity for a sphere. This gives us Equation

(VI-4) for each size constituent of diameter dr*

For a mixture of particles of any shape or size

distribution

S0 = lx. S0 = 6 1 er (VI-7)
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x.
a =

1 (VI-8)
m e.ar.

1 1

Carrnan tested this relationship by mixing sands with dif-

ferent specific surface areas, S0j. Good agreement

was obtained for all cases. To test the utility of

this approach we may use the knowledge which we have

about S0 for the angular sands together with the grain-

size distribution data for the moderately-sorted an-

gular sand. We have assumed the shape factor, e , to

be constant irregardless of grain size for the angular

sand. Using Equation (VI-8), the shape factor for the

well-sorted sand from Table VI-2, and the grain size

distribution for the sand (from sieving), we obtain

dm=. 241 mm; S0=249.2 cm. Comparing this to the values

of S0 and dm in Table VI-2, we see that these va1ues

are about four percent different from those observed

from measurements. Thus, we have a reasonable approxi-

mation to the actual values for a moderately-sorted

sand derived from observations of a well-sorted sand

and the grain size distribution.

Empirical relationships exist from which one may

estimate permeability from other physical properties of

the sediment. One which has been cited in recent work

by Beebe87 was developed by Krumbein and Mon19 to

relate permeabilty in sands to their grain size dis-

tribution:

2 -1.31a0
k = 7.6 d e x io6 (VI-9)

r
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where k physical permeability, cm2

dr = mean grain size, mm

a0 = standard deviation of grain size in Phi

units.

We now have discussed several methods to approximate

permeability, given a sediment assemblage and some

knowledge of its physical properties such as grain size

distribution and porosity. Table VI-3 shows comparisons

between estimates employing these methods and observa-

tions for the three sediments of this study and the

well-sorted sand of the same size (40/45 sieve) reported

by Nolle. The measured values are based upon the mean

of observations taken using the primary method of

sample preparation described in the permeability section

of Chapter V, or the estimate of permeability obtained

from the linear regression analysis of k versus

obtained using the secondary method of sample

preparation. The two yield nearly the same value for

permeability. Two estimates are included from calcula-

tion based on Kozeny-Carrnan relationships. The first

(K-C spherical) assumes all grains to be spherical and

of a uniform diameter equal to the mean grain size

reported in Table VI-1 or the Nolle paper. These

estimates were made using Equation (VI-3) and the k0

reported in Table VIt-2. In all angular sands this

approach overestimates the permeability. The degree

of disagreement is worse in the unsieved sand; an

expected result since both the spherical shape and

uniform size distribution assumptions of the Kozeny-

Carman relationships are violated. The second (K-C

corrected) set of Kozeny-Carmari estimates reflect

the effect of including the shape correction factor



Measured Measured K-C K-C

Sediment (Mean) (Regression) (Spherical.) (Corrected) K-M

Angular
Sand 7.25x107 7.29x107 l.88x106 7.89x107 7.47x107
(unsieved)

Angular
Sand 9.08x107 9.20x107 2.02x1(r6 9.20x107 9.06x107
(40/45)

Spherical
Beads l.14x106 1.12x106 l.12x106 l.12x106 9.06x107
(40/45)

Sand B.5x107 .7xl07 9.9Bxl07 9.98x107 9.06x107
(40/45)

TABLE VI-3. PERMEABI.ITY OBSERVATIONS AND ESTIMATES FOR
LABORATORY SEDIIv1ENTS

H
F'.)

U'
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[Equation (IV-4)], and the grain size distribution

[Equation (VI-8)] to correct the permeabili.ty estimates

obtained from Equations (VI-1) or (VI-3). Those esti-

mates were calculated using either the equivalent

specific surface area, S0, from Equation (VI-7) together

with Equation (VI-l) or the equivalent grain diameter,

dm, from Equation (VI-8) with Equation (VI-3). The

estimate for the 40/45 angular sand is the same as the

measured (regression) permeability. This is essen-

tial since the shape correction factor reported in

Table VI-2 was obtained by forcing the Kozeriy-Carman

estimate to agree with the observations. The important

improvement comes when that same shape correction

factor (6.675) is assumed to hold for all sizes of

angular grains included in the unsieved assemblage.

While corrections for grain shape and size distribution

were not able to resolve all of the difference between

observed and estimated permeability, the difference

was reduced from a factor of 2.58 for the uncorrected

(K-C spherical) case to a factor of 1.08 for the corrected

case. Thus, the ability to correct for grain size dis-

tri.bution in angular sands using the approach presented

by Carman is effectively confirmed. A surprisingly

accurate estimate of permeability for the angular sands

was obtained using the Krumbein-Monk (K-M) empirical

relationship between permeability and grain size dis-

tribution shown as Equation (VI-9). The grain size

standard deviations ( G phi were obtained from the

Inman statistics of the grain size distribution by

applying Equation (V-6) to the cumulative distributions

of the sediments. In the case of the well-sorted

(40/45) sediments, a uniform distribution of grain

sizes was assumed across the sieve size limits. The

K-M relationship was accurate to within 3 percent for
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the sands of this study, 7 percent for the Nolle sands,

but only 21 percent for the spherical beads. This

emphasizes the care which must be taken in applying

either empirical or physical relationships outside the

bounds of their assumed validity.

Whether or not the observed differences are acous-

tically significant will be determined by the relative

importance of the mechanisms which cause the observed

dynamic response of a given sediment. If grain-to-fluid

relative motions are important (high-permeability, low-

frequency cases) then the accurate portrayal of the

permeability may be quite important. If, on the other

hand, grain-to-fluid relative motions are relatively

unimportant (low-permeability, high-frequency cases),

then inaccuracies in permeabilty estimates are not as

significant. The relative importance of the permeabil-

ity estimate differences shown in Table VI-3 will be

demonstrated through acoustic (shear wave) predictions

to be discussed in Chapter VIII.

Frame Shear Modulus (Real Part

From Table 111-1 we see that it is necessary to

specify the complex shear modulus of the frame if the

Biot-Stoll model is to be exercised. The real part of

this modulus, may be determined from the measurement

of shear speed and total mass density for the dry

sediment. Given these two parameters, assuming the

imaginary part of the shear modulus is relatively small,

one may calculate the real part from

= pV52 (VI-lO)

That is how the p5 reported in Table VI-1 was derived.
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This property plays a key role in determining the

frame logarithmic decrement, as well as being important

in correcting physical model estimates or observations

of wave speed and attenuation for pressure effects

using the relationships derived by Richart et al.47

discussed in Chapter II.

The shear speeds used to calculate the shear moduli

were measured using the equipment and techniques de-

scribed in Chapter IV. The observed speeds are shown

i.n Table VI-4 together with the observed attenuation

and the sediment frame logarithmic decrements computed

at 10 kHz. We may note that the effects of sorting on

dry speed appear to be negligible based upon the speeds

in the sieved and unsieved sands. This is consistent

with the fact that there is no change in porosity between

the two samples. On the other hand there is a significant

difference between the sieved sand and the spherical

beads. The shear speed in the sands are approximately

16 percent lower, resulting in shear moduli approximately

32 percent lower than those for the beads. This

difference in speed between the beads and the angular

sand is similar to differences observed in plots of

shear speeds in dry spherical glass beads and dry,

crushed, and sieved glass beads presented by Murphy. 1O

[Ic showed that speeds in crushed glass beads were

consistently 15 percent lower than glass spheres at

pressures ranging from 0.1 to 35 MPa. The observed

differences in speed between the sand and beads is also

consistent with data presented by Domenico25 when his

observations are extrapolated to the pressures reported

in this study. However, the magnitude of the differences

reported here are greater than those obtained using

Dornenico's empirical pressure relationships. Bell27
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Sediment Statistic
V (m/sec)
S

(dB/m)
S S

Angular Mean 204.2 68.6 .161

Sand 90% CI 15.7 7.2

(urisieved) n 39 47

Angular Mean 205.4 56.1 .133

Sand 90% CI 11.1 2.0

0/45) n 28 42

Spherical Mean 244.1 102.5 .288

Beads 90% CI 17.0 4.8

(40/45) n 32 24

I __ I ___

TABLE VI-4. MEASURED DRY FRAME SPEED, ATTENUATION,
AND LOGARITHMIC DECREMENT AT 10 kHz
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also reported higher shear speed in dry beads than

those observed in moderately-sorted Ottawa sand and a

moderately-sorted angular sand. These data were also

taken at low overburden pressures. Thus, our speed

data are consistent with observations from other investi-

gations once pressure differences are taken into account.

Frame Loqarithmic Decrement

In order to compute the imaginary part of the

frame shear modulus, p', it is necessary to obtain the

logarithmic decrement for the dry sediment. Given the

logarithmic decrement, As, and the real part of the

frame shear modulus, , one may use Equation (111-5),

which may be written as

I--
I (VI-li)

to compute the needed modulus.

For the sediments used in this study, the logarith-

mic decrements are calculated from the speeds and

attenuation coefficients shown in Table VI-4. The

reported values were obtained using shear waves at a

frequency of 10 kHz. Logarithmic decrements are computed

using the relationship

ciVss
8.686f

(VI-12)

where A5 is the logarithmic decrement,

c is the shear wave attenuation coefficient

in decibels per unit length (e.g., dB/m),

V is the shear wave speed (rn/sec),
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f is the frequency, Hz, and

8.686 is the conversion factor from nepers

to decibels and is equal to 20 log e.

From Table VI-4 one can observe that the beads

exhibit the greatest dry frame log decrement. This is

consistent with observations reported by several inves-

tigators2458S9 for glass beads and sands under similar

vibration amplitude and pressure conditions. Also ap-

parent is the increase in log decrement for the mod-

erately-sorted sand. Since the shear speeds for the

sands are nearly equal, the increase is due almost

totally to increased attenuation. The presence of

small grains with greater specific surface areas, as

demonstrated by the effective S0 from Table VI-2, allows

for greater grain-to-grain friction losses in the dry,

moderately sorted sediment assemblage.

Attenuation in dry rocks or sediments is generally

considered to be directly proportional to frequency,

which implies [see Equation (vI-12)1 that the log

decrement for dry materials is independent of frequency.

Departure from this has large implications relative to

the dominant dissipation mechanisms. To test this

assumption, log decrements were computed for frequencies

other than 10 kHz for the spherical beads and well-

sorted sand. Attenuation in dry beads was measured at

5 kHz. The resultant attenuation coefficient of 52.4

dB/m leads to a log decrement of 0.295. This is about

2 percent higher than that at 10 kHz, but well within

the 90% confidence bounds of that measurement. Similar

attenuation measurements were made in the well-sorted

sand at 20 kHz. The resultant attenuation coefficient

of 115.9 dB/m leads to a log decrement of 0.137. The
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3 percent departure from the 10-kHz value is also well

within the 90% confidence bounds. Thus, we may state

that no significant frequency dependence is apparent

for the logarithmic decrements for these dry sediments,

and the 10-kHz values may be used to determine the

imaginary part of the shear modulus.

Little data are available for comparison with the

absolute values of dry frame log decrements. Bell27

reported shear wave speed and attenuation values for an

angular beach sand under low stress conditions similar

to those of this study. His shear speed of 220 rn/sec

and attenuation coefficient of 63 dB/m at 10 kHz lead

to a log decrement of 0.160. One may see from the

values in Table VI-4 that these data are quite consistent

with our observations for angular sands, falling between

the sieved and unsieved cases. Hardin60 presents log

decrements for Ottawa and a subangular river sand

measured at pressures between 20.7 kPa and 92.4 kPa.

To reduce these values to the common pressure of 12 kPa

of our measurements we used the findings reported by

Drnevich, Hall, and Richart101 which related the log

decrement in sands to the negative one-third power of

the confining pressure over the range from 19.2 kPa to

95.8 kPa. The average logarithmic decrement for the

Hardin subangular sand, with a grain size distribution

similar to the unsieved angular sand, was 0.174 after

correcting for pressure. The Ottawa sand, with a

well-sorted grain size between 0.59 mm and 0.84 mm,

was 0.123 after correcting for pressure. Both sets of

data compare well with our observations.
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Pore Size Parameter

The pore size parameter, a, appears in Equation

(111-43) as a parameter with the dimension of length

which depends upon both the size and shape of the

intergrariular pores. In Biot theory, it affects the

viscous resistance to fluid flow and modifies the

attenuation as a function of frequency. In the original

theory it has been assumed to be a constant, thus

rendering the frequency correction to be the same for

all pores in a given sediment. This assumption may

break down in materials where pore size is distributed

over a wide range, causing a redistribution of viscous

friction between the pores as the frequency is varied.

Although not a physical property of a sediment in the

pure sense, nonetheless, the pore size parameter serves

as a measure of the effects which pore shape and size

have on acoustic propagation. For modeling purposes we

have included it in our specification of sediment

properties.

The pore size parameter is usually considered to

be an empirical constant chosen in such a way that the

dispersion and attenuation curves derived from the Biot-

Stoll model fit. the experimental data.12 Stoll7 has

considered It to be empirical, but has often used values

between one-sixth and one-seventh the grain size in the

absence of acoustic data. This determination was made

based upon comparisons between the model outputs and

data from which a relationship between pore size

parameter and mean grain diameter could be derived.

Hovem and Ingram'7 identify the pore size parameter

with twice the hydraulic radius (rh), i.e.,
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a = 2rh (VI-13)

volume filled with fluid 0 (v114)
wetted surface (l-Ø)S0

For most sediments S0 is unknown, and we have not gained

any additional information. We have simply traded one

unknown parameter for another. However, if a spherical

grain assumption is reasonable, then S0 can be calculated

from the grain diameter using Equation (VI-2) and the

pore size parameter may be obtained using the relation-

ship.

0 d
a = 2rh (1-0)

(V115)

In a manner similar to the approach used to calcu-

late permeability using the Kozeny-Carman relationship,

the irregular shape and non-uniform size distribution

of grains may be accounted for by using Equations (VI-4)

or (VI-8) to obtain an equivalent sphere diameter, dm.

Without making an assumption about the spherical

nature of the grains, we may still relate the pore size

parameter to permeability, k, and porosity. Substitut-

ing Equation (VI-13) and (VI-14) into (VI-1), we see

that

and

2

k
4k0

(VI-16)

kk0 '\0 . 5

a = 2(
)

(VI-17)
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We have at least three ways to estimate the pore

size parameter. The modeler may choose the approach

most appropriate to the case under investigation depend-

ing upon the sediment property data at hand. In this

study, we will calculate pore size parameter estimates

using each approach presented. Table VI-5 contains

the results of the calculations. One can see that for

these sediments the three methods give similar results.

The second method, using Equation (VI-15), includes cor-

rections for the grain shape and distribution incorpo-

rated in the equivalent sphere diameter, cirn. Without.

this correction, the angular sand pore size parameters

would be larger by a factor proportional to the recip-

rocal of the shape factor, e , in Table VI-2. The

empirical grain size based estimate proposed by Stoll

is quite consistent with the other two; and it appears

that dr!6 is most appropriate. The results of these

three approaches will be compared with the empirical

"best fit" estimates of the pore size parameter derived

from acoustic data, and the acoustic significance of

observed differences will be assessed in Chapter VIII.

Structure Factor

The structure factor appears in the Biot theory

[see Equation (111-45)1 in an attempt to account for the

fact that not all of the pore fluid moves in the direction

of the macroscopic pressure gradient because of the

tortuous, multi-directional nature of the interstitial

pores. This increase in effective path length results

in less fluid flowing in and out of an elemental volume

of sediment for a given acceleration than if all the

pores were uniform and parallel. The effect is accounted

for by multiplying the mass of fluid per unit volume by
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dr dr
(7 0 dm kk0 0.5

2(--)Sediment 6 1-0 T

Angular
Sand .0062 (.0053) .0059 .0058
(unsieved)

Angular
Sand .0064 (.0055) .0066 .0065
(40/45)

Spherical
Beads .0064 (.0055) .0071 .0071
(40/45)

TABLE VI-5. PORE SIZE PARAMETER ESTIMATES USING
THREE DIFFERENT METHODS, a(cin).
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a corrective factor, cx , which is equal to or greater

than one. This appears as an increase in the fluid

inertia. Stoll7 states that for uniform pores with

axes parallel to the pressure gradient, cx would equal

one, while for a random distribution of uniform pores

with all possible orientations the theoretical value of

cx is three. Ferrero and Sacerdote-02 have obtained a

value of cx =4.35 for sound propagation through an assem-

blage of small lead balls. This indicates that even

for regular grain shapes the structure constant may

equal or exceed the theoretical upper limit. In prac-

tice, cx has been treated as an empirical parameter.

Stall7'8''0 generally assigns a value of 1.25 for sands

or clays, but has used values between 1.0 and 4.3 for

this parameter.,6

Domenico25 has determined this inertia factor as a

function of pressure, for shear and compressional waves,

for both sand and bead specimens. For compressional

waves the structure factor is between 1.0 and 1.2 for

pressures below 7 MPa in both sands and beads, increasing

to values between 2.0 and 3.0 at high pressures (above

20 MPa). Shear wave measurements show that for sands

the structure factor remains between 1.0 and 1.2 for

pressures below 10 MPA in sands, increasing to 3.0 for

pressures of 35 1lPa. Shear waves in beads behaved

somewhat differently. The structure factor remained at

a value slightly less than 3.0 to 10 MPa pressure,

decreasing to 2.0 at 35 MPa. These empirical values,

especially those at low pressures, are consistent with

Stolits usage of the structure factor, and the experience

of the author.
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Other approaches have been put forth to provide

estimates of the structure factor independent of acoustic

data.

Brown'°3 has proposed that the Biot-Stoll fluid-

solid coupling factor can be related to the electrical-

resistivity formation factor of a fluid-filled porous

medium. He defines a coupling coefficient, X , as

A = P/Pf = FF0 (VI-18)

where P = the bulk density of the sediment

Pf = the fluid density

FF = the electrical-resistivity formation factor

0 = porosity

He then relates this to the "apparent density," Pa'

defined by Biot11-3 as:

= Pfø . (VI-19)

The factor ru is defined in Equation (111-45) and contains

the structure factor, n.. According to Brown,

(VI-20)

From Equations (VI-19) and (VI-20) we obtain

PfO P(X-1) (v1-21)

We may substitute m=aPf/p from Equation (111-45),

resulting in

= + 1 (VI-22)
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Combining this equation with Equation (VI-18) we obtain

FF ----j,
(VI-23)

an equation for the Biot-Stoll structure factor in terms

of the sediment formation factor and porosity. This

equation is assumed to be valid for high frequencies,

but one restriction is that the wavelengthdividedbytwo

should be a distance long enough to define macroscopic

properties of the material. Generally this distance

should be large compared to grain or pore dimensions.'03

This restriction is easily met for the frequencies and

sediments considered in the present study.

In order to use the relationship in Equation (VI-

23) one must establish what the formation factor is for

the sediment under investigation. Recently, Jackson

et al.'04 have investigated the relationships between

electrical resistivity, porosity, and particle shape

for sands. They report that the formation factor,

defined as the ratio between the resistivity of the

porous medium and the resistivity of the pore-fluid,

may be related to the porosity of unconsolidated sedi-

ments by

= -n (VI-24)

where n is a constant determined by the constituent

particle properties. This relationship was first con-

structed by Archie'04 arid later modified by Winsauer

et aj. 105 The value of n was established for several

natural and artificial sediments by varying the shape,

size, porosity, and size distribution. Shape was shown

to be the only parameter significantly affecting the
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value of the exponent n. The values varied from 1.2

for spheres to 1.9 for platy shell fragments. Natural

sands showed values of n in the range 1.4 to 1.6. Grain

size and grain size distribution were not significant

factors. Thus, at a given porosity, increasing the

angularity of the sediment grains (i.e., increasing the

value of n) produces higher values of FF. The overall

trend of the envelope of data showed n equal to 1.5 for

natural quartz sands and 2.0 for clays, with mud and

silt having intermediate values. The value for well-

rounded quartz sand was 1.4

By combining Equations (VI-23) and (VI-24) we have

a relationship for a dependent upon only the porosity

and grain shape of the sediment. The resultant equation

may be written as

a
(i_ø) [ø

(n-i)

. (VI-25)

In Table VI-6 we show the values of the structure factor

calculated using this expression, the measured porosity

and the exponent, n, reported by Jackson, et al.'04 for

similar assemblages. Although grain size and sorting

are not thought to be significant factors, different

values of n were used for the two sands to indicate the

range of values one might expect at the given porosity.

One may see that the structure factor for the spherical

beads is smaller than that for either sand. This trend

of decreasing a with increasing sphericity is contrary

to the trend observed by Domenico25 or by the author.

Therefore, although the values are within the theoreti-

cally acceptable bounds, they do not appear to be

consistent with empirical data. The acoustic effect of

these values will be demonstrated in Chapter VIII.
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tructure
Porosity Exponent Factor

Sediment a

Angular
Sand .432 1.6 2.52

(unsieved)

Angular
Sand .432 1.4 1.92
(40/45)

Spherical
Beads .355 1.2 1.65
(40/4 5)

TABLE VI-6. STRUCTURE FACTOR ESTIMATES DERIVED
FROM SEDIMENT FORMATION FACTORS
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Hovern and Ingrain17 have proposed an approach which

treats the 'structure constarit as a frequency-dependent

factor which can be calculated from sediment properties;

but, a close look reveals it to be of very limited

usefulness. They write the equations of motion governing

the propagation of compressional waves in the sediment

as:

and

V2(He-C) = 2(Pe-Pf) (V126)

rV2(Ce-M)
flF

2fe1DC k
(VI-27)

Assuming solutions for e and to be of the form

e A5eWt (v128)

= A6et
, (VI-29)

and substituting Equations (VI-28) and (VI-29) into

Equations (VI-26) and (VI-27), results in two equations

in A and A6. If solutions exist for A5 and A6, it

must hold that the determinant of the coefficients for

A5 and A6 equals zero. This determinant takes the

f o rm:

H2-qw2 PfWC

c2_pfw2 CWMk
U

(VI-30)
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A solution for the complex wave number will yield the

phase velocity (from the real part) and the absorption

(from the imaginary part) for the two kinds of corn-

pressiona]. waves.

Stall's8 solution to the equations of motion gov-

erning the propagation of compressional waves in the

sediment has been presented in Chapter III of this

report [Equation (111-28)]. Rewriting the solution,

with the substitution for m from Equation (111-45), we

have

H2 pi2 2-C2- fW

PfW2 2iwFc2_pfw2 -M
k

(VI-31)

since the constants H, C, and M may be shown to be

equal [compare Stoll's8 Equation (7) to Hovem's17

Equations (l6)-(20)] in Equations (VI-30) and (VI-31),

three of the four factors in the two determinants are

equal. For the determinants to be equal to one another,

and zero, the factors in the lower right-hand corner

of each determinant must be equal. Equating these

factors we get

iF 0fW2
MZ2 iwflF (VI-32)2 M2---OC k k

The coefticient F is the complex viscosity correction

factor discussed in Chapter III and may be written as

FFr+iFj, where Fr is the real part and F1 the imaginary

part. Substituting for F and simplifying the equation

results in
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Pf ipF iF F.
r r 1

PC + wk
+

wk
(VI-33a)

which reduces to

aPf riF.

+
(V133b)

(A similar analysis of the equations governing shear

wave propagation will result in the identical equation.)

Hovem and Ingram17 report that:

or

Pf flF.
1

PC
+

wk
(VI-34a)

=- 1
(VI-34b)

kpfoi)

They then define a "structure constant"

and consequently,

rF.
= 1 +

kPfw)
(VI-35)

YPf
= (VI-36)

This "structure constant" is said to be equivalent to

the structure factor presented in Stoll's8 formulation

[Equation (111-45)J, and discussed by Domenico25 as a

result of his measurements on unconsolidated sediments.

This statement is in error, for one can easily determine

by comparing Equations (VI-33b) and (VI-34a) that the

two are equivalent only in the trivial cases of o=l. To

use the Hovem and Ingram "structure constant," y , in
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place of the Biot-Stoll structure factor, c , as implied

in the Hovem and Ingram paper,'7 is to commit an error.

To use the Hovem and Ingram structure constant" in the

reduction of Equation (VI-30) is tantamount to solving

Equation (VI-31) with a =1. Thus, the Hoveni and Ingram

proposal that their formulation of the equations of

motion for the propagation of acoustic waves in sedi-

ments leads to a frequency-dependent structure factor

which can be calculated from sediment properties, is

invalid for all but the most trivial applications.

BerrymanJ-07r108 has proposed that we define the

structure factor to be

1 r(1-1/Ø) (VI-37)

where r is a factor related to the particle shape which

accounts for the additional mass induced in the fluid

due to the oscillation of the solid sediment particles

in the fluid. For spheres oscillating in a fluid,

r=0.5; for other ellipsoidal shapes, 0<r<l. Values of

r for regular ellipsoidal shapes are available as func-

tions of aspect ratio in hydrodynamics references,109

but in general the value of r must be determined from a

microscope model of the frame moving in the fluid.107

Given the porosity of the spherical beads from

Table VI-1, one may calculate the structure factor,

a=l.80, for r0.5. No value for the angular sand is

available unless one chooses to speculate on an

appropriate value for r. Given the unknown nature of

the shape factor r, no attempt was made to include the

Berryman approach in the model-to-data comparisons.
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In this subsection we have discussed various

methods which have been proposed to provide estimates

for the sediment structure factor. Neither the Brown,

Hovem arid Ingram, nor Berryman approaches appear to

provide us with acceptable values. This leaves us

with the requirement to determine the structure factor

by empirical methods based upon acoustic model-to-data

fits. In the absence of such data one may estimate

the structure factor based upon theoretical and empirical

insight obtained from results published by Stoll8 and

Domenico. 25

Summary

This chapter has presented those physical proper-

ties of the sediments used in this study deemed to be

important in interpretation, comparison, and modeling

of their acoustic properties. We have included not

only direct measurements, but also empirical and theo-

retical relationships from which the sediment properties

can be derived. Certain of these relationships have

been shown to be consistent with our observations;

others have been shown to be inconsistent.

In the following chapters, we will present the

results at acoustic measurements and modeling efforts

using the sediments described in this chapter. The

effects of using several of the relationships presented

will be assessed through acoustic model-to-data com-

parisons.
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VII. SHEAR WAVE DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Background

The laboratory equiprTent and procedures described

in Chapter IV were used to determine the speed and atten-

uatiori of shear waves in three laboratory sediments.

Speed and attenuation were obtained under both dry and

water-saturated conditions for each sediment. The

results of these measurements together with a discussion

of their relationship to other observations will be

presented in this chapter.

Shear Speed Measurements

As discussed in Chapter IV, shear speeds were deter-

mined using an incremental tilling method to gradually

increase the transducer separation while noting the in-

cremental change in the delay time between the beginn-

ing of the oscilloscope sweep and the zero crossing of a

selected cycle of the received waveform. The observed

values of transducer separation and delay time may then

be plotted on a graph. By fitting a straight line to

the data using least squares linear regression tech-

niques, one can determine the shear wave speed from

the slope of the resultant line. The statistics of

the regression analysis, in particular the standard

error of the regression coefficient representing the

slope, allows one to establish a confidence interval

on the slope at some stated percent level. For the

speeds reported in this report we have chosen to compute

a confidence interval on the slope at the 90 percent

level.
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In Figure Vu-i we show the data and regression

line from which the wet shear speeds were determined.

All data were taken at a frequency of 10 kHz with a

vertical stress of 12 kPa consistent with the stress

conditions under which other acoustic measurements were

performed. The data were taken over path lengths rang-

ing from 2.2 to 18.6 cm. Table Vu-i summarizes the

results of the shear wave speed measurements, both wet

and dry. In addition, shear moduli are calculated for

the three sediments from measured speed and bulk density

using Equation (VT-b). It appears that the addition

of fluid causes a decrease in shear speed for all three

sediments. For the two well-sorted sediments the de-

crease is between 5.6 and 7.7 percent. The moderately

sorted sand shows a speed decrease of 11.9 percent.

This decrease with increased saturation is consistent

with data presented by several investigators.24'25'27

The apparent increase in shear modulus in the well-sorted

sand and spherical beads is consistent with data present-

ed by Domenico25 for well-sorted Ottawa sand and spheri-

cal glass beads. He reported increases in shear moduli

of approximately 10 percent in beads and 18 percent in

Ottawa sand as the fluid content was increased from

dry to brine-saturated. This is in contrast to a

statement by Hardjn and Richart23 that at low confining

pressures the shear modulus of Ottawa sand may be de-

creased as much as 15 percent by the presence of moisture.

However, close examination of the data upon which this

statement is based reveals a decrease in shear modulus

of approximately 2 percent to be more typical. In

the same paper it is stated that there was little effect

of moisture on the modulus of the frame in crushed

quartz sand. This is consistent with our observations

for the moderately sorted angular quartz sand. The
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V5(m/sec) p5(dyne/crn2) V rn/sec i*
(dyne/cm2)

Sediment Statistic dry wet wet

Angular Mean 204.2

______dry

6.30x108 179.8 6.28x108

Sand 90% CI 15.7 0. 97x108 5.6 0. 39x108

(unsieved) 39 39 13 13

Angular Mean 205.4 6.37x108 193.9 7.30x108

Sand 90% CI 11.1 069x108 6.5 0.49x108

(40/45) 28 28 6 6

Spherical Nean 244.1 9.30x].08 225.3 9.72x108

Beads 90% CI 17.0 1.30x108 17.5 1.51x108
32 32 6 6

L11'_L___ ____

TABLE Vu-i. SHEAR SPEED A'1D MODULUS AT 10 kEIz, WET AND DRY SEDIMENTS

UI0
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implication is that the presence of fluid has some

effect on the rigidity of the frame in the case of the

sieved sediments, but none in the unsieved sand. An

interesting observation may be made from data presented

by Pilbeam and \Iaisnys.24 When small amounts of lubri-

cating fluid were introduced into specimens composed

of dry glass beads or angular crystalline alumina,

the shear speed in the glass beads increased while the

speed in the alumina was unaffected. Correcting for a

slight change in specimen density lead to the conclusion

that the frame rigidity of the glass beads had been

altered, resulting in a higher value for the shear

modulus. The authors attributed this to an increased

number of close contacts allowed by decreasing the

contact friction. The interlocking geometry of the

angular specimens, on the other hand, prohibited the

making of new contacts. Thus, for the angular unsieved

sand of the current study, the change in shear speed

between the dry and wet conditions is attributable to

the observed change in bulk density, while the well-

sorted samples show a smaller change in shear speed

than one would expect based on the observed bulk density

change. This may be due to an increase in close grain

contacts in the well-sorted sediments as lubricating

fluid is introduced. The sands, having the same poros-

ity, experience the same degree of change in the sedi-

ment hulk density, yet while the unsieved sand exhibits

a 12 percent change in speed, the sieved sand speed

decreases by only 6 percent. Much of the effect of

the density increase is apparently offset by a 15

percent increase in the shear modulus for the sieved

sand.
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The values of speed are quite consistent with

values reported in the literature for saturated sands

with a value of 197 ni/sec being reported for clean sands

in shallow water off San Diego.22 When corrected for

pressure, using exponents included in their report, the

shear speeds reported by P.ilbearn and Vaisyns24 vary from

150 ni/sec in clean dry beads to 246 m/sec in slightly

lubricated beads of a size range similar to those used in

the present study.

Shear Attenuation Measurements

The attenuation of transverse vibrations excited in

each of three laboratory sediments was measured at 17

discrete frequencies. The measurement techniques and

equipment have been discussed in Chapter IV. Measure-

ments were made for both dry and water-saturated samples.

The dry measurements provided estimates of dry frame

logarithmic decrement which is an important parameter

in the Biot/Stoll physical model. The results of the

dry measurements have been reported and discussed in

Chapter VI in conjunction with the treatment of sediment

properties. Suffice it to say that our observations

are consistent with those previously reported in the

literature, including our finding of a linear dependence

of attenuation on frequency and constant log decrement

for each dry sediment sample. Water-saturated sediments

allow one to gain insight into the frequency dependence

of attenuation when grain-to-fluid viscous effects

are present. Attenuation measurements allow one to

determine the relative importance of the various loss

mechanisms postulated in the literature. The effects

of grain shape and sorting may also be discerned from

the attenuation data. An additional purpose for the
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attenuation data is to provide well-documented measure-

rnents which can be compared with predictions from the

Biot/Stoll model. These comparisons will be discussed

in Chapter VIII.

In Table VII-2 we present the results of the shear

wave attenuation measurements taken during this study.

The attenuation values are derived from least squares

linear regression fits to received level versus trans-

ducer separation data for each frequency and sediment

type. We have discussed the method used to obtain the

attenuation coefficients from the slope of the line

fit to the data. The confidence intervals are computed

from the standard error of the slope estimate. If we

assume that the variations of the observations about

the straight line are normal, that is the errors between

our linear model and the observations are all from the

same normal distribution, J(0, a2), then we can assign

100(l-i)% confidence limits for our slope, by

calculat ing

± t(n-2,l-) SE (Vu-i)

where t(n-2,l-) is the (l-j) percentage point of a t-

distribution with (n-2) degrees of freedom, and SE is

the standard error of the slope.-0 The 90% confidence

intervals reported in this study were determined using

this approach. The logarithmic decrements were calcu-

lated using the wet shear speed from Table Vu-i and

Equation (VI-12).

The values of attenuation in Table VII-2 will

allow one to compare the relative degree of energy

loss exhibited by each sediment assemblage under



Angular Sand (unsieved) I
Angular Sand (40/45) I

Spherical Reads (40/45)j
Frequency

(kllz)

a

(dB/ni+
I

90%CI
(dR/rn) (dB/m)

90% CI
(dB/rn)

AS fl I
190% Cfl

(dB/m) I (dB/rn)I
AS

7.2 3.0
I

.15 47 7.8 2.9 .17 38 9.5 2.4 .25 30

1.5 16.2 3.3 .23 47 7.9 2.5 .12 38 15.2 3.7 .26 30

I

2.0 I 3 I

2.6
I

.41
I

47 29.3 3.4
I

.33
I

38
I

17.2
I

3.2 .22 30

I

2.5 73.4 5.2 .61 38 53.0 6.0
I

29 24.5 2.5 .25 30

I

3.0 81.0 3.7 .56 36 64.5 5.6 .48
I

27 32.2 2.7 .28 30

3.5
I

85.7 4.2
I

.51 36 66.9 4.5 .43 27 45.7
I

2.0 .34 30

4.0 97.0
J

9.1 .50 42 67.9 3.2
I

.38 39
I

53.3 2.5 .35 2

I
5.0 117.0 10.8 .48 42

I

83.9
I

3.4 .38 39
I

66.6 3.4 .35 29

6.0 129.4 8.8 .45
J

42
J

95.2
J

4.4
J

.35 39 78.2
J

3.1
J

.34
f
29

I
7.0

I
154.3 8.3 .46

I

42 103.2
I I I I

91.7
I

2.2 .34 29
I

I

8.0 174.2 13.1
I

.45
I

41 117.0 3.7 .33
I

38 105.6 4.6 .34
)

27

10.0
I

201.3
I

12.0
I

.42
I

40 133.0 3.4 .30 38
I
119.0

I

6.6 .31 27

I

112.0 226.4 15.4
I

.39
1
39

I
153.2 3.0 .29 36 135.1 6.5 .29 26

14.0 240.9 18.3
j

.36 37 163.7 5.9 .26
I
32

I
158.2

I

6.2 .29 24

16.0 262.0 26.8 .34 26 189.0 7.3 .26
I

30 183.3
(

9.4 30 22

18.0 274.8 :38.9 .32
I

30
I

214.8
I

8.7 .27
I

25
I
194.0 14.0 .28 18

I
20.0

I
280.9 24.7 I

.29 28
I
242.6 11.7 I

.27 I 21 I 216.6 I 11.6 I .28 I 16 I

I-.

Ui

TABLE VII-2. SHEAR WAVE ATTENUATION IN WATER-SATURATED LABORATORY SEDIMEtffS
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similar experimental conditions. One may observe that

the loss in the unsieved angular sand is always greater

than that in the sieved angular sand for frequencies

higher than 1.0 kHz. A similar statement may be made

when comparing the well-sorted angular sand to the

well-sorted spherical beads at frequencies greater

than 1.5 kHz. An examination of the confidence inter-

vals shows that those for the unsieved angular sand

are usually larger, particularly at the higher frequen-

cies ( >4 kHz). In general, the most reproducible

(smallest CI) estimates are exhibited by the well-sorted

angular sands.

This fact is borne out visually by the plots of

received level versus separation data taken at 10 kHz

for each of the three sediments used in this study

(Figures VII-2 through VII-4). These data were used to

determine the shear wave attenuation values at 10 kHz

in Table VII-2. Data from individual measurement trials

for a particular sediment are indicated by different

symbols on the plots. Repeatability is apparent from

the trial-to-trial consistency. The well-sorted angular

sand shows the least scatter about the regression lines,

an observation consistent with the smaller confidence

interval.

To demonstrate the nature of the observed scatter

as a function of frequency, Figures VII-5 through VII-7

are shown. These figures display received level versus

separation data at 1 kHz, 10 kHz, and 20 kHz for the

well-sorted angular sand. As one might expect, the most

scatter is apparent in the 1-kHz data. Because of the

long wavelength and low attenuation at this frequency,

there is a greater possibility that interference will
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he present in the data. This appears to he the case.

However, it is felt that the interference effects are

not severe enough to invalidate the attenuation esti-

mates. They are accounted for in the confidence inter-

vals associated with each attenuation estimate. The

two higher frequency examples (Figures VII-6 through

VII-7) exhibit well-behaved data which are typical of

the mid-to-high frequency measurements for all three

sediments.

The logarithmic decrements presented in Table VII-2

are consistent with previously reported data for sands

and spherical aggregates. Kuclo and Shima29 reported

shear wave attenuations in near-surface diluvial sands

consistent with log decrements of 0.39. Wyllie, etal.57

reported shear log decrements equivalent to 0.4-0.5 for

well-sorted (20/30 mesh), saturated, Ottawa sands, when

appropriate pressure corrections were applied in accor-

dance with relationships included in their study.

Pilbeani and Vaisnys24 reported log decrements equivalent

to 0.24 for dry spherical heads, increasing to 0.65

for lubricated spherical heads. These log decrements

were obtained by correcting those reported in their

study by a pressure factor proportional to the square

root of the pressure ratio. These values are quite

consistent with the values reported in Tables VI-1 and

VII-2 for heads. Hamilton' concludes that, though

the data are sparse, the log decrement of low-strain

shear waves in mogt near-surface (i.e., low pressure)

saturated sands should vary between 0.1 and 0.6 with

most values falling between 0.2 and 0.4. The data

presented in this study are in substantial agreement

with Hamnjltons statements.
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In addition to the magnitude of the logarithmic

decrements, one should examine their behavior with

frequency. If the assumption that attenuation is pro-

portional to frequency is to be sustained, then examin-

ation of Equation (VI-12) reveals that the log decrement

must remain constant in the absence of velocity disper-

sion. If the log decrements increase with frequency,

then the frequency exponent is greater than one, con-

sistent with the grain-to-fluid viscous interaction

loss mechanism. If, conversely, the log decrement

decreases with increasing frequency, then the frequency

exponent is smaller than one. This may be indicative

of viscous loss in the boundary layer region surrounding

the sediment grains. The data of Table VII-2 indicate

that the loss mechanism at work in the three sediments

may be a complex interaction of viscous and grain-to-

grain friction since there is evidence of increasing,

decreasing, arid constant log decrements in all samples.

In order to better display the frequency dependence

of attenuation for each sediment type, the measured

attenuation values have been plotted as functions of

frequency. The plots also include the 90 percent con-

fidence intervals.

Spherical Beads (40/45)

The data displayed in Figure VII-8 are for shear

wave attenuation in well-sorted spherical beads. It is

apparent from the curves displayed on the figure that

the data are reasonably represented by a linear fit.

In fact, the exponent of the power curve fit shown is

1.06. There is, however, some evidence of non-linearity

in the frequency dependence. The frequency exponent
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for a power curve fit to data between 1.0 and 4.0 kHz

is 1.24, while the exponent for frequencies between

5.0 and 20.0 kHz is 0.83.

Given the higher permeability of the beads, one

would expect the transition frequency, where grain-to-

fluid relative motion resulting in frequency squared

loss dependence gives way to viscous losses confined to

the grain boundary layer and typified by attenuation

proportional to the square root of frequency, to occur

at lower frequencies than in the sands.59 This di-

minished effect of the frequency squared attenuation

coupled with high frictional losses indicated by the

large frame log decrement make the nearly linear fre-

quency dependence understandable. So while there Js

some evidence that fluid viscous losses may be impor-

tant, they are generally overshadowed by the grain-to--

grain friction losses.

Angular Sand (40/45)

Attenuation versus frequency data are displayed in

Figure VII-9 for the well-sorted angular sand (40/45).

The data exhibit evidence of a significant slope change

below 2.5 kHz. Least squares linear regression and

power curve fits to the data are plotted in the figure.

One may state, with some justification, that overall

the data exhibit a linear frequency dependence. In

fact, the power curve fit to the data yields a frequency

exponent equal to 1.05. Visually, it is obvious that

neither curve adequately reproduces the displayed freq-

uency dependence, with several different frequency

relationships apparent in the data.
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At the lower frequencies (1.0-2.5 kHz) the data

exhibit a frequency dependence more typical of the

viscous losses due to grain-to-fluid relative motion

than those losses due to grain-to-grain friction. It

is probable that this region is displaying the results

of a complex combination of loss mechanisms resulting

in both friction and viscous losses. However, it is

difficult to explain the abrupt change of slope exhibited

in the data above 2. 5 kHz, although in shear attenuation

data presented by Winkler and Nur66 for saturated

sandstone there was evidence of a similar decrease in

the rate of increase of attenuation beyond 4 kHz.

Ps one moves beyond 2. 5 kHz the slope changes to

one consistent with an interaction between grain-to-

grain friction losses and "high frequency" viscous

losses confined to the grain boundary layer. This

leads to a frequency exponent between the 1.0 and 0. 5

typical of the respective loss mechanisms. A power

curve fit to the data between 2.5 kHz and 20.0 kHz

yields a frequency exponent of 0.70, slightly lower

than that for the beads indicating a diminished role of

the frame friction mechanism relative to the boundary

layer viscous losses. This is consistent with the

smaller frame log decrement and the decreased permeabil-

ity when compared to the spherical heads.

Angular Sand (unsieved)

In Figure Vu-lU, we see the plot of attenuation

versus frequency measured in the moderately-sorted

angular sand. The most striking feature of the plot

is the apparent change in slope as one proceeds from

low to high frequency. This is quite similar in
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nature to that previously noted for the well-sorted

sand data. Attempts to describe the curve with either

a single power curve or linear regression line fit

yield the two curves shown on the plot. While either

fit yields a coefficient of determination equal to or

greater than 0.9, it is easy to see that neither the

linear regression line nor the power curve represents

all the data well. If one desired to do so, it would be

possible to state that the data yield a nearly linear

frequency. dependence. This could be substantiated,

since the exponent of frequency from the power curve

fit to the data equals 1.06. However1 on closer analy-

sis, one may identify two or three significant changes

in the relationship between attenuation and frequency.

At the lower frequencies (1.0-2.5 kHz), the fre-

quency exponent is greater than 2.0 for the power

curve fit to the mean attenuation. No mechanism is

known to yield a frequency exponent greater than 2.0,

with the possible exception of Rayleigh scattering,

and this mechanism may be ruled out at such low frequen-

cies. If one takes into account the confidence interval

surrounding the mean attenuation at each frequency, a

frequency exponent of 2.0 can be supported. Biot

theory predicts such an exponent for viscous losses

due to fluid-to-grain relative motion at low frequency.

From the transition frequency equation [Equation (IV-1)I,

we see that for a frequency of 2.5 kHz to be in the

low frequency region according to Biot theory, the pore

size must be smaller than approximately .002 cm. This

is about one-third of our estimates for the average pore

size from considerations discussed in Chapter VI.

However, as iiorse48 has stated, given the nature of the

urisieved sand it is quite reasonable to assume that a
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significant number of intergranular pores may be smaller

than the average pore size. Thus, we have some grounds,

albeit tenuous, to relate the observed frequency depend-

ence to viscous interaction between sediment grains

and interstitial pore fluid. In any case, a linear

relationships typical of grain-to-grain friction is

not indicated in this frequency range.

As we move up in frequency, the apparent frequen-

cy exponent decreases to a value less than one, with

an abrupt change above 2.5kHz, similar to that observed

in the well-sorted sand. The attenuation data between

2.5 kHz and 8.0 kHz are well represented by a power

curve fit with a frequency exponent of 0.75. Between

8.0 kHz and 20.0 kHz the data may be fit by an equation

with a frequency exponent of 0. 53. Since we are surely

beyond the low frequency regime of Riot theory, these

may well be regions where the linear grain-to-grain

friction mechanisms are interacting with the inertially

dominated boundary layer viscous loss mechanisms repre-

sented by Riot theory as having an attenuation propor-

tional to the square root of frequency. This type of

interaction between mechanisms is consistent with pre-

vious observations and calculations reported. by other

investigators.21'27' 57,82,111 As a matter of intereTst,

one may obtain a reasonable fit to the data over the

frequency range from 2.5 kHz to 20.0 kHz with a single

power curve yielding a frequency exponent of 0.70 with

a coefficient of determination of 0.99. This behavior

is consistent with that observed in the well-sorted

sand, but the greater overall loss levels are probably

due to the higher level of grain-to-grain frictional

loss as indicated by the larger frame log decrement,

and a lower viscous loss component consistent with the
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lower permeability, both properties apparent from

Table VI-l.

Grain Shape Effects

The effects of grain shape on the physical and

acoustic properties of laboratory sediments can be

determined by comparing the measurement results for

the well-sorted angular sand and spherical beads.

Table VI-1 reveals that though the mean grain size is

the same, there are significant differences in the

porosity, permeability, and complex shear modulus of

the two materials. These physical differences manifest

themselves as differences in the sediment acoustic

properties.

The shear speed in the beads are consistently

higher than the speed in the angular sand, wet or dry.

Pilbeam and Vaisnys24 noted a similar decrease in

speed with increasing angularity. The relative change

of speed due to saturation shows a slightly diminished

effect in the angular sand. Most of the difference is

attributable to the greater degree of change in the

angular sediment rigidity (+14.6%) compared to that of

the beads (+4.5%) which tended to offset the effect of

the increased sediment bulk densities. These observa-

tions are in agreement with data presented by Donienico25

for glass beads and Ottawa sands.

In Figure VII-ll we present plots of shear wave

attenuation as a function of frequency for both satu-

rated, well-sorted sediments. The two plots exhibit

similar attenuation values at several frequencies, but

they are substantially different in slope between 1.5
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and 4.0 kHz. The angular sand exhibits a marked change

in apparent frequency dependence above 2.5 kHz. This

may be due to the persistence of viscous loss attribut-

able to the relative motion between grains and fluid,

a possibility which is consistent with data presented

by other authors.66 Equation (IV-l) allows one to

conclude that the transition frequency for the sand is

higher than for the beads if there are smaller inter-

granular pore sizes present in the angular assemblage.

Biot-2 has also provided another equation by which

one may relate the presence of conditions appropriate

to viscous loss dominance to the sediment physical

properties. He gives a characteristic frequency,

which may be expressed as

where

b
21TciPf

(VII-2)

2
32i

or b=
a2

for circular pores. In the latter case, for circular

pores of diameter d, the ratio is equal to 0.154.

This characteristic frequency was determined for low

frequency or steady state friction. Biot12 modified

this characteristic frequency by a multiplicative factor

related to the sinuosity and cross-sectional shape of

the pores. He chose a value equal to as a repre-

sentative value between that for circular but sinuous

pores and that for slit-like pores. The multiplicative

values presented by Blot range from a low of 4/ for

aligned slits to for sinuous circular pores. Given

the probable presence of smaller or more sinuous pores

coupled with the effects of the lower measured perrneahil-

ity, it is reasonable to assume that the angular sand
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has a higher transition frequency. Thus, the attenua-

tion differences at low frequency may indeed be due to

the influence of different loss mechanisms in each

sediment.

Once beyond 4.0 kHz the losses in the beads over-

take those in the sand, becoming nearly equal at 14.0

kHz. Power curve fits show the frequency exponent to

be between 1.0 and 0.5 for data between 4.0 kHz and

20.0 kHz. Since the various loss mechanisms are addi-

tive, the indication is that the beads are exhibiting

a combination of grain-to-grain friction with some

viscous loss in the boundary layer surrounding the

spherical particles. The dominance of frame losses

yields an exponent nearer to 1.0 than 0.5. This same

combination is probably at work in the angular sand,

hut the lower degree of grain-to-grain frictional loss

results in a frequency exponent closer to 0. 5.

From these data we may conclude that the effect

of angularity on attenuation is to increase the magni-

tude of fluid-to-grain losses at lower frequencies.

This may be related to the decrease in permeability

caused by the presence of smaller, more tortuous paths

of flow through the sediment assemblage. The relative

increase in loss might have been greater but for a

somewhat offsetting increase in sediment rigidity in

the angular sand. The difference between the two

sediments narrow once the frequency is high enough for

both sediments to be in the higher frequency regime.

r-Jere the interaction of boundary layer viscous losses

and grain-to--grain friction result in attenuation

proportional to frequency raised to some power between

0.5 and 1.0. Higher frame losses cause the beads to
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exhibit a frequency exponent closer to 1.0, while

the moderate frame losses of the angular sands lead

to loss dominated by viscous boundary layer losses and

hence a frequency exponent closer to 0.5.

Neither sediment exhibits a truly linear frequency

dependence for attenuation, although linear regression

fits to the data have been shown to produce reasonable

estimates, particularly in the case of the spherical

beads. We feel that this underscores the need to per-

form measurements under carefully controlled conditions

with accompanying physical properties measurements which

allow the sorting out of physical mechanisms at work

in the specimens being examined.

Grain Sorting Effects

The effects of a broad distribution of grain sizes

can be assessed by comparing the physical and acoustic

properties of the two assemblies of angular sand. Mea-

surements were performed on both sediments under very

similar conditions of packing, saturation, arid stress;

difference should be wholly attributable to grain size

sort i ng.

In Figure VI-1 we see the degree to which the un-

sieved angular sand departs from the quarter phi (40/45

sieve) size range of the well-sorted sand. There is a

significant portion of the grains smaller arid larger

than the 40/45 size range. In fact, the sizes are

split approximately equally, on a percent by weight

basis, into sizes equal to, smaller than, and larger

than the central 40/45 size. An important factor is

the presence of a measurable quantity of sand in the
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fine and very fine size ranges. These may have pro-

found impact: on the sediment: permeability and attenua-

tiori.

Table VI-1 shows the two sands to have slightly

different mean grain sizes. This is due to the effects

of the smaller grains on the Inman statistics of the

unsieved sand. The median grain sizes of all three

laboratory sediments are the same. The different

grain sizes do not manifest themselves as differences

in porosity. There is a 2. 5 percent difference in

permeability. The analysis of permeability performed

in Chapter VI showed this to be related to the higher

specific surface area of the unsieved sand grains.

The sediment rigidity is unaffected in the dry state;

however, the imaginary part of the shear modulus,

represented by the frame log decrement, indicates a

higher degree ofgrain-to-grain loss in the unsieved

sand. This reu1t is not unexpected given the higher

specific surface area for grain contacts to be made.

The effects of sorting on the shear modulus and

speed of the saturated sediments is evident from Table

Vu-i. The well-sorted sand shows a 5.6 percent decrease

in shear speed. This is accompanied by a 14.6 percent

increase in shear modulus. The unsieved angular sand,

on the other hand, exhibits an 11.9 percent decrease

in shear speed with effectively no change in rigidity.

Thus, the introduction of fluid has had a similar effect

on the shear speeds, hut in the case of the well-sorted

sand there has been some effect on the sediment frame

which is not apparent in the moderately-sorted sand.

This larger decrease in shear speed for the unsieved

sand is consistent with the larger effect of saturation
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on the loss as exhibited in the wet and dry logarith-

rrtic decrements of the two sediments. The well-sorted

sand shows an increase of log decrement by a factor of

2.23 from 0.133 in the dry sediment to 0.297 in the

saturated sediment at 10 kHz. The unsieved angular

sand shows a slightly larger 2.51 times increase from

0.166 to 0.417 at the same frequency. This apparent

increase in the effect of the fluid on attenuation is

consistent with statements by Shumway53 that absorption

due to fluid motion relative to the framework (viscous

losses) will depend on the acoustically effective

channel wall area of the sediment. This is approxi-

mated by the total surface area of particles in a

given volume of sediment. If we assume the specific

surface area, S0, to be representative of this factor

for the two sediments, then we have a specific surface

area ratio of 1.123 between the unsieved and sieved

angular sands. The ratio of the factors of increase

in the log decrements for the two sediments yields

1.126. Thus, Shumway's relating the dependence of

viscous loss on the particle surface area is borne out

in the current measurements. However, this may only

hold in cases where viscous friction is the dominant

mechanism. The same ratio comparisons do not yield

similar results when comparing the angular sands and

the spherical beads.

Figure VII-12 graphically depicts the frequency

dependence of attenuation for the two sands. Their

behavior at low frequency is quite similar. Both ex-

hibit the same marked change in the frequency dependence

of attenuation above 2.5 kHz. The well-sorted sand

appears to show a more rapid transition toward a 0.5

frequency exponent while the unsieved sand exhibits a
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frequency exponent of approximately 0.75 between 2.5

kHz and 8.0 kHz decreasing to 0.53 beyond. The well-

sorted sand does not exhibit the same degree of slope

change with increasing frequency. This may be due to

a smaller more consistent distribution of pore sizes

leading to a more consistent mix between the viscous

and grain-to-grain loss mechanisms, an observation

consistent with conclusions reached by other investiga-

tors.62 The greater loss exhibited in the unsieved

sand is probably due to the complicated interaction

of higher frame losses coupled with the presence of

viscous losses due to grain-to-fluid relative motion

at higher frequencies than in the well-sorted sediments.

Examination of Equation (VII-2) reveals that a higher

transition frequency for unsieved sand is consistent

with the lower permeability. In addition, the probabil-

ity of a widespread distribution of pore sizes, each

exhibiting loss consistent with either the grain-to-

fluid relative motion mechanisms typical of large pores

and "low frequency," or the loss mechanism consistent

with viscous loss confined to grain boundary layers at

high frequency will lead to a complicated frequency

relationship for attenuation in the unsieved sediments.

Morse48 reached the same conclusion when he stated

that there will be a frequency effect on attenuation

dependent upon pore size (i.e., grain size) which is

present in non-uniform particle distributions but not

sediments composed of uniform particle assemblages.

This will lead to a different transition from the

frequency squared dependence to the square root of

frequency dependence which will in turn be tempered

by the frequency dependence attributable to grain-to-

grain friction. He states further that if there are

many small particles in the assemblage of non-uniform



particles then the transition to the square root of

frequency dependence will occur at higher frequency

with a gradual transition as more pores satisfy the

conditions appropriate to the "high frequency" viscous

boundary layer loss mechanism. At very high frequencies,

the attenuation will become independent of sorting and

the level will be proportional to the static resistance

to flow and the square root of frequency. The behavior

exhibited by the attenuation in the unsieved sand

appears, at least qualitatively, to follow the model

of behavior presented by Morse.

The data presented lead us to conclude that the

effect of grain size sorting is to increase the magnitude

of loss due to grain-to-fluid relative motion. This

may be primarily due to an increase in the specific

surface area due to the presence of small grains. An

additional effect is to extend the frequency range

over which the attenuation due to viscous interaction

transitions from a frequency squared dependence to a

dependence proportional to the square root of frequency.

The actual frequency dependence is tempered by the

presence of a significant degree of grain-to-grain

friction present at the lower and middle frequencies.

The net result is a more gradual transition as more of

the interstitial pores meet the conditions consistent

with a particular mechanism of viscous loss. Ultimately,

the effects of grain sorting become unimportant and

the loss curves become nearly parallel indicating a

similar frequency dependence or attenuation mechanism

at work in the sediment.
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Summary

In this chapter we have presented a set of attenua-

tion measurements spanning the frequency range from

1.0 to 20.0 kHz for each of three laboratory sediments.

They represent a significant addition to the total

body of shear wave attenuation data. This is partic-

ularly true when one considers the fact that confidence

intervals and supporting physical properties measure-

ments are provided to support the attenuation estimates.

In addition to increasing the body of data, the

measurements provide insight into the effects of grain

angularity and sorting on shear wave attenuation iii

fluid saturated porous media.

As we shall see in the next chapter, these acoustic

an physical properties measurements should prove quite

valuable in our attempts to understand the physical

mechanisms responsible for the observed response of

sediments to acoustic disturbances.
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VIII. SHEAR WAVE MODEL PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Introduction

For the present study, numerical modeling has been

restricted to the shear wave formulation from Biot/Stoll

theory. The appropriate shear wave solutions have been

presented in determinant form as Equation (111-29).

This equation has been implemented on a computer, and

calculations have been made to demonstrate the various

relationships and sensitivities inherent to the model.

In addition, the physical properties of the laboratory

sediments described in Chapter VI have been used as

model inputs to predict shear wave speed and attenuation

estimates for each sediment. These estimates will be

compared with the direct measurements of speed and

attenuation presented in Chapter VII. Such comparisons

will provide seine insight into the adequacy of the

mechanisms included in the model to describe the observed

shear wave properties of the three sediments.

The Shear Wave Model

Biot formulated his theory of acoustic propagation

in porous dissipative media in terms of low frequency

and high frequency viscous effects. The transition

between the two regimes were said to take place near

some transition frequency t given by Equation (IV-l).

Assuming the motion in the interstitial pores of the

sediment to be governed by Poisseuille flow, i,e., the

frequency of vibration is less than then BiotU has

shown the shear wave speed V (cm/sec) and attenuation

(nepers/cm) to be approximated by:
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[i+ - (yIn-i)

f 2
2irf

I c\=1S 2p / () v ) (VIII-2)
c r

where Pf=fluid density; p =sedirnent bulk density;

P22the mass of fluid per unit volume of sediment

plus an additional mass due to the coupling of the

fluid and solid; =porosity; fcharacteristic frequen-

cy of the sediment defined in Equation (VIIf-2); Vrthe

reference velocity; and f=frequency. Since the upper

limit of is 0.15411, it is easily seen that

Equation (VIII-1) is approximately equivalent to Vs=Vr

Biot chose Vr to be equal to the velocity of rotational

waves for the case of no relative motion between fluid

and solid. This results in shear wave velocities

which are independent of frequency and equal in magnitude

to the elastic case expressed in Equation (111-10).

The attenuation does exhibit a direct dependence on

the square of the vibration frequency. If we substitute

Equation (VII-2) for in Equation (VIII-2) and Equa-

tion (111-10) for Vr we obtain

2TT2Pf2k -0.5
2

/nepers
np () cm )

(VIIi-3)

The approximation of Equation (VIII-3) is valid for

the low frequency range of Biot theory. For the per-

rneable sediments used in this study, the transition

frequency may lie below the 1.0 kHz lower limit of the
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data. However, for less permeable sediments the approxi-

matiori may be valid at frequencies in excess of 100 kHz,

assuming the conditions appropriate to Poisseuille

flow are present. Under such conditions viscous forces

dominate the loss mechanisms with most of the loss

being attributable to viscous interaction between the

interstitial fluid and the grains. From Equation (VIII-

3) we may conclude that this type of loss is proportional

to frequency squared. In practice this viscous loss

dominance with its accompanying frequency dependence

holds true only if the friction losses due to grain-to-

grain contact are less important, such as might be the

case if high confining pressure or rigid frame condi-

tions prevail.

If the observation frequency is greater than

then we must assume that Poisseuille flow assumptions

are no longer valid. To correct for the departure from

Poisseuille flow viscous friction conditions as frequen-

cy increases, Biotl2 introduced the complex frequency

correction function for the viscosity, F( K ) The

argument of this function, K, was introduced in Equation

(111-43). In a slightly different form we may write it

as

K
(21TQfa2f 0.5

\ ri 1
(VIII-4)

< may be thought of as a factor analogous to the

Reynolds' number of fluid mechanics. It is a formulation

of the ratio of the forces of inertia to those of fluid

viscosity. If we consider the porous medium to be

analogous to a set of short capillary tubes, then the

characteristic length term, a, may be considered to be

some sort of "effective" pore radius. In application,
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a characterizes both the size and geometry of the

intergranular pores, being equal to the radius for

circular pores and related to the width of slit-like

pores. As has been stated previously, this pore size

parameter may be best chosen in such a way that the

dispersion and attenuation curves from theory fit a set

of experimental data. The complex function F(K) ap-

proaches asymptotic values at low and high frequencies

according to the relationships:12

F(K) = F + I F1 = 1 as f-*O

(VIII-5)

K 1+1
= asf--cF(K)

Thus, the low frequency limit allows behavior

identical to the case where the Poisseuille flow assump-

tion is valid, i.e., the shear wave speed approaches

that predicted for elastic materials and the viscous

attenuation coefficient tends to zero in a manner

proportional to frequency squared.

For large values of frequency, Biot'2 shows that

F =F. K 1 fP5
r 1 (.-) (V1116)

C

where is once again the characteristic frequency

defined in Equation (VII-2). IBiot12 has used the

asymptotic value for F( K) from Equation (VIII-6) to

solve for the high frequency approximation to the shear

wave speed and attenuation coefficient.
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The phase speed is shown to be approximately

10.5
p I

p2
ii

(VIII-7)

This is equivalent to the speed of shear waves in an

elastic medium containing fluid with no viscosity,

assuming that the motion of the solid causes a partial

entrainment of the fluid through an inertia coupling

proportional to the term P212/P22 The parameter P11

in Equation (VIII-7) is the mass of the solid plus an

apparent mass due to the relative motion of the solid in

the fluid, P12 is the additional apparent mass, and P22

the equivalent mass of the fluid including relative

motion effects. The total mass of the fluid-solid

aggregate per unit volume is represented by

p = p11 + 2p12 + P22 (VIII-8)

The partial rotational entrainment of the fluid

decreases the apparent mass of the aggregate with a

corresponding increase in wave velocity, and this

decrease in apparent mass may be expressed by a factor

11 p22)1. Thus, at high frequency one may

neglect the influence of viscosity, velocity being

driven by inertial effects. From Equations (VIII-l)

and (VIlI-7), we see that the velocity dispersion curves

for shear waves start at V5=(P/P)05 at very low fre-

quency and tend toward the asymptotic value of Equation

(VIII-7) at high frequency. The examples shown by

Biot-2 indicate velocity dispersion from slightly less

than 10 percent to slightly greater than 30 percent

depending on the material. For the modeling performed
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in this study, the total dispersion has proven to be

closer to 10 percent for an aggregate with properties

similar to a medium grain sand, assuming an elastic

frame. This may be greatly affected by the anelasti.c

frame commonly present in most sands.

The approximation, in the high frequency limit,

for the shear attenuation coefficient in nepers/crn is

1 ff \05r(P2 \2
22

\0.51/271f
I( c\=

c) k22) pflp22_p2) ]\\
)

(VIII-9)

From this equation we see that the attenuation is

proportional to the square root of frequency. If we

assume the sinuosity and pore-shape modification for

proposed by Blot'2 to be valid, then we may replace f0

by its equivalent (assuming the correction factor to be

f
4_

c 2 (Vill-lO)
TI fa

Then replacing Vr by Equation (111-10), we have

P

)o.5[(p2

2/ p22 0.51
(VIlI-li)2)]cS (Pf p22)

1122-12

We note that the increase of the attenuation factor

with frequency is due to the increase of apparent

viscosity with frequency, i.e., the fact that F(K) is

not constant hut becomes proportional to K which is a

function of frequency [see Equation (VIII-4)J. If we

had assumed the Poisseuille law to he valid at very



high frequency, we would have found that the attenua-

tion factor tends toward a constant value instead of

increasing. 12

The effect of equating F(K) to the upper or lower

bounds presented in Equation (VITI-5) is shown in Figure

VIII-1. Here we have displayed the Biot/Stoll model

prediction of shear wave attenuation for an hypothetical

sediment with properties approximating those of a per-

meable sand. The properties used in this "base" sedi-

ment are provided in Table VIII-i. The base case

plotted in Figure VIII-1 assumes an elastic frame (A5=O).

From Equation (TV-i) and the sediment properties from

Table VIII-1, we calculate a transition frequency, c'

between 1.0 and 1.5 kHz. We see from the plots that the

curves begin to diverge slightly beyond 1.0 kHz. How-

ever, the base base appears to show influences of the

Poisseuille flow conditions until approximately 8 kHz.

This corresponds to the critical frequency, which

is approximately B kHz for the base sediment proper-

ties. Graphically then we see that the transition

from Poisseuille flow to the high frequency regime

dominated by boundary layer viscous losses appears to

take place between t and The attenuation plot

for the low frequency assumption that Poisseuille flow

conditions prevail begins to level off above 10 kHz

becoming essentially constant above 40 kFz. This

demonstrates graphically the importance of including a

frequency dependent viscosity correction factor in the

theory.

FJp until now our discussions have been concerned

with viscous effects, ignoring the possibility that

grain-to-grain friction could be an important loss
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Physical Property Value Units

Density of sediment grains 2.65
I

g'cni3

Bulk modulus of grains
I

3.60x1011 dyn.cm2
I

Density of fluid
(

1.0 g.cm"3
I

Viscosity of fluid 1.0xi02
I

g.cms'
I

Bulk modulus of fluid 2.0xl0-0 dyn.cm2

Bulk modulus of frame 4.36x108
I

dyn.cm2

Shear modulus of frame 2.6x108
I

dyn.cm2

I

Porosity 0.40
I

Permeability l.010
I

cm2

Bulk log decrement 0.1
I I

Shear log decrement 0.1
I I

Structure factor 1.25
I

I

Pore size parameter 0.0012 cm

TABLE VIII-l. BASE SEDIMENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
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mechanism. This assumption may be invalid for uncon-

solidated sediments under low confining pressure or

with restricted flow paths resulting in low permeability.

The concept of including internal solid dissipation

as an additional mechanism in the model was presented

by Blot'3''4 in papers published subsequent to his

initial presentation of the theory. However, Sto1168

was the first to implement the concept in a practical

manner. He included frame losses as a contributory

mechanism by assuming the frame moduli to be complex

operators. This was done in a manner consistent with

the linear frequency dependence of attenuation observed

in many particulate or granular assemblages, leading to

shear and bulk frame moduli which are complex constants

independent of frequency. Once included in th.e model

they produce additive losses which are linear in fre-

quency with magnitudes related to the frame logarithmic

decrements. In Figure VIII-2, one may see the relative

importance of accounting for both viscous and frame

losses even for a sediment with a moderate frame shear

log decrement. Neither the viscous nor the frame losses

adequately describe the total sediment attenuation.

While both mechanisms are important, the viscous losses

are dominant from approximately 1 kHz to 30 kHz, with

frame losses dominating beyond. The frequency range

over which a given mechanism dominates is of course

dependent upon the fluid viscosity and the frame logar-

ithmic decrement. For constant values of these two

properties, the relative importance of mechanisms is

determined by other sediment parameters. Of these,

permeability, pore size parameter, and structure factor

are quite important. In the following sections we will

examine how the predicted attenuation changes relative

to the base case as these three parameters are varied.
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In each comparison, the properties of the sediment will

he those listed in Table VIII-1, with the exception of

the parameter being examined.

Permeability Sensitivity

In Figure VIII-3 we present model predictions of

shear wave attenuation as a function of frequency for

the base case (k=l.0x107cm2) and for cases with per-

meabilities an order of magnitude larger and smaller.

The relative magnitude of the various cases changes

with increasing frequency. This is due to the change

of importance of friction relative to viscous losses as

the frequency changes for a given permeability. The

frame friction loss maintains a constant linear depen-

dence on frequency and is the same magnitude for each

case since each has the same frame logarithmic decrement.

The viscous loss, on the other hand, shows a frequency

dependence which varies with sediment permeability,

among other things. This change of frequency dependence

may be demonstrated by observing the apparent change of

slope in the viscous loss curve of Figure VIII-2. The

slope appears to decrease slightly below 10 kHz, and

the frame attenuation becomes dominant at a slightly

higher frequency. This change of dominant mechanism

indicates that the rate of change of attenuation with

increasing frequency for the viscous loss mechanism is

less than that for the frame loss mechanism. Niodel

studies show that the frequency at which the viscous

loss rate of increase becomes smaller than that for

frame losses is a function of permeability, all other

properties being equal. As the permeability decreases,

the viscous losses dominate to higher frequencies.
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This accounts for the observed crossings of the atten-

uation curves for various perrneahilities in Figure

vIII-3. The more permeable case is successively over-

taken by the base case and then the low permeability

case, each of which maintains a steep frequency depend-

ence to a higher frequency. Eventually, the base case

is overtaken by the low permeability case as viscous

losses cease to dominate friction losses. Comparison

of the high permeability case with the frame loss curve

from Figure VIII-2 shows the effects of viscous losses

to be minimal beyond about 10 kHz. A comparison of

viscous to frame losses as a function of frequency

shows the viscous loss mechanism to dominate to frequen-

cies beyond 100 kHz for the low permeability case.

Thus, we may conclude that the effect of permeability

on total shear wave attenuation is to change the fre-

quency beyond which the dry frame losses dominate.

That is to say that the transition frequency, of

Biot theory is inversely proportional to permeability,

all other factors being equal. This is consistent with

Equation (VII-2) which relates the Biot characteristic

frequency, to the inverse of permeability.

Pore Size Parameter Sensitivity

The pore size parameter, a, has been varied over

three orders of magnitude to show the effect of this

parameter on the amplitude and shape of the attenuation

curves. From Figure VIII-4, we see that decreasing

the pore size parameter from .012 cm to .0012 cm has a

more profound etfect on the attenuation than the reduc-

tion from .0012 cm to .00012 cm. The parameter is of

course related to the average size of the interstitial

pores, hut Stoll6 states that the pore size parameter as
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used in the present version of the model incorporates

the Biot correction factor for the sinuosity of the pores

in addition to allowances for the pore size and shape.

The effect of the pore size variation is similar to the

effects observed in the permeability variation study.

The larger pore size becomes dominated by friction at a

lower frequency, and thus this case shows a lower rate

of loss increase consistent with the interaction of the

linear friction loss mechanism and the high frequency

boundary layer viscous loss mechanism with its f0

frequency dependence. However, as frequency increases

the attenuation becomes more dominated by grain-to--

grain friction which steepens the curve allowing the

large pore size parameter case to overtake the others.

Model studies show this to take place in the vicinity

of 30 kHz. The same holds true for the .0012 cm pore

size parameter case relative to the smallest pore size

parameter case,. Thus the pore size parameter and the

permeability work in a similar manner to determine the

frequency range over which a particular loss mechanism

dominates. Both show an inverse relationship to the

Blot transition or characteristic frequency. Attenua-

tion shows more sensitivity to a given magnitude of

change in the pore size parameter since the two Riot

frequencies and f are inversely proportional to

the square of the pore size.

Structure Factor Sensitivity

Examination of structure factor variation over the

entire theoretical range of values (for cylindrical

pores) from 1.0 to 3.0 reveals little effect on curve

shape hut a significant effect on the magnitude of
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attenuation, particularly at the mid to higher frequen-

cies. These effects are demonstrated graphically in

Figure VIII-5. As stated previously, the structure

factor acts to increase the fluid inertia, effectively

accounting for the restriction in the fluid1s ability

to flow in or out of an element of sediment for a

given acceleration due to the macroscopic pressure

gradient. The degree of restriction is proportional to

the tortuosity of the intergranular pores, this being

in turn represented by the structure factor. For the

lower values of the structure factor, the flow is less

impeded, resulting in a greater degree of fluid mobility.

This fluid motion leads to a higher degree of fluid-to-

grain interaction at the lower frequencies. In Figure

VIIIt-5, we see the case where the structure factor

equals 1.0, rising more rapidly than the others. In

this case the flow is unimpeded and the full effect of

the viscous loss mechanism is felt, On the other

hand, the tortuosity represented by a structure factor

of 3.0 leads to a slowly increasing attenuation which

is dominated by the grain-to-grain friction loss mechan-

ism since viscous loss effects are not well developed

under such conditions. The differences between the

cases, once manifest at mid-frequency, continue to

grow in magnitude as the frequency increases.

Biot/Stoll Shear Wave Model-to-Data Comparisons

In order to evaluate the applicability of the Biot/

Stall shear wave model, we have made several comparisons

of model predictions with the observations discussed

in Chapter VII. The model inputs were those mean values

of the physical properties of the sediment presented

in Table VI-1, together with estimates of the structure
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factor and pore size parameter derived from empirical

relationships or by best fits to the attenuation measure-

ments. The best fit model inputs are summarized in

Table VIII-2.

Although visual fits to the attenuation data are

helpful in arriving at optimal values for the structure

factor or the pore size parameter, they can he mislead-

ing. In order to provide an objective measure of the

"goodness" of a particular fit to the attenuation

data, a goodness of fit x2 was defined as

(f)J2 (VIII-12)

where the Cl1 are the confidence intervals associated

with each of the shear wave attenuation data points

c9(f1), &(f) are the Biot/Stoll model estimates of

attenuation at a particular frequercy f1, and f are

the seventeen discrete frequencies at which data were

taken. The value of x2 is dependent upon the structure

factor and the pore size parameter, since these are

the only parameters regarded as "free" in the model-to-

data fits. Given Equation (VIII-12), one may see that

2equais zero if the model estimate equals the observed

attenuation values. This is the optimum fit, hut it

is not realizable in practice. A more realistic standard

value for x2 is obtained if the difference between

the model and data is equal to the confidence interval

at each frequency. In that case, the x2 goodness of

fit measure equals one. In any case, the calculation

of x2 allows one to objectively test various combinations

of structure factor and pore size parameter in terms

of the data, taking into account the confidence one

has in. a particular attenuation measurement. This



jPhYsica1 Property
Units
(cgs)

Beads
(40/45)

lAngular Sand
(40/45)

Angular Sand
(unsieved)

IDensity of grains gcnr3 2.42 2.65 2.65

IBulk modulus of grains dyn.cni2 3.60x10" 3.60x101' 3.60x101-1

IDensity of fluid g.cm3 1.0 1.0 1.0

Iviscosity of fluid I
g.cm s- I

0.01 (
0.01 0.01

IBulk modulus of fluid (

dyn.cm2 2.0x101° 2.OxlO10 2.0x1010

Bu1k modulus of frame dyn.crn2 4.36x108 4.36x108 4.36x108

lshear modulus of frame dyn.cm2
I

9.295108 6.37J.x108
J

6.296x108

Iporosity I

- 0.355
J

0.432
J

0.432

JPermeability cm
I
l.143x106

I
9.076x107

I

7.245x107

Bulk log decrement I
I

0.1 0.1 0.1

Shear log decrement I

0.288 0.133 0.161

Istructure factor 3.05 1.00 1.00

jPore size parameter cm 0.030 0.012 0.010

TABLE VIII-2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF LABORATORY SEDIMENTS

(MEASURED AND DERIVED FROM BIOT/STOLL MODEL FITS)

C
I-.
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approach was used to arrive at a Thest fit' between

the Biot/Stoll model and the attenuation data for each

sediment. The values of the two parameters have been

determined to three significant digits. That is the

precision required to affect the value to the same

degree. A change of pore size parameter by .001 or a

change of structure factor by .0]. leads to a change in

x2 in the first decimal place. A lower bound of 1.0

has been placed on the value of the structure factor

to maintain its physical significance as a modifier to

the fluid density. For the perfectly aligned tubes

consistent with a structure factor of 1.0 there is no

density modification. To allow the structure factor

to assume values less than 1.0 is to assume better

than perfect alignment of the interstitial pores.

This is not physically realizable, hence the lower

bound.

For the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss

the model-to-data comparisons for the beads, the well-

sorted sand, arid the moderately sorted sand.

Spherical Bead (40/45) Data Versus Model

Since an assemblage of spherical beads of uniform

size is as close to an ideal sediment as one is likely

to find, it is expected that the Biot/Stoll model should

prove quite capable of reproducing the observed data.

In Figure VIII-6, we present the results of optimizing

the Biot/Stoll model fit to the shear wave attenuation

data. The best fit was obtained using a structure

factor of 3.05 and a pore size parameter of .030 cm

together with the other physical properties of Table

VIII-2. This resulted in a x2 equal to 2.9. The
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structure factor was tested over a range from 1.0 to

3.1, while the pore size parameter was tested over the

range 0.0001 cm to 0.1 cm. As we have seen from our

sensitivity studies performed on the base sediment,

large values of either parameter tend to indicate that

viscous effects will be dominated by frame friction

losses at lower frequencies than if these parameters

were smaller. The fact that for this sediment both

parameters are large, indicates that the attenuation is

primarily due to grain-to-grain friction. Figure viii-

7 confirms this. It is obvious that the dry frame

losses contribute much more than the viscous losses,

the difference increasing with frequency. This is, of

course, consistent with the large frame log decrement

measured for the dry beads.

The derived value of 3.05 for the structure factor

is quite consistent with the findings of Domenico25

that spherical grain assemblages tend to have structure

factors approaching 3.0 for all pressures below 10 MPa.

The fact that the bead structure factor exceeds the

theoretical upper limit of 3.0 (for cylindrical pores)

is supported by the work of Ferrero and Sacerdote102

who found that a structure factor of 4.35 was indicated

for spherical lead balls. In contrast to these consis-

tencies are the empirical or theoretical approximations

to the structure factor proposed by Brown-03 Or Hovem

and Ingram.17 Brown's approach, as outlined in Chapter

VI, leads to a structure factor equal to 1.65. Using

this value in place of the optimuni value yields an

overestimation of the loss, particularly at the higher

frequencies. Exemplary of the degree of error introduced

is the value of 8.8 resulting from he comparison

between the model prediction and the data. A similar
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but more severe mismatch results from using the Hoveni

and Ingram approach. As mentioned in Chapter VI, this

is tantamount to using a structure factor equal to

1.0. The consequences of comparing the model predictions

based on their structure factor to the data is a

equal to 36.6; a much worse fit with a general over-

estimation of the observed attenuation. The conclusion

from these comparisons is that although the Brown

approach is better than the Hovern and Ingram approach,

neither yields an acceptable estimate for the structure

factor. In fact an estimate based on Donienico's25

findings yields a much better fit to the data. We are

left with the situation that, despite claims to the

contrary, the structure factor is an empirical parameter

to be determined by direct comparison of model and

data. However, we have established that for spherical

grains the findings of Domenico are consistent with

observations, and in the absence bf acoustic data one

may specify a value of 3.0 for the structure factor.

We have also produced comparisons between the data

and model predictions made with pore size parameter

estimates from Table VI-5. The results are displayed in

Figure VIII-8. All of the non-optimum pore size param-

eters are smaller than the optimum value of a=0.030

cm, and all are nearly equal to 0.006 cm. In fact the

spread of estimates for the various values of pore size

parameters are not discernible in the attenuation plots.

They uniformly lead to underestimation of the attenuation

in the mid-frequency (3.5 kHz to 10 kHz) range, but

appear to do well beyond that. frequency. Although the

ranges from 4.63 for a=.0071 ciii to 5.02 for a.0055

cm, these estimates offer reasonably good comparisons

with data, especially in the absence of other sources
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for the pore size parameter. The best estimates are

obtained using relationships which rely on porosity or

permeability rather than mean grain size. One problem

with such approaches is that they assume that the

intergranular voids have a circular cross-section with

some relationship to the size of the spherical grain

(e.g., the hydraulic radius assumption of Equation (VI-

15) or the equations relating transition frequency to

pore radius. From spherical packing models similar to

those used by Graton and Fraser,112 one may see that

voids have cross-sections which have been described as

spherical-triangles or concave-squares. The void as a

whole may be called a concave-octahedron since its

sides are formed by the converging cuspoid surfaces of

eight tangent spheres. The volume of this pore repre-

sents the porosity when compared to the volume of the

unit sediment cell made up of the spheres that contain

it. The tequiva1ent" radius, re, of this pore for

the most stable pack is related to the spherical grain

radius, R, by the rei.ationship:111

r 4.25 R3 (VIrI-13)
e

Using the mean grain radius and sediment porosity for

the spherical beads we calculate a value of re=.O3O cm,

a value equal to the optimum pore size parameter. This

radius will change slightly with packing, but for a

constant porosity there is only a 12 per cent variation

in re. Unfortunately this, like other geometrical

relationships, is probably valid only if the grains are

uniform in size and spherical. Thus it offers little

aid in estimating the pore size parameter of angular or

non-uniform sized grains. The other alternative to

reconcile the empirically derived pore size parameter to
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that derived through porosity and grain size relation-

ships, is to invoke the observation by Stoll that the

pore size parameter, though related to mean grain

size, must also include allowances for the size, shape,

and sinuosity of the pores. This is equivalent to

multiplying the pore size by a factor (
To

reconcile the values in Table VI-5 with the pore size

parameter derived from t:he model-to-data fit requires a

value for of approximately 25. While Biot1-2 uses such

a sinuosity correction factor, albeit much smaller, he

does so arbitrarily, stating that the true value must

be that which reconciles the model to data. This leaves

us no closer to an independent estimate for the pore

size parameter than we were before invoking such a

sinuosity correction. As with the structure factor, the

pore size parameter remains a free parameter which must

he determined through comparisons between data and

model predictions. The only relief from this is if the

sediment in question is uniform in size, can be repre-

sented by spherical shapes, and the relationship in

Equation (VIII-13) is borne out by further investigation.

Another issue which is important to the application

of the model is whether the permeability can be obtained

apart from direct measurement and what effect this

approach will have on the model's ability to reproduce

observations. For beads the Kozeny-Carman relationship

between permeability, grain size, and porosity has

proven to be quite accurate (see Table VI-3). As

expected, there is no discernible difference between

attenuation values derived from either measured or

predicted permeability. The }(rumhein-Monk prediction

for permeability proved to be about 21 percent lower

than that observed. Even so, the attenuation predicted
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using that permeability .showed only a maximum departure

of one percent from the attenuation predicted using the
measured permeability.

.s a separate test. of the rtodel, we compared pre-
dicted and measured shear speeds. As expected, the
dry frame speeds were virtually identical. The wet speed
rrieasured at. 10 kHz is reported in Table Vu-i as 225.3

±17. 5 rn/sec. The predicted speed of 10 kHz is 226.6 m/

sec. The discrepancy is less than one percent. The

model does show approximately one percent dispersion
from the speed at 10 kHz with most of it confined to
frequencies below 4 kHz. The overall agreement between
the model and measurements is quite good.

We have compared the model predictions to both

attenuation and speed data. The model has proven to be

quite capable of reproducing both types of data, even
using empirically determined permeability. The struc-
ture factor and pore size parameter remain as empirical
parameters since none of the proposed empirical or

theoretical approaches appear to be adequate. The

structure factor is least worrisome in that the work of

Domenico25 appears to provide a good estimate in the
absence of data. The pore size parameter, on the other
hand, defies our attempts to predict it adequately,
unless the relationship expressed in Equation (VIII-13)

is borne out by further data. Fortunately, in the case
at hand, the model predictions were not critically
sensitive to pore size, being dominated by frame losses.

Angular Sand (40/4 5) Lata Versus Model

One of the objectives of this research is to test
the Biot/Stoll model's ability to predict shear wave
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attenuation in both simple and complex sediments. It is

appropriate, then, to compare model predictions to

observations of shear wave attenuation in the well-

sorted angular sand. This sediment introduces the

complicating factor of grain shape. We saw in Chapter

VII that the apparent effect of grain angularity is to

increase the magnitude of fluid-to-grain losses at the

lower frequencies. The question remains whether the

differences in physical properties between the beads

and the angular sand can account for the attenuation

differences when used as inputs to the Biot/Stoll model.

In Figure VIII-9, we have plotted the attenuation versus

frequency predictions resulting from optimizing the

Biot/Stoll model fit to the shear wave attenuation

data. A best fit was attained by using a structure

factor of 1.00 and a pore size parurieter of .012 cm

with the other physical properties of Table VIII-2.

The resultant x2 goodness of fit value is 7.8. The

structure factor was tested over a range of values from

1.0 to 3.0, while the pore size parameter was varied

from 0.0001 cm to 0.1 cm. The comparison plot of model

predictions versus data shows that the model has not

been able to reproduce the sudden increase in attenuation

between 2 kHz and 3 kflz, and generally underestimates

the loss in the 2.5 kHz to 10 kHz range. Beyond 10 kHz,

the model does an excellent job of reproducing observed

attenuation.

The fact that the physically realistic optimum

value of the structure factor is 1.0 indicates that

viscous losses are relatively important contributors to

the total loss. The moderately large pore size parameter

was shown to be an indicator that frame losses wilt

also be important since the VISCOUS loss mechanism will
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transition from an to an f°.5 dependence at lower fre-

quency than if the pore size parameter were small.

Figure Vill-lO shows this analysis to he supported by

the relatJve magnitudes of the predicted attenuation

due to viscous and frame friction losses. The viscous

losses dominate at all frequencies displayed, but the

frame losses play a significant role in the total

attenuation. It appears that the frame losses would

overtake the viscous losses at frequencies below 1 kHz

or slightly above 20 kHz. This domination of viscous

losses is in sharp contrast to the domination of frame

friction losses in the spherical beads. Thus, though

the model does not fit the angular sand data as well as

it did the bead data, it is quite useful as a diagnostic

tool to confirm the indications in the data that the

grain angularity leads to an increased viscous loss

contribution to the total shear wave attenuation.

The value of 1.0 for the structure factor is in

keeping with the findings of Domenico25 that the struc-

ture factor is between 1.0 and 1.2 for sands at pres-

sures below 10 MPa. The structure factor which one

would expect from the porosity and formation factor

approach proposed by Brown'03 as modified by grain

shape considerations reported by Jackson, ,l04

takes values between 1.92 and 2.52. Model studies have

shown such values for the structure factor to lead to

underestimation of the viscous losses resulting in low

overall attenuation. As stated previously, the Hovem

and ]Tngram'7 structure constant is equivalent to setting

the Riot/Stoll structure factor to 1.0. In the present

case that value is the same as the optimum. However,

as we have seen from the spherical beads, the approach

does not apply in general and any agreement between the
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two is fortuitous. As in the case of the beads, we are

left without a theoretical or empirical relationship

which yields a generally acceptable value for the

structure factor. The only means we have of obtaining

the structure factor is by fitting the model to obser-

vations. This shortcoming is tempered by the apparent

validity of Domenico's findings. In the absence of

evidence to the contrary, a value of 1.0 should be used

for the structure factor when modeling shear attenuation

in angular sediments. This is curious, however, since

Stall7 has equated this value with the condition of

perfectly aligned cylindrical pores. This degree of

alignment does not seem compatible with what one might

expect to be the arrangement of pores in a complex

sediment.

Several theoretical or empirical relationships

used to obtain estimates for the pore size parameter have

been discussed in Chapter VI. both approaches based on

Kozeny-Carman relationships [Equations (VI-15) and (VI-

17)] assume that the pore size parameter is equal to

twice the hydraulic radius [Equation (VI-l3)I. [f this

relationship is not valid, then neither is the resultant

pore size parameter. Stoll7 has taken an empirical

approach to approximating the required parameter. He

related permeability, pore size, arid attenuation at 30

kHz using the Biot model, then compared the observed

attenuation at the same frequency. As a result he was

able to relate the sediment grain size to the pore size

parameter. This analysis yielded the empirical esti-

mates discussed in Chapter VI. From Eiqure VIJI-li,

one can see the effect of using the pore size parameter

estimates calculated using the Kozeny-Carman and Stoll
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approaches. All fail to reproduce the observed attenua-

tiori values. Several structure factor combinations were

tried for each pore size parameter, but no improvement

in fit was obtained. We can see that the parameter

values are approximately one-half the optimum value.

Using the Biot sinuosity correction factor, , to

achieve the observed pore size parameter by correcting

the grain-size based estimates requires a value for

of approximately four. while more reasonable than the

value required for the beads, we are still left without

a relationship with which we can estimate the pore

size parameter in the absence of acoustic data. Unfor-

tunately, for this case where viscous losses are signif-

icant., the model-to-data fit is more sensitive to the

pore size parameter than was true with the beads. The

X2 for a=.0066 cm is 15.4, for a=.0064 cm, x2l6.3; and

for a.0055 cm,X2z2l.5. This is a substantial increase

over the x2 for the optimum value of a.012 cm.

We also attempted to predict permeability values

for the angular sand. The results of applying the

Kozeny-Carman premeability formula to angular sand was

discussed in Chapter VI. Figure VIII-l2 displays the

predicted shear wave attenuation using the permeability

values from Table VI-3. The result of using the Krurnbein-

Monk empirical grain size relationship [Equation (VI-

9)1 or the Kozeny-Carman relationship corrected for

grain shape [Equation VI-3)] to provide permeability

estimates to the model is a predicted attenuation

virtually identical to that obtained using the measured

permeability. If the Kozeny-Carman relationship is riot

corrected for grain shape [Equation (V1-l)1, then the

model greatly underestimates the shear wave attenuation

since the overestimation of permeability resulting from
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the spherical grain assumption does not allow for

sufficient grain-to-fluid viscous interaction in the

model.

The model also provided predictions of wave speed.

These predictions can be compared with observations at

10 kHz to provide another test at model adequacy. The

observed dry frame speed was 205.4 +11.1 rn/sec while the

wet shear speed was 193.9 ±6.5 rn/sec. The model predic-

tion for the dry frame should yield a nearly identical

value, and it. does with a value of 205.9 rn/sec. The

wet shear wave speed was predicted to be 197.0 rn/sec,

a discrepancy of less than two percent; well within the

90 percent confidence interval about the measured speed.

This is not too surprising in light of the apparently

good agreement between the predicted and observed attenu-

ation at 10 kHz. Given the agreement in both speed

and attenuation at 10 kHz, it follows that the logarith-

mic decrements should agree. They do, both prediction

and measurement showing a value of 0.297 for the satu-

rated log decrement. Given the importance of viscous

losses one would expect some dispersion in the predic-

ted speed. The total dispersion relative to the 10

kHz speed is about five percent. Most of the shear

speed changes occur below 4 kHz. Overall, the speeds

and log decrements agree quite well where model esti-

mates and data are available for comparison.

We have now compared Biot/Stoll model predictions

to shear wave speed and attenuation data for the angular

(40/45) sand. The comparison reveals that the model is

not successful in accurately reproducing the observed

attenuation between 2.5 kf{z and 6 kHz. Tile model

underestimates the observed loss and does not predict
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the increased rate of attenuation apparent in the data

between 2 kHz and 4 kHz. Attempts to reconcile the

discrepancy by decreasing the pore size parameter to

increase the viscous loss lead to poorer fits overall.

Increasing the frame loss by increasing the frame log

decrement allows one to get a better match at the

mid-frequencies, but overestimates the high frequency

loss. Pn interesting point is that a better fit to

the data is obtained if the structure factor is a]Aowec3

to assume values less than one. While physically

unrealistic, given the role which the structure factor

plays as a modifier of fluid density, there exists the

possibility that the two loss mechanisms included in

the model are inadequate in the mid-frequency range,

and this non-physical structure factor leads to an

equivalent substitution for a missing mechanism.

There appears to be no theoretical or empirical

relationship which allows one to calculate either the

pore size parameter or the structure factor in the

absence of acoustic data. The structure factor, however,

may be estimated to have a value between 1.0 and 1.2

based on the work of Domenico25 in sands at low pressure.

Thus we conclude that while changes in physical

properties attributable to grain shape such as porosity,

permeability, complex frame shear modulus, pore size

parameter, and structure factor lead to a modification

of the relative irtipot-tance of viscous and frame friction

losses, the model is still incapable of accurately

reproducing the observed attenuation at all frequencies.
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Angular Sand (Unsieved) Data Versus Model

We have seen the effect of adding the complicating

factor of grain shape on the ability of the Riot/Stoll

model to reproduce observed attenuation. We will now

investigate the effect of a further complication, grain

size distribution, on the model's ability to predict

measured shear wave attenuation. This aspect of our

investigation may be particularly important in practice

since natural sediments rarely if ever occur as uniform

size assemblages.

In Chapter VII we saw that adding grain size

distribution as a complicating factor to the angular

sand assemblage led to an apparent increase in attenua-

tion. Some of the increase may be attributable to

additional grain-to-grain friction as demonstrated by

the larger frame log decrement. In addition, a 20

percent decrease in permeability should account for

some of the difference at higher frequency. Other

than these two physical properties, little was changed

by adding additional sizes of grains to the angular

assemblages. Given that the Riot/Stall model was not

formulated for mixed grain sizes, the question remains

whether these physical property changes together with

appropriate changes in the pore size parameter and

structure factor are sufficient to obtain a good model-

to-data fit for the angular unsieved sand.

In Figure VIII-l3, we have displayed the results

of calculating shear wave attenuation using the physical

properties of Table VIII-2 together with the optimum

structure factor, c=l.0,and pore size parameter, a=.OlO

cm. The goodness of fit parameter 2' is equal to

20.5. Visually, the best fit is not too good. The
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model passes through the upper and lower extremities of

the data, but offers poor estimates of the middle fre-

quency attenuation observations. As was true of the

well-sorted angular band, the model is unable to repro-

duce the sudden increase in loss observed between 2 kHz

and 3 kHz. The data appear to exhibit a greater fre-

quency dependence overall. Examination of the model

predictions reveal a frequency power curve with an

exponent of 0.96 to be a good estimator of the model

predictions at the seventeen observation frequencies.

This may be contrasted with the frequency exponent of

1.05 reported in Chapter VII for the attenuation data.

Varying the structure factor from 1.0 to 3.0 and the

pore size parameter from 0.0001 cm to 0.1 cm did not

improve the fit. We reported that allowing the structure

factor to assume physically unrealistic values improved

the model fit in the well-sorted angular sand. The

same is true of the unsieved angular sand. However, a

similar improvement could he attained by simply increas-

ing the frame log decrement. Raising the log decrement

by the amount needed to significantly improve the

model-to-data fit is not justified in light of the

confidence interval placed on the measured value of

log decrement (see Table VI-1). In addition, the use

of a frequency dependent dry frame log decrement is

not justified since measurements reported in Chapter

VI at frequencies of 5 kFlz, 10 kHz, and 20 kHz yielded

the same values for log decrement. There exists the

possibility that, if we accept the validity of the c1ata

given the confidence intervals provided, there are

other loss mechanisms at work in the saturated frame

which are not included in the model. Stoll5,U3 has

discussed this possibility concluding that in a general

model, it may be necessary to allow for both frictional
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and viscous losses in the parameters that describe the

response of the skeletal frame. Such parameters may

result in a viscoelastic response that may depend on

the spectrum of particle sizes and shapes as well as

the packing of the sediment leading to a significant

nonlinearity of attenuation with frequency. Such

viscous losses due to local motion are separate from

losses owing to the over-all relative motion between

the fluid and frame in coarse sediments.

Figure VIII-14 shows graphically how the predicted

total loss is apportioned between viscous and frame

friction losses. We see the two mechanisms are nearly

equal with the viscous loss being slightly greater above

1 kHz. This near equality contrasts with the larger

difference between the two contributions observed in

the well-sorted sand. The decreased permeability has

allowed the model to achieve a significant increase in

predicted viscous loss, but the larger frame log decre-

ment in the unsieved angular sand has had an even

greater effect on the total loss predicted by the model.

Since permeability appears to play a very important

role in our ability to predict attenuation for angular

sands, we have investigated the relative merits of the

various theoretical and empirical relationships which

can be used to estimate permeability from physical

properties such as porosity, grain size distribution,and

grain shape. Figure VIII-l5 is a display of the results

of model runs using the various permeability estimates

from Table VI-3. The Krurnbein-Monk permeability derived

from both mean and, standard deviation of the grain size

is nearly equal to the measured permeability. The same

is true once the Kozeny-Carman relationship is corrected
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for grain angularity and sorting. They both yield

attenuation estimates indistinguishable from the mea-

sured permeability case. The Kozeny-Carman permeabil-

ity estimate based on spherical grains was shown to he

an overestimate of permeability for the unsieved angular

sand. This is manifested as an underestimation of

viscous losses from the model. Thus the consideration

of grain size and shape is shown to be important in

establishing permeability estimates for angular sands.

The two other factors which affect the magnitude

and shape of the predicted attenuation curve are the

structure factor and pore size parameter. The structure

factor obtained using the approach proposed by Brown1-°3

is the same as that discussed in the well-sorted sand

case (1.92-2.52). The use of such values for the

structure factor results in significantly poorer fits,

generally underestimating the attenuation by not allow-

ing for sufficient viscous loss in the model. Hovem

and Ingram have proposed a frequency-dependent struc-

ture constant which reduces to a value of 1.0 for the

Biot/Stoll model application. As before, the equality

of this structure factor with the value used in the

present study is probably fortuitous given that their

structure constant is indeed constant for all sediments.

The best estimate appears to conic from the Dornenico25

findings which relate the structure factor to grain

shape and overburden pressure. His data indicates

that the structure factor should fall between 1.0 and

1.2 for sands at low pressure.

The estimation of the pore size parameter has been

discussed in Chapter VI. Values were derived fron

grain size, permeability, and porosity using relation-
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ships reported by Hovem and Ingram,17 Carman,98 and

Stoll.7 Figure VIII-16 displays the result of using

the estimates tabulated in Table VI-5 as inputs to the

Biot/Stoll model. All estimates are smaller than the

optimum value of .01 cm, and all lead to estimates of

attenuation which are too low at high frequency. Using

these smaller values of pore size tends to shift the

transition frequency higher. In this case the viscous

losses are important at low frequency (1 kHz to 5

kHz), but are dominated by friction losses beyond.

Thus we see that although the smaller pore size param-

eters result in greater attenuation below 5 kHz, the

frequency exponent is lower; thus the optimum case

attenuation is greater beyond that frequency as the

relative contribution from viscous losses diminish in

the small pore size cases. If we were to apply the

Riot siriuosity factor, , to the predicted pore size

parameters to bring them into line with the optimum,

values between 2.6 arid 3.6 would be required. This is

in line with values used by Blot, but still unrelatable

to sediment physical properties. Given the lack of

agreement between the model fits, we are left without a

reliable estimator of the pore size parameter in the

absence of acoustic data.

As with the other two sediments, shear wave speed

measurements ar-id observations were obtained for the

unsieved angular sand. The measured dry frame speed is

204.2 +15.7 ni/sec. The predicted dry frame speed is

204.7 ni/sec. A comparison of the shear speeds in the

saturated sediment at 10 kE-Iz yields an 8 percent

difference with the model overestimating the speed.

The measured value is 179.8 +5.6 m/sec, while the model

predicts 194.9 rn/sec. This overestimation of speed is
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consistent with the low attenuation estimate. Conipari-

son of the shear logarithmic decrement yields a pre-

dicted value of 0.33 and a measured value of 0.42. The

model estimates of speed and attenuation do not offset

one another to yield a log decrement consistent with

observations. In a related vein, the model predicts a

6 percent dispersion in shear speed relative to the

speed at 10 kHz, most of which occurs below 3 kRz.

We have demonstrated that adding the additional

complication of grain size distribution to grain shape

worsens the fit between the Bjot/Stoll model and observed

shear wave attenuation data. The changes in physical

properties observed between the unsieved angular sand

and the well-sorted angular sand are insufficient to

allow the model to obtain a good fit to the measured

shear wave attenuation. There are apparently other

factors at play in the sediment which the model does

not account for. One possibility is that additional

loss mechanisms due to viscoelastic effects in the

frame may be required for the model to apply in the

more general sense approximated by this sediment. One

such mechanism is the localized movement of fluid in

and out of the annular space between particles near

points of contact leading to a frequency-dependent

frame viscous loss.5'1-'3 Such a loss would depend

not only upon frequency, but also upon the number and

nature of grain contacts. It would probably be appar-

ent only in fluid-saturated, unconsolidated sediments,

under low to moderate overburden pressure; the condi-

tions of the present experiments.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

The stated objectives of this study are to determine

the effect of grain shape and sorting on the frequency

dependence of attenuation in unconsolidated water-sat-

urated sediments; and to test the ability of the Biot/

Stall model to predict the shear wave attenuation

observed in simple and complex sediment assemblages.

Those objectives have been met.

As a result of the research described in this

report, we are able to conclude that:

1. High quality shear wave attenuation and speed

measurements can be made in unconsolidated

sediments, under laboratory conditions, at fre-

quencies spanning at least the range from 1.0

kHz to 20.0 kHz.

2. Careful measurement of sediment physical prop-

erties must be made under the same conditions

of stress, saturation, and packing as those

prevailing during acoustic measurements if the

results are to be useful in comparisons with

other experimental data or model predictions.

3. Shear wave attenuation in unconsolidated per-

meable sediments may be described by a linear

frequency relationship, but there are signifi-

cant nonlinear effects apparent over certain

frequency ranges. These effects appear to be

related to the permeability of the sediments

and are probably attributable to viscous losses

due to fluid moving relative to the sediment
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frame or grains. This is borne out by the

apparent frequency dependence in the measured

shear wave logarithmic decrements.

4. The effect of angularity on attenuation is to

increase the magnitude of fluid-to-grain

viscous losses at lower frequencies.

5. The effect of a broad distribution of grain

sizes in an angular sand is to increase both

the grain-to-grain friction and fluid-to-grain

viscous contributions to attenuation. This

results in a uniformly higher total attenuation

in sands composed of angular grains of diverse

sizes. Such assemblages present a broad range

of nonlinear frequency dependence due to the

distribution of interstitial pore sizes.

Sorting effects appear to become unimportant

at high frequency.

6. Sediment permeability may be accurately esti-

mated for unconsolidated sands if grain angu-

larity and grain size distribution are taken

into account.

7. The Biot/Stoll model empirical pararaeters known

as the structure factor and the pore size

parameter cannot be predicted from sediment

physical properties in the absence of acoustic

data. However, the structure constant appears

to assume values near 1.0 for angular sands

and 3.0 for spherical grains under low over-

burden pressure. This is consistent with pre-

viously reported findings.25
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8. The Biot/StolJ. model as presently formulated

does not appear to be capable of reproducing

detailed observations of shear wave attenua-

tion in angular sands. The cause of the

model's inability is not known, but the

possibility exists that additional mechanisms

which take into account grain shape and size

sorting should be included. These may be

related to viscoelastic effects in the sedi-

ment frame which are not considered in the

present form of the model.5'113
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